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United States Circuit Court,
WESTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK.

The Wright Company,

vs.

IN EQUITY,

The Herring-Curtiss Company

No. 400.

and Glenn H. Curtiss.

BRIEF FOR COMPLAINANT AND ABSTRACT OF
EVIDENCE ON MOTION FOR PRELIM
INARY INJUNCTION.

INTRODUCTION.
Chief Justice 1\.farshall gave utterance to this memor
able sentiment, that he never approached the considera
tion and determination of a law-suit involving either the
property rights or the liberty of his fellow men without
always feeling a deep sense of the exceeding and weighty
responsibility such a trust imposed upon him.
In the case at bar this court is the first to be called on,
in the history of judicial proceedings, to pass upon the
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intellectual property of inventors who have mastered the
intricate problems of human flight and invented the first
machine, recorded in the annals of aeronautical history,
having the capacity to rise from the ground, soar at the
will of the operator and return obedient to his wishes
that, in a word, can fly as do the birds and has opened the
era of human flight. No reported case exists involving ady
namic man-carrying flying machine, heavier-than-air, be
cause no such machine was ever before invented.

This

is, therefore, the first instance of such a machine and the
first law-suit involving that subject-matter.
It is related that there have probably been in all ages

of the world men "whose imaginations were fired by the
sight of the soaring birds" and many have tried to imi
tate them.

Mechanical and mathematical knowledge

was, however, too crude and imperfect in early times to
permit such experiments to be numerous, yet many curi
ous legends have come down to us regarding attempts
by men to "sail upon the winds like soaring birds." And
endless theories have been advanced as solutions of the
the problem of human flight.

In a field of endeavor so

complicated, theory could not accomplish progress "in
advance of experiments." As a writer in aeronautics has
said:

"Science has been awaiting the great physicist,

who, like Galileo, or Newton, should bring order out of
chaos in aerodynamics and reduce its many anomalies to
the rule of harmonious law."
There is related by a writer a legend that ·Simon the
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Magician, in the reign of Emperor Nero, the thirteenth
year (about 67 A.D.) undertook to "ri e toward heaven
like a bird in the presence of everybody."

It i recited

that "the people assembled to view so extraordinary a
phenomenon and Simon rose into the air through the as
sistance of the demons, in the presence of an enormous
crowd, but that St. Peter, having offered up a prayer. the
action of the demons ceased and the Magician was
crushed in the fall and instantly perished."
There are other legends of antiquity, too, pertaining
to Dedalus, Abaris and Archytas. And these myths have
a value in that they testify how the problem of human
flight has stirred the imagination of mankind from re
mote ages.
A final tradition

IS

that of an English Benedictine

Monk, of whom it is related that in the eleventh century,
"having manufactured some wings, modeled after the de
scription that Ovid has given of those of Declalus, and
having fastened them to his hancls. he sprang from the
top of a tower against the wind. He succeeded in sailing
a distance of 125 paces, but either through the impetuos
ity or swirling of the wind, or through nervousness re
sulting from his audacious enterprise, he fell to the earth
and broke hi legs.

Henceforth he dragged a miserable,

languishing existence (died in 1610), attributing his mis
fortune to having failed to attach a tail to his feet."
And speaking historically, it is of preliminary interest
to note that three classes of mechani ms have usually
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been adopted in the efforts, which began ancl endecl each
time in failure.

The first of these was a very natural

principle to adopt, because it consisted of flapping wings,
to be operated by the muscular forces of the operator.
These wings, it is observable, were in imitation of the
birds, which were ever present as examples, and the only
examples in all the realm of nature by which the mYs
terious phenomenon of flight was exhibited to men.
They naturally. therefore, sought to follow their only
guide. But they did not know how inferior the dynamic
forces of the muscufar powers of men are to the extra
ordinary capacities of the birds in dynamic equipment
and endurance, compared wit_h their weight.

Nor did

they understand the capacity of man to imitate the intel
ligent instinctive manoeuvers of the birds in maintaining
their lateral and fore and aft balance.

A writer says:

"When a bird soars in a gusty wind (and almo t all wind.s
are gu ty and irregular in velocity near the surface of
the ground) the automatic effects obtained by the dihe
dral angle of the wings and the upward angle of the tail
do not seem to act quickly enough. The bird will be
seen, by observation at close range, to be almost con
stantly balancing himself by slight, almost unconscious
movements.

He advances the tips of his wings or

thrusts them back; he flexes one or the other and quite
often he advances or draws back his head, or uses his
legs as a pendulum from the knee joint, in order to main
tain his equilibrium.

All birds are acrobats, but the soar
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ing kind," (a vultures and ea gulls) "if closely observed
in a gusty wind, will be seen to perform feats of balanc
ing more delicate and wonderful than those of any
human equilibrist."
Nor did they understand the problems of areas of sup
porting surfaces compared with weights. The range of
proportions of uch surfaces and weight in the different
species of birds is confounding, and yet it is said that one
square foot of wing surface to one pound of weight is a
fair average.

But as further emphasizing the general

difficulties of human flight and the impossibility of imi
tating the birds in point of structure respecting weight
and area, it may be remarked that an investigator on this
subject has stated that in the case of the gnat there are
some 49 , quare- feet of wing surface to the pound, while
for the Australian crane 44-100 square feet to the pound
prevails-about. 100

time ~

greater wing surface for the

gnat. than for the crane.
And then aside from complex: manoeuvers, muscular
strength and endurance and areas of supporting surface
in proportion to weight, there has always remained the
further potential of structure and form of the supporting
surface.

Nearly all the birds, certainly all of the soaring

class which ride on the w ind with rigid wings, have con
cave under sides to the wings, while other flyers, as the
butterfly and humming bird, the house fly and the offen
sive and defensive bee, have flat under surfaces to their
wings; and so presenting. by this diversity of formation,
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olhcr perplexitie, for one who would imitate their struc

ture in attempting man flight.
Of the soaring birds "the albatross i the king of the
sea, whose paradoxical soaring on motionless wings
amazes travelers in southern seas.

* * *

'One of the

most perfect natural examples of easy and long-sustained
flight is the albatross'-a bird for endurance of flight
probably unrivaled, found over all parts of the southern
ocean, it seldom rests on the water.

During storms,

even the most terrific, it is seen now dashing through the
whirling clouds and now serenely floating, without the
least observable motion of its outstretched pinions ."
The capacity to soar or .float with rigid wings is due
to the reaction of the wind on the under surfaces of the
wings, and the fore and aft inclination of the wings,
called the angle of incidence, varies with the speed of the
wind.

vVhen they start to fly from a perch or from the

water, like all or most other birds, certainly

oaring

birds, they set their wings to a large angle of incidence,
to make them rise rapidly, and when they attempt to
alight, they again set their wings to a large angle of in
cidence to increase resistance to their forward motion,
so as to check their speed and enable them to alight with
out tripping.
But, unlike the astute and accomplished physicists
who are the patentees at the bar of this court, all of these
things were little understood by those who groped in the
dark, while trying to effect human flight; and so in mere
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ly trying to copy the creatures of the Oying realm , the
earliest experimenters chose "flapping wing, ."
The earliest recorded proposal of thi

kind was m

1500, by Leonardo da Vinci, a painter, sculptor, architect
and engineer, who does not seem to haYe made a prac
tical test, however.
The first actual experiment with flapping wings, ac
cording to tradition, seems to have been by a French
tight-rope dance!' named Allard, in the reign of Louis
the 14th, who attempted a demon tration before the
court in a sort of gliding performance, but who, failing in
his strength, fell, and was seriously hurt.
fell, was seriously hurt.
About the last known instance of an attempt with flap
ping wings was in 1890, by Frost, in England, but at the
end "the apparatus did not fly."
Thus the flapping wing experimentati on extended, as
is historically related, from 1500 to 1 90, and ended, as
it began, in total failure.
The next type of apparatus experimented with com
prised, essentially, horizontal propeller crews, intended,
by rapid rotation, to lift the apparatus from the ground.
The first historical reference to this form gives the date
as A.D. 1500, when "paper screws" were experimented
with by da Vinci; and screws have been continued ex
perimentally to the present time, with no practical
achievement.

The matter is only mentioned here as one
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[ hi torical interest and as empha izing the apparent
impossibility of accompli hing human flight.
The first unauthentic, but legendary tradition of an
idea approximating to an aeroplane as the supporting
means is stated as follows, by a modern writer:

"Pass

ing over as too scanty of record the myths of antiquity,
perhaps the earliest legend of an experiment which we
may fairly suppo e to have been tried with an aeroplane
is stated to be found in the somewhat fabulous chronicles
of Britain, wherein it is related that "King Bladud, the
father of King Lear, who is supposed to have reigned in
Britain about the time of the founding of Rome, caused
to be built an apparatus with which he sailed in the air
above the chief city of Trinavante, but t·hat, losing his
balance, he fell upon a temple and was killed.

This is

about all there is of the legend, and as even that concern
ing King Lear, which Shakespeare worked up into his
tragedy, has been suspected of b ing a myth, it is diffi
cult to comment intelligently upon uch a tradition; yet
it is not impos ible that King Bladud (who was reputed
to be a wizard, a were all investigators in ancient times)
should have attempted to imitate the ways of the eagle
in the air, and hould have succeeded in being raised by
the wind, when, for lack of the balancing science of the
bird, he should have lost his equiilbrium and with a
shear, a plunge, or a whirl have come in diaster to the
ground."
Another tradition of the same kind arose in Constan
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tinople, says a writer. where "under the reign of the
Emperor Manuel Comnenus, probably about the year
117 , a Saracen (reputed to be a magician, of course)
whose name is not given, undertook to sail into the air
from the top of the tower of the Hippodrome in the pres
ence of the Emperor.
"The quaint de cription of this attempt
clearly describe

* * *

so

an aeroplane as distinguished from

movable wings, and so well indicates the difficulty of ob

taining and maintaining a pyopcr bal mzce 'With s1tch an appa
ratus, that it i worth quoting:
"'He stood upright, clothed in a white robe, very long
and very wide, whose folds

tiffened by willow wands

were to serve a sails to receive the wind.

All the spec

tators kept their eyes intently fixed upon him and many
cried: "Fly, fly, oh Saracen!

Do not keep us o long in

clispen. e while thou art weighing the wind !"
"'The Emperor, who was prese nt, then attempted to
clissuacle him from his vain ancl dangerous enterprise.
The Sultan of Turkey in Asia, who wa then on a visit
to Constantinople, and who was al o present at this ex
periment, haulted between dread and hope, wishing on
the one hand for the Saracen's success and apprehending
on the other that he should shamefully perish. The Sar
acen kept extending his arms to catch the wind.

At last,

when he deemed it feasible, he rose into the air like a
bird, but his flight was as unfortunate a that of Icarus,
for the weight of hi body, having more power to draw
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bim downward than his artificial wings had to sustain
him, he fell and broke his bones, and such was his mis
fortune that, instead of sympathy, there was only merri
ment over his misadventure.' "
The next historical reference to an aeroplane was not
until 1842, as a substitute for the "flapping wing" idea
and the "lifting screw" idea.

The lifting screw theory

hacl no prototype in nature.

The flapping wing notion

was derived from observing the motion of the wings of
birds. The aeroplane idea naturally came later because
likened to a more rare example in nature, that of the soar
ing birds which, with outstretched rigid wings, sail on the
wind by the reacting pressure of the air currents on the
under sides of their wings. But those who sought to copy
the soaring bird with his fixed outstretched wings, to the
extent that they experimented at all, and this field of
experiment is historically more numerous in attempts
in modern times than were experiments in the other
classes, all ended in failure, either because they took no
accout of the problems of fore and aft and lateral bal
ance, or because, if they knew of those requirements, they
knew not how to provide for them.

In the case of the

soaring bird, when he is sailing on his fixed outstretched
wings, he maintains lateral and fore and aft balance by
a series of skillful manoeuvers, which, in the mercy of
his Creator, came to him as an instinct whie he was yet
in the shell.

But no such faculty came to man.

Accord

ingly, all attempts, including those of modern times
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sought to be set up by the defence herein , as will herein
after appear, proceeded no further than to demonstrate
their own failure, a condition wbich continued to prevail
until a lull or stand till occurred in aerial endeavor.
Then when hope of human flight, by the hordes who
had tried it, by the scientific societies and their members
who had wished for it and written about it and eli cu secl
it among themselves, had practically died out, and when
men were ridiculed and reviled and laughed at for further
attempting it and proposing it, Vlilbur and Orville
\\T right, in December, 1903, at Kitty Hawk, on the sea

shore of North Carolina, whence they had gone from their
home in Dayton, Ohio, to quietly conduct their final tests,
astonished and electrified the waiting world by actually,
really and successfully rising from the ground with a
heavier-than-air machine ridden by either of them in per
son, flying through the air, going whither they would, to
the right or to the left, upward or downward and land
ing, as do the birds, softly and uccessfully.
It was then that human flight was no longer a prob
lem; that it had been snatched from ages of failure, and
the era of man-flying was successfully opened.
And now in what manner, by what means, and upon
what principle did Wright Brothers achieve this notable
and extraordinary result?

The answer is very simple

in the manner, by the means and on the principles set
forth and enunciated in the Wright patent now before
this court.
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But first a word as to what happened throughout the
world in recognition of this long-waited-for achievement.
The press of the country heralded it from ocean to ocean,
and from the lakes to the gulf; the foreign press ac
claimed it everywhere, the American people, through
their Congress then assembled, sent this greeting to these
modest inventors:

"For their success in navigating the

air;" the French Academy of Sports this recognition:
"To the Conquerors of the Air, M. M. Wilbur and Or
ville Wright, the first to fly with an apparatus heavier
than-air driven by a motor;" the Smithsonian Institution
this message: "For their successful demonstrations of
the practicability of mechanical Hight by man."

In addi

tion, this achievement won for vVright Bros. medals of
the Congress of the United States, the State of Ohio, the
City of Dayton, the Legion of Honor of the French Re
public, gold medals of the aeronautical societies of Amer
ica, Great Britain, France, etc., and honorary membership
in numerous societies, with honorary degrees from insti
tutions of learning, both in America and Europe.

Then

followed commercial recognition by the purchase by the
United States of one of their flying machines, with the
right to use it for National purposes, while abroad sim
ilar recognition has taken place both official and private
or commercial, until, since the filing of this bill, men of
affairs, among the first in the financial and business
world in this circuit, have organized a manufacturing
corporation and taken over the invention and patent here
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qnestion, in commercial recognition of the revolution

ary novelty and successful ulility of this patented Wright
flying machine.
In their joint affid~vit the Messrs. Wright testify to
the court thus:
"Therefore we confirm the statement in the former
affidavit of vVilbur Wright that the plaintiffs' ma
chine, embodied in their patent of l\fay 22, 1906, was
the first in the history of the world to accomplish
successful human flight; and we further state that
the invention was made at a time when efforts at
human flight were almost at a standstill throughout
the world, and that the present activity and interest
in matters relating to human Aight, both in Europe
ancl America, had its inspiration and origin from
knowledge and information regarding the successful
labors of the plaintiffs, which labors eventuated in
the patent sued on." (P. 2 Wright Bros. affidavit.)
Thus the pioneership of \Vright Bros. is established
and recognized; the generic character of the invention is
made evident and the basic nature of the patent at once
suggested. And now a word as to the patent itself.

The Wright Patent.
As before suggested to the court, those experimenters
and theorists who were wont to imitate the soaring birds,
which sail on rigid outstretched wings by similar surfaces
in the nature of aeroplanes, were without the knowledge
or the means of maintaining the equilibrium or lateral
balance, and as well the fore and aft balance or guiding
of the machine upwardly and downwardly. To attain
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and carry into effect these two objects had baffied all
efforL.

If only these two things could be accomplished.

then it would be possible to fly, because it would be pos
sible to support the machine by means of an extended
thin surface, wide from side to side or tip to tip. and rel
atively narrow from front to back, if advanced through
the air with the wide edge forward and its front
raised above its rear so that the air pressures could sup
port it by the lift their reaction would produce.

This

problem of control or balance was, therefore, the one
to the solution of which V\Tright Bros. had long addressed
themselves.

Thus the patent says:

"The objects of our invention are to provide means
for maintaining or restoring the equilibrium or lat
eral balance of the apparatus, and to provide means
for guiding the machine both vertically and horizon
tally." (P. 1, lines 16-20.)
The drawings of the patent are then described as "em
bodying our invention in one fo-rm ." (P. 1, lines 29-31.)
The supportif1g surfaces or aeroplanes are then set forth
as one above the other, where a biplane machine is built,
or a a single aeroplane where a monoplane i the type
to be constructed.

Taking the biplane form for present

purposes, as that is illustrated in the patent and used by
defendant , it is stated that these supporting surfaces or
aeroplanes are interconnected by standards or posts. The
planes are so organized that, while advancing in flight,
their forward edges are above their rear margins, so as

I. I
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to slightly slant or incline from front to rear, whereby the
machine is supported by the reaction of the air pressing
generally upward on the under sides of the surfaces.
These arc the supporting means.
And then, in addition, there are means for controlling
the lateral halance of the machine, which refers to keep
ing the machine so balanced that neither lateral extrem
ity shall o far depart from its proper course up or down
as to cause the machine to become unbalanced and to
fall or tend to fall.

The e means for controlling the lat

eral balance are located at the lateral extremities or mar
gins of the machine.

In the form illustrated in the pat

ent. they are composed of the outer or lateral portions
of the aeroplanes.

Such portions of each aeroplane are

capable of being adjusted so a to increase their angle of
incidence at one side and to decrease their angle of in
cidence at the other side.

vVhen, therefore, one side of

the machine clips too low, the angle of the adjustable
portion at that. side is immediately increased by the op
erator.

By the same act he decreases the angle of the

adjustable portion at the other or higher side.

The ef

fect is to cau e the lower side to be raised by the in
creased lifting effect of the portion o adjusted to this
greater angle, and at the same time the lessened angle
of the adjustable portion at the other side will either
have a relatively lessened lifting effect, or will have a
direct depressing effect, according to whether the angle
of adjustment at such other side is a lessened positive
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angle or goes far

eno~tgh

to produce a negative angle,

which latter has a direct depressing effect.

A positive

angle is one which lifts and a negative angle is one which
depresses.

The former receives the air pressure on the

under side and the latter receives it on the upper side.
Thus that side of the machine which has careened too
low will be given a lifting action by increasing the angle
of the adjustable portion at that side, while the other
· side, which is too high, will be given either a less lifting
effect or a depressing effect, usua11y the latter.

The re

sult is to restore the machine to lateral equilibrium or to
as nearly a horizontal position from side to side as may
be required.
But in doing this a sort of secondary effect takes place.
This effect is the retardation of that side of the machine
where the adjustable portion has been given the greater
angle of incidence.

This is true because such greater

angle offers more resistance to forward motion.

So that,

while such side is being lifted, it is also being retarded.
This, if not taken care of, would permit the other or yet
higher side to swing ahead in a curved path, and, by rea
son of such greater speed, to climb higher, though having
a less angle of incidence.

Thus the means resorted to

to effect a restoration of lateral equilibrium or balance
would, in attempting to cure that evil, bring about an
other evil, unless something were then brought into req
uisition.
In the exemplification of the machine as shown in the
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patent, thi

further

mean ~

con ists of the rear vertical

vane or rudder 22. It can be turned on its vertical pivob
to either side.

\tV hen, therefore, this tendency of that

side of the machine having a smaller angle of incidence
in it

adjustable portion tends to sweep around and

ahead, as just stated, this vertical rudder or vane is ad
justed to throw against the wind-pressures that side
thereof nearest to the ide of the machine having for the
time being this smaller angle of incidence.

Such adjust

ment of the rudder or vane produces a pressure thereon.
by the reaction of the air, in a direction substantially at
right angles to the position of the rudder or vane.

This

pres ure creates a compen ·ating counter-turning force,
which in result prevents the side of the machine with the
faster-traveling tendency from advancing more rapidly
than the other side, which at such time, while attempting
to climb higher, is tending to move forward more slowly.
Ilerc then is the rationale of the machine, and it will
be seen that the lateral equilibrium i recovered or main
tained by alternately creating differential or unequal lift
ing effects at the opposite lateral margins of the machine;
and then, as these effects produce unequal resistance,
allowing one side to tend to advance ahead of the other,
t he third force is brought into effect to counteract thi'
latter tendency and maintain the two lateral extremes of
the machine abreast while the lateral equilibrium is being
recovered.
So the court will

see, m further explanation of
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thi s modus operandi , that when this greater angle of
incidence is produced at the too-low side of the ma
chine, the fir t effect is to cause that end to quickly rise.
This continue to act thus quickly by reason of the mo
mentum of the machine plus the climbing effect of such
greater angle.

But a

uch greater angle increases the

head resistance, it shortl y checks the momentum at that
side of the machine.

Then it i that something must be

clone to keep the other side from running away, as it
were; particularly a o ne effect of such running away
to make

IS

uch side climb higher faster than the slower

moving side, th ough the latter has the greater angle.
And then it is th at th e counteracting force of the rear
vertical vane or rudcler is brought into requisition to
equalize these two unequal heacl resi tances.

And this

equalization cau es both lateral extremities of the ma
chine to ach ·ance at sub stantially equal

peeds, though

one is climbing fa ster than the other and bringing about
the restoration of the lat ral equilibrium or balance.

If the court will now turn to Fig. 1 of the patent draw
ings, all thi s will be soon understood.
dotted lines near a, d,

At the left the

how the lateral margin adjusted

to a greater angle of incidence, while to the right the
dotted lines b, c, show that lateral margin adjusted to a
le s or different angle, say at a, cl, to a po itive angle and
at b, c, to a negative angle.
These

adjustments

are

effected by

the operator

through the action of cables 15 and 19, described in the

I

[
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patent in detail as one construction of aclju ting device:-..
And when these marginal portion, are so aclju ted,
then in conjunction therewith the rear vertical rudder
22 is also adjusted to swing that side thereof toward the
side of the machine having the less or negative angle.
The cable 27 is one arrangement for effecting that ad
justment, as described in detail in the patent.

(See Fig.

2 of the patent a to such latter adjustment of the rud
der 22.)
The following statement m the patent will now be
readily understood:
"Turning now to the purpose of this prO\·ision for
moving the lateral margin. of the aeroplanes in the
manner described. it should be premised that owing
to various conditions of wind pressure and other
causes, the body of the machine is apt to become un
balanced laterally . one sid e tending to sink and the
other side tending to ri se, the machine turning
around on its central longitudinal axis. The provis
ion which we have just de cribecl enables the ope
rator to meet this difficulty and preserve the lateral
balance of the machine. Assuming that for some
cause that side of the machine which lies to the left
of the observer in Figs. 1 and 2 has shown a ten
dency to drop downward, a movement of the cradle
18 to the right of said figures , as hereinbefore as
sumed, will move the lateral margins of the aero
planes in the manner already described, so that the
margins a, d, and e, h, will be inclined downward and
rearward and the lateral margins b, c, and f, g, will
be inclined upward and rearward with respect to the
normal planes of the bodies of the aeroplanes. With
the parts of the machine in this position, it will be
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seen that the lateral margins a, d, and e, h, present
a larger angle of incidence to the resisting air, while
the later<Jl margin on the other side of the machine
present a smaller angle of incidence. Owing to this
fact the side of the machine presenting the larger
angle of incidence will tend to lift or move upward,
and this upward movement will restore the lateral
balance of the mach in e. \Vhen the other side of the
machine tends to drop, a movement of the cradle lR
in the reverse direction will restore the machine to
its normal lateral equilibrium .
"In connection \vith the body of the machine as
thus operated. we employ a vertical rudder or tail 2;~,
so supported as to turn around its vertical axis. *
* * It will he observed in this connection that
the construction is such that the rudder will always
be so turned as to present its resisting-surface on
that side of the machine on which the lateral mar
gins of the aeroplanes present the least angle of in
cidence. The reason of this construction is that
when the lateral margins of the aeroplanes are so
turned in the manner hereinbefore de cribed as to
present different angles of incidence to the atmos
phere that ide presenting the largest angle of in
cidence, although being lifted or moved upward in the
manner already described, at the same time meets with
an increased resistance to its forward motion, and is,
therfore, retarded in it forward motion, while at the
same time the other side of the machine, presenting a
smaller angle of incidence, meets with less resistance
to its forward motion and tends to move forward
more rapidly than the retarded side. This gives the
machine a tendency to turn around its vertical axis
and this tendency, if not properly met, will not only
change the direction of the front of the machine, but
will ultimately permit one side thereof to drop into
a position vertically below the other, with the aero
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planes in vertical po ition, thus cau ing the machine
to fall. The movement of the rudder hereinbefore
described prevents this action, since it exerts a re
tarding influence on that side of the 1;;achine which
tends to move forward too rapidly and keeps the
machine with its front properly presented to the di
rection of flight and with its body properly balanced
around its central longitudinal axis. * * * We
wish it to be understood , howeve r, that we do not
limit ourselve to the particular description of rudder
set forth, the essential being that the rudder shall
be vertical and hall be moYed so as to present its
resisting surface on that side of the machine which
offers the least resistance to the atmosphere, so as
to counteract the tendency of the machine to turn
around a vertical axis when the two sides thereof
offer different re sistances to the air." (P. 3, lines
75 to 119; p. 4, lines 10 to 45; and lines 53 to 64,
Wright specification.)
Now the remaining feature is the horizontal forward
rudder, whose office is to give a turning movement to the
main structure around its transverse axis, whereby the
course of the machine may be dir cted upward or down
ward, at the \•vill of the operator, and the longitudinal
balance maintained.

Thi. h orizontal rudder is pivoted

and i adjustable to bring the pre. sure on its upper or
lower side, through changes in its po. ition.
tion p. 5, lines 19-27.)

(Specifica

This rudder is shown at 31, in

Fig. 1 of the patent drawings, and L adjusted by any
convenient means, say a cable 38, in reach of the ope
rator.
For a more extended and illustrated explanation of the
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principl s ancl operation of the patent, examine the affida
vit of 1\Ir.

ee, which is elucidated by diagram drawings

that make the matter exceedingly plain.
In their joint affidavit the distinguished inventor
say:
"Complainants in the course of their experiments
finally devised a machine having the combination of
adjustable wing " (the lateral marginal portions),
''adjustable at the will of the operator, and adjust
able vertical and horizontal rudders, the lateral bal
ance being effected by the united action of the ad
justable wings and the adjustable vertical tail. * *
"After much study of the phenomenon, we discov
ered the theoretical cause" (remedied the trouble by
inventing the machine of the patent in which the dif
ference in horizontal resistance is corrected by a ver
tical rudder, while the difference in the lifting effect
is utilized in controlling the lateral balance of the
machine.)
"This was a broad invention which we a sert was
never eli covered, understood or explained by any pre
viou inventor, never mentioned in any printed pub
lication or in any patent, nor embodied in any
machine which was constructed prior to our inven
tion thereof." (Wrights' affidavits pp. 4, 5.)
Then in speaking of the original draft of the specifica
tion, as first filed in the Patent Office, they say:
"Complainants well understood that the invention
was the foundation upon which the art of human
flight would probably be built and stated their un
der tanding of the scope of the invention in the
broadest form of expression they could devise. It
was not merely a particular kind of wing" (lateral
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adjustable portion), "nor a particular kind of tail.
nor particular means of operating the wing and tail,
although each wa claimed in detail, but any kind of
wing, any kind of tail, any means of cau ing them
to take the positions described in order that they
might work together to give the de ired complete
result. It has always been the understanding of
complainants that the patent as issued covered the
invention thus broadly, as well as certain particular
details." (Wright Bro . affidavit p. 7.)
And it is interesting to here quote how they stated in
the original specification, with their own hands, the in
vention in its broad a pect : 
"We do not confine ourselves to the particular
construction and attachment of the rear rudder here
inbefore described, nor to the particular con truction
of surface or wings. but may employ this combina
tion in the use of any movable vertical rear rudder
operated in conjunction with any wing capable of
being presented to the v incl at respectively differing
angle at their opposite tips for the purpo e of re
storing the balance of a flying machine and guiding
the machine to the right or left."
Now so much for a statement of the invention and the
patent. The court will please stop and reflect a moment.
The medium of support is the air.

If this medium were

in a constantly quiet tate, the difficulties of lateral and
fore and aft balance would be largely reduced.

Instead,

they are greatly enhanced and multiplied by the ever
changing velocities, force, direction, to one side or the
other, or above or below, from which the wind or air cur
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rents come. There is practically no uch thing as a qui
escent state in the atmo phere.

Some have con idered

that the air currents come in billows, rolling on horizon
tal axes and striking with their centrifugal force plus
their incoming force.

So1ne have considered that they

come in revolving columns, turning about vertical axes,
striking with all sorts of forces and in all manner of di
rections.

It has further been determined or estimated

that the wind scarcely blows or the air currents scarcely
travel in exactly the same direction more than from a
half to a whole second.
First the machine, by the very medium which is to
support it, is struck from the left or from the right, or
by a current trending upward, or one trending down
ward.

Again, this supporting medium may and does

strike the machine with a downward trend at one side
and upward at the other at the same time.

So the court

will ee that here is the machine, heavier-than-the-air, yet
supported by the air and ever in the midst of constantly
changing conditions of its supporting medium.
Hence the extent of the difficulties of maintaining lat
eral and fore and aft balance, for without such balance
the reactions of the air on the supporting surfaces cannot
be applied with lifting effect, taxes the imagination and
baffles the understanding for a solution.

But now that

the Wright Bros. have produced the solution in physical
form, its very simplicity adds to the wonder of its marvel
ous capacity.

But see the depth of the thought and the in
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tenisty of the re. earch and the genius that guided the
mind and the hand in penetrating the intricacies of the
problem and wrought a simple, mechanical and certain
organization that has met all the practical conditions re
quired.

Yet they modestly say in their affidavit, "we

studied the phenomenon, we discovered the theoretical
cause and remedied the trouble by inventing the machine
of the patent."
As mute, but active witne ses to the inconstancy of
the force and direction of air currents, see the changing,
shifting, and eddying of smoke above chimney tops when
caught up by the pa sing air currents; and see the utter
ly limitless disporting of the water's surface when agi
tated by the wind-dimples, excrescences. wrinkles,
glassy pots, dancing, jolting, spraying, splashing, eddy
ing, endless contortions characterize the surface.
And yet it is in

uch a precarious, willful, spasmodic

and, with all, powerful

medium

as this that the

Wright flying machine rides and speed away, with man
or men aboard. like a veritable living albatross.

It

plants it elf upon the incorrigible air and rides upon its
very incorrigibility.

POSITION OF HERRING AND CURTISS.
First Herring.
And this great invention was seen on the ground and
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flight by Mr. Herring, one of the defendants, m the

year 1802, at Kitty Hawk, N. C., the testing camp of
these inventors, while Mr. Octave Chanute was the guest
of the Wrights and Mr. Herring was in Mr. Chanute's
employ.

It was there that this member of the defendant

company first acquired a knowledge of this invention,
\vhich he carried away with him and of which he wrote
two years later in a journal called "Gas Power."

He

speaks of the disturbing and destructive influences of the
"endless twists and swirls of the air" and says that "Un
til a method was found to counteract these disturbances,
or at least a method was found to quickly right the ma
chine after its equilibrium had been disturbed by these
'air waves,' hope of a real flying machine was futile;"
and then adds that the vVright Bros'. "work has been
rewarded by the production of a man-carrying machine
that actually flies."
Here was the unsolicited testimony of one of the offi
cers of the defendant company that the vVright Bros. had
solved the very problem which he, himself, stated in the
same article was the "real obstacle to success" and had
stood "almost like a rock of Gibraltar" in that field of
endeavor. (See this article quoted at p. 3 of the vVrights'
joint affidavit.)
In view of this deliberate declaration in writing, Mr.
Herring cannot now be heard to derogate from that po
sition, except at the cost of self-stultification and in dis
regard of every principle of good conscience and fairness
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which a court of equity should enforce.

Indeed, Mr.

Herring is practically estopped from now denying, as he
has done in his affidavit, the novelty and originality of
the Wright invention, with a claim, unsupported and un
corroborated by anybody, that he, himself, invented that.
which he here in this article announced to the world was
the invention of the Wright Bros.

He comes clearly

within the principles of estoppel applicable to one who
has proclaimed the novelty and originality of the inven
tion a laid down by Judge Jackson, afterwards Mr. Jus
tice Jackson, and Judge Taft (the President) in Blount v.

Societe, 53 F. 98; and the cases there cited.

See

also Johnson v. Foos, 141 F. 73, by the court of ap
peals for the sixth circuit, opinion by Judge Lurton,

I"

wherein he characterized as "significant" a letter by one
of the defendant company saying that another of their
company "appreciate the value" of the Johnson patent.
That circumstance caused all doubts to be resolved
against the defendant and raised a strong equity in favor
of the complainant.

Second Curtiss.
.And as to defendant Curtiss, it is shown in the affida
vit of Mr. Wilbur Wright, filed in support of the motion,
and by the correspondence contained in said affidavit,
that he obtained a knowledge of how complainants' ma
chine was built and of the principles involved in it, be
fore he became an infringer.

At that time Mr. Curtiss
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was experimenter for the Aerial Experiment Association,
whose avowed purpose was to conduct -cientific exper
iments regarding flying machines.
fridge was secretary c

The late Lieut. Sel

the as ociation.

He wrote to

\Y right Bros. for friendly advice and information a. to
how they constructed their machine of this patent, etc.

\\Tright Bros. replied giving full information, directing
attention to Mr. vVilbur \V right's public addre ses and,
in particular, to the patent now in suit, all as a courtesy
to the gentlemen engaged in scientific pursuits.

The

affidavit charges that it was in this way that Curtiss ob·
tainecl a knowledge of this patent and of the machine and
its principles.
by

~I r.

To denial or explanation has been offered

Curtiss, although he has filed his affidavit herein

since a copy of said affidavit of Mr.
on him.

Vv right

was served

This correspondence occurred in January, 1908.

By July, UJOS, the public press was announcing that Cur
tiss was about to give public exhibitions for profit.

His

machine, call d the "June Bug,'' appeared in the "Scien
tific American" at that time.

Immediately vVright Bros.

notified him in writing that such machine, with its "mov
able surfaces at the tips of the wings, adjustable to dif
ferent angles on the right and left sides for maintaining
the lateral balance," was an infringement of this patent.
He wa

informed that the patent broadly covered this

combination, with the "vertical adjustable rudder or sur
faces to correct inequalities in the horizontal resistances
of the differently adjusted wings ."

His attention was
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specifically called t claim 14 as a claim embracing this
combination.

lie was told, if he de ired to enter the ex

hibition business, that matter would be taken up with
In his rep } he said, "Contrary to

him as to a license.

newspaper reports I do not expect to do anything in the
way of exhibitions.

lVIy flights here have been in con

nection with the Aerial Experiment Association's work.
I ha ,·e referred the rna tter of the patents to the Secretary
of the Association." He then wished Mr. Orville \V right
the ''best of succe s at Ft. Myer," knowing that it was
with the Wright machine that the flights at Ft. lVIyer
were to be conducted.
So Curtiss exploited the Wright machine for scientific
purposes, in the interest of the As ociation; denied any
commercial intentions on his part and then forthwith
proceeded to build ·and sell machines and to fly for
money at public exhibitions in connection with the Aero
nautical Society, now a defendant in another action by
this complainant in the Southern District of New York.
And it will be noted that his denial of intention to "do
anything in the way of exhibitions," taken in connection
with the notice that such exhibitions with his "June
Bug" would be infringing acts, is tantamount to ac
knowledging that he had no right to use such machine
for such purpose and was a tacit acknowledgment of the
patent and of infringement, with a promise, in effect, not
to violate the patent.

So he too comes within the prin

ciples and justice of the decision last referred to.
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And it further appears in the moving affidavit of Mr.
Wilbur Wright, and is not denied or touched upon at all
by the defendants, that they are financially irresponsible
or unable to satisfy any judgment of recovery this court
may award and wholly unable to make good the loss
which complainant has suffered and will continue to suf
fer by their infringing acts in going about the country
and making exhibitions in advance of any opportunity
for complainant to exhibit its machine at such places.
Such is the relation of the parties to this action, ancl
such, as first stated, the phenomenal invention now be
fore the court for protection against piracy by those who
have learned of it under conditions of confidence and
trust and have also specifically and tacitly admitted its
originality and utility.
Under these circumstances we submit that the court
will be impelled and justified by the strongest considera
tions of justice to extend the protection of the law to
this noteworthy invention and to these meritorious in
venters.

Nature of the Defences.
The defences are merely an uncorroborated ex parte
claim, by Mr. Herring, now for the first time advanced,
that in an abandoned experiment he pretends to have con
ducted in 1894, he had lateral balancing appliances-a
belated claim inconsistent with and contradicted by his
own article published in "Gas Power" in 1904, ten years
after his alleged 1894 experiment; and the further sug
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gestion of the \i\Tright invention being merely the work
of mechanics in selecting from the prior art as distin
guished from inventing, a claim advanced by nobody but
one of defendants' counsel in his affidavit made in the
capacity of an alleged expert, without any previous
shown information, knowledge, experience or opportun
ity regarding flying machines.
These suggestions of defence are supplemented by a

limited denial of infringement, based upon one assumed po
sition of defendants' machine, itself based on a theory
which is contradicted during almost every moment of
flight , namely, a theory that defendants' machine flies with
the angle of incidence always the same, whereas the angle
of incidence is a constantly varying quantity.

And this

defence implies that if the angle of incidence is not al
ways the same, as assumed in the theory on which the
denial of infringement is based, then that there is in
fringement.

No denial is made that they use every ele

ment of the claim , namely, aeroplanes, adjustable lateral
portions or tips, a pivoted vertical rear rudder and a hor
izontal forward rudder.
These defences will be treated in detail, for the aiel of
the court, under the heads of prior art and infringement.

NEED OF THIS INJUNCTION.
The bill and moving affidavit of Mr. Wilbur Wright
disclose a strong case of need of intervention by the court
by a preliminary injunction at this t ime.
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The bill avers:
"(4) An l your orator further sl1ow that the de
fendants, * * * knowing the rights of your or
ators, * * * but contriving to injure your ora
tors and to deprive them of the just benefits. emolu
ments and rewards which would otherwise accrue to
them from said letters patent, * * * did * *
* unlavdully, wrongfully and willfully make. a 
semble, use. exhibit for profit, and profitably. certain
flying machines embodying and containing the inven
tion covered '~ * * by said patent: that defen
dant are preparing to further infringe; * * *
that among the method adopted by the defendants
in confederating to deprive your orators of their
rights and to carry out their acts of infringement
are these. to wit: to manufacture the infringing ma
chines for the Aeronautic Society, a corporation *
* * with its place of btLines in New York City
* * * and to deliver and sell such machines to
said Society. * * * and then for the defendant
Curti s to personally conduct exhibition flights with
one or more of said machines * * * under the
atL pice. of said Society * * * for pay charged
for admission or ticket purchased by the general
public, whereby large sum of money have been re
ceived by the defendants from uch manufacture ancl
ale * * * and otherwise through , aid acts of
infringement pursuant to conspirinrr arrangements
with the Aeronautic Society. all to the irreparable
loss and injury of your orators."
The bill further avers:
"(5) * * * that unless the defendants * *
are restrained fi·om further making and using aid
infringing machines, and from conducting such
flight exhibitions, they will practically destroy a
large source of revenue which your orators will

*

·~
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otherwis rccci e * * * hy preceding your or
ator. at points over the country and making public
flight or exhibition , until the public ' intere, t in this
radical novelty shall have been sati fied, ancl what
is now an invention and machine whose fame has
gone before it will have become a known and seen
thing. after which a large part of the public will not
be interested in said exhibition flights."
These averments are not denied hy defendants in their
affidavit . nor are the statemenh of 1\f r. \\Tilbur \\rright
in his moving affidavit at all denied or qualified by de
fendants.

In thi

affidavit he ays :

"I further say that * * * the c1efendants, and
particularly Glenn 1I. Curtiss. arc preparing to con
tinue making and operating the flying machines com
plained of in different parts of the country, where
they are about to conduct public exhibitions and
make admis ion charges to spectators and that this
program is sought to be carried out in advance of
the making of similar exhibition flights by or under
ourselves or our direction with our patent flying
machine, , and at places where we cannot at present
make such flights-all in the forestallment of this,
the most lucrative part of the gains to be realized
by complainant a the fruit of our discovery, the ex
clusive right to which is secured by our patent; that
such acts by defendants * * * have already
caused large and serious loss to us, and will if tmre
strainecl involve us in irreparable loss; and will also
encourage others to similarly infringe * * * so
that in the end the emolumen~s wh ich are justly in
store for us hall have been flittered away by this
unlawful invasion and appropriation of our machine,
and some of its uses."
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And perhaps the court, in view of the widespread pub
licity of the flights conducted by the defendant Curtis ,
since the filing of the motion papers, at Indianapolis, Cin
cinnati, Chicago and St. Louis, will take judicial notice
of these public facts.

This situation and the want of

financial responsibility by defendants, as herein shown,
and not denied by defendant , make a strong case of need
of an injunction pendente lite.

The bill and affidavit aver

that others will be encou raged to likewise infringe if
these defendants are not restrained.

Again, the court

may take judicial notice of the widely published and cur
rent fact that numerous individuals have, since these in
fringing acts by the defendants, imported into this coun
try various machines, and in some case have made or
attempted flights which have attracted public notice.
Complainant has hut lately brought another suit on this
patent in the Southern Ditsrict of New York against one
Ralph Saulnier for importing an infringing Bleriot ma
chine made in France. The record of this Saulnier suit
. upports these statements.
So nothin g seems to remain but to show a fair legal
right to the injunction, now that its need is manifest.

RIGHT TO THIS INJUNCTION.
We have just shown the need of the intervention of
the court, at this time, to preserve the important rights
of complainant against their destruction or impairment
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now being perpetrated by defendant .

Now as to the

right of complainant to this injunction.
vVe state broadly that the facts in thi case, and the
applicable law of this circuit, and of the circuits gener
ally, establish this right beyond doubt or cavil.

We

know of no case where any of the great epoch-making
inventions have been denied this protection whenever
asked for. This may be regarded as the statement of an
open fact-indeed, it may be here put down that it is
historically but an axiom to say that the courts will not
deprive these great discoveries of instant recognition and
resulting immediate protection \;\,'hen as ailed as in this
case.

Averments of the Bill.
The evidence offered by defendants fails entirely to
disturb or qualify the sworn statement in the bill of com
plaint that thi. invention "is of great value and utility
and constitutes the first instance in the history of the
countle s attempts to produce flying machines wherein a
heavier-than-air machine ever made aerial flights, and
wherein the machine was under the control and will of
the operator," and that this invention gave "to the world
the first machine to actually and succes fully fly," and
in this sense is "the creation and embodiment of a new
art; and an epoch in aerial endeavor, human flight hav
ing been for ages the synonym of failure and impossi
bility."
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This . worn averment is now before the court undis
turbed by anything adduced by defendant ; and is prac
ticall y controlling on the broad question of novelty.
And the bill further avers:
"That the public generally, and the United States
government in particular, through its appointed of
ficers, ha,·e acquiesced in ancl acknowledged the va
lidity of aid letters patent and recognized the rights
of your orators in and under the same," the same *
* * being expressed by the act of purchasing from
your orators one of their ftying machine embodying
the invention * * * covered by said patent, with
the right to use the same for national purposes; and
further , that several sovereignties in foreign lands
have similarly acquiesced in and recognized the nov
elty and utility of your orators' said flying machine
and * * * rights therein."
And we have already referred to the recognition of
novelty and of the primary character of the invention by
the French Academy of Sports, the Congress of the
United States, the Smith. onian Institution, and many
other learned bodies, besides the award of National,
State and Municipal Medals.
These are statements of most uncommon facts; and
they are not challenged or ·denied by the defendants, and
could not be.
There is also a strong equity in favor of complainant
and against the defendants growing out of the conduct
and admissions of Mr. Herring and lVIr. Curtiss. \f\T e have
already referred to the facts which show that in 1902 Mr.
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Herring, as an employee of Mr. Octave Chanute, visited
the testing camp of Wright Bros., at Kitty Hawk, N.C.,
and witnessed repeated and numerous flights of the ma
chine of the Wright patent; saw the machine day after
day; saw the manner of manipulating it; learned its con
struction and principles.

Also that two years later,

when editor of "Gas Power," 1\Jr. Herring, in the Jan
uary, 1904, number, wrote of the in urmountable prob
lems that remained unsolved until the invention of the
vVrights, and referred to their method of controlling the
lateral balance as a notew orthy departure resulting in a
machine that "actually flies."

He said : "The real ob

stacle to success was the then unfore seen one that still
stands almost like the rock of Gibraltar in the path of
most in ven tors in this field today.

* *

Unt il a method

was founu to counteract these" (air) "d isturbances, or at
least a method was found to quickly right the machine
after its equilibrium had been disturbed by these 'air
waves,' hope of a real flying machine was futile.

* *

It is worthy of note, however, that their" (the Wright
Bros'.) "ideas of construction and of control are far in
advance of those of Lilienthal and possibly of any other
experimenter; and their work ha been rewarded by the
production of a man-carrying machine that actually flies."
(Wright Bros. rebuttal affidavit p. 3.)
Here is an acknowledgment by Mr. Herring of the
novelty as well as the merit of this invention. That was
in 1904, when he had no motive to serve. Now this same
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man has joined with others in appropriating this inven
tion; is even seeking to belittle it while using it; is even
attempting to set up a claim to it based upon a late view
of what he claims to have had prior to his 1904 article
and his 1902 visit to Kitty Hawk.
The defendant Curtiss is in no better attitude. As the
experimenter of the former club known as the Aerial
Experiment Association, as also already referred to, he
came into confidential possession of a full knowledge of
how to build complainants' machine at a time before he
became an infringer. This information was furnished to
Lieutenant Selfridge for the Aerial Experiment Associa
tion as a courtesy in the interest of scientific experiments.
1Ir. Curtiss was then experimenter for the Association.
Mr. \Nilbur Wright testifies in his affidavit filed with the
motion, and which has not since been contradicted,
that:
It was in this manner that Curtiss, through his
connection with the Aerial Experiment Association,
obtained his knowledge of complainants' machine
and patent, and later on, when it was reported he
intended to make exhibition flights, he was notified
not to do so, and that any such act would be re
garded as an infringement." (P. 16 said affidavit.)
Later, when Mr. Curtiss began to infringe, he was
notified under date of July 20, 1908, by a letter from Mr.
Orville Wright.
As also before noted, in reply to this notice Mr. Cur
tiss wrote a letter July 24, 1908, disclaiming any in ten
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tion to conduct exbil itions and saying that his flights
had been in connection with the Aerial Experiment As
sociation's work. He did not deny that his machine was
an infringement.

He sought to justify his use of it as

being for the Association, which meant that such use
was merely for scientific purposes and not for profit or
commercially.
In the face of this letter by Mr. Curti , he proceeded
thereafter to make the infringing machines, to take the
defendant Herring in with him in the organization of the
defendant company, and to make and

ell to the Aero

nautical Society the infringing machines, and even to
personally conduct flying exhibitions with these ma
chines, or some of them, under the auspices of the Aero
nautic Society, as averred in paragraph 4 of the sworn
bill of complainant.
In the affidavits in respon se to the order to show cause,
no denial of what is here stated is made, and no qualifi
cation or explanation offered.

The matter, therefore,

stands as here related.
Thus it appears that Mr. Herring ha

publicly ad

mitted and published to the public his recognition of

th~

novelty and value of this invention in providing a ma
chine which "actually flies ," and which has conquered
the problem of lateral balance and control that stoocl
as the "rock of Gibraltar" past which no other inventors
had been able to go; while Mr. Curtiss tacitly admitted
infringement when notified by excusing what he was
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then doing, and giving assurances that he did not intend
to use his machine commercially. This situation of the ·
defendants brings them within the principles of law an
nounced in numerous cases, of which the following are
some, to the effect that where a defendant has exploited
or tacitly admitted the novelty and utility of complain
ants' invention, he will either not be permitted to after
wards deny the same on principles of estoppel, or that
he will not be looked upon with favor. Blount v. Societe,
53 F. 98, 104; Faulks v. Kamp, 3 F. 898; Purifier Co. v.
G~tilder,

9 F. 155; Onderdonk v. Fanning, 4 F. 148; Tele

graph Co . v . Hi11uner, 19 F. 322; Parker v. McKee, 24 F.
808; Alabastine Co. v. Payne, 27 F. 559; Steam Gauge Co. v.

Ham, 28 F . 618; Burr v. Kimbark, Id. 574.
Financial Condition of Defendants.
And the same is true that there is no denial of the
statement in the moving affidavit of Mr. Wright as to
the financial condition of the lefendants. The evidence
in Mr. \tVright's affidav it is that "the financial condition
of each and both of the defendants is inadequate to re
spond t o th e large liability their infringement involves,
and wholly inadequate to respond to a judgment for a
recovery of the profits th ey are making and the damages
we are suffering by reason of said infringement."

He

then adds that the defendant company's "real estate and
buildings constituting its factory where the infringing
machines are made are mortgaged in the sum of $15,000,
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being more than the same are worth or would bring by
several thousand dollars."

And further, that "the rest

of the visible assets not covered by the mortgage con
sists of unfinished parts for motor cycles and accounts
due the company and of machines, all being of uncertain
salable value," and that the company owes "on merchan
dise and other accounts sums of money ranging from
$4,000 to $8,000, as far as I can ascertain."
I\Ir. \Vright further testifies that "my investigations
point to the fact that the principal resources of the defen
dants are what they are obtaining from these infringing
flying machines and from the public exhibitions thereof,
which, being in cash, may be lost or put beyond the reach
of the court in attempting to satisfy any judgment it
may render for recovery in our behalf." (Wright moving
affidavit p. 12.)
No denial, qualification or explanation of any kind
whatever bas been made by defendants as to this evi
dence of their financial status.
challenged.

This proof stands un

l'he lack of financial responsibility is a ma

terial circum tance on a motion for a preliminary injunc
tion.

Morris

~~ .

Lowell Co., No. 9,833 Fed. Cas., Day v.

Boston Co., No. :1,614 Fed. Cas., and should weigh heavily
in favor of granting the writ.

And when the right to

the injunction is shown, there is no option left to the de
fendant to continue to infringe by himself offering to
give a bond. Consolidated Co. v. TVhitney, No. 3,132 Fed.
Cas.

Nor ought the court permit him to do so. Gibson
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z•. Van Drcsar, ·2 Blatch. 2{5; 111dVillianzs Co. ·v. Blun
)

dell, 11 Feel. 419; especially if his conduct has been in
equitable. Elite Pottery Co.

'V.

Dececo Co., 150 F. 581, 3rcl

C. C. A.
Law as to Granting Preliminary Injunctions.
As a first statement of the policy and principles which
actuate and control courts of equity in granting prelim
inary injunctions in patent cases, we cite the opinion of
Judge Jackson (afterwards ::\Ir. Justice Jackson) and
Juclge Taft (now the President), when holding the court
of appeals for the sixth circuit, in Blount v. S ociete. 58 F.
98. This opinion is one of the clearest in the exposition
of the underlying legal principles touching the granting
of preliminary injunctions and is apposite and applicable
to the important case now at bar. The learned Judges.
J uclge Jackson writing, said :
"It is provided by Section 492], Rev. St., that
" 'The several courts vested with jurisdiction of
cases arising under the patent laws shall have power
to grant injunctions, according to the course and
principles of courts of equity, to prevent the viola
tion of any right secured by patent, on such terms
as the court may deem reasonable.'
"The object and purpose of a preliminary injunc
tion is to preserve the existing state of things until
the rights of the parties can be fairly and fully in
vestigated and determined upon strictly legal proofs,
and according to the course and principles of courts
of equity. The prerequisites to the allowance and
issuance of such injunction are that the party apply

~
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ing for the same must generally present a clear title,
one free from reasonable doubt, and set forth acts
done or threatened by the defendant, which will se
riously or irreparably injure his rights under such
title, unless restrained."
Applying these principles to specific cases, the circuit
courts and circuit court of appeals of the second circuit
(and indeed of numerous circuits) have granted prelim
inary injunctions on many patents, some even of minor
importance, which had not been adjudicated, or in which
supporting public acquiescence had been nominal or of
short duration. We cite below numerous such cases,all ap
plicable to this case, but with this difference, that in none
of them had the patent received such recognition, or so
startled the world as a new achievement, as is true of the
Wright patent, and of none was it predicted that it had

created a new art save possibly one. But defendants will
urge, doubtless, that as this Wright patent has not been
adjudicated, or been long manufactured under so as to ac
quire the presumption of validity due to public acquies
cence, a preliminary injunction should not issue. There
are two answers to this contention. The first is that this
general rule was made, not with reference to any such
patents as the one now at bar, but originated in reference
to ordinary improvement patents, standing here and
there in more or less crowded arts, with many predeces
sors accomplishing much the same result.

The genesis

of the rule was thus predicated upon a wholly different
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state of facts from that. now before the court.

Here we

ha,·e not only a ba ic patent for a pioneer invention, but
literally a patent based upon an invention that has created
a new art in a practical sense, without any predecessors
which accomplished the same result, or any practical re
sult whatever.

And touching acquiescence, this \V right

patent and invention have received not a mere negative
pre umption of Yalidity, without any affirmative declara
tions of novelty, as in the case of patents under the gen
eral rule of acquiescence, but, to the contrary and most
notably, have received the most pointed, widespread and
emphatic declarations of novelty and utility possiLle for
a patent and invention to receive.

\\' e have before al

luded to the resolution of the Congress of the United
States recognizing these patentees .. For their success in
navigating the air;" their recognition by the Smithsonian
I nst.itution ''For their succes ful demonstrations of the

practicability of mechanical Hight by man;" th d clara
tion of the French Academy of

ports that the \ Vrights

were "the first. to Ay with an apparatus heavier than air,
dt iven by a motor:·' followed by the award of medal:>
by Congress, the State of Ohio, City of Dayton, Legion
of Honor of the french Republic, the Aeronautical So
cieties of America, Great Britain and Prance, member
ship in numerou

societies, and honorary degrees from

institutions of learning in America and Europe-all dec
larations and recognitions, not passive presumptions, of
the only two facts necessary for the award of an injunc
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tion, namely, novelty and utility, leaving alone the qttr.:i
tion of infringement to be decided.
Ordinary presumptions arising a

a deduction from

acquiescence do not compare with thi

tate of things.

Indeed, a decree of a court of competent jurisdiction sus
taining this patent could not do more, since such a de
cree would, after all, but establish the same two great
facts, nm·elty and utility. A decree would not ordinarily
even extend to a finding that the patentees had, for the
first time in history, accomp.l ished a "holly new result
and were the producers of a new art.

Yet these resolu

tions and declarations of learned bodies, who have lived
and dwelt in the hope of the realization of dynamic
flight by man. have announced to the world that these
patentees have actually compassed the realization of thi:'>
hope, and were the first to do so.

nd the material pre

sented in defence, as will hereinafter appear, so far fails
to show an anticipation of this invention as to attest to
its novelty and utility by the very ab ence of anticipation.
In a word, the material depended upon for a defence a
to novelty and utility confirms the announced conclu
sions of the e institutions and

ocieties.

We, therefore, submit that this patent has infinitely
more in its

upport than was ever dreamed of or con

templated under the general rule of presumptive novelty
resulting from passive acquiescence by the public.
Then, as to the other branch of the rule, that relating
to adjudication, the second answer is that such rule is
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subject to an exception quite as large as the rule itself.
This exception operates to give the right to an injunction
whenever the court can see from the case presented that,
as said by Judge Jackson and Judge Taft in Blount v.

Societe, supra, "It fairly appears or is to be presumed that
the patent is valid;

* *

*" (p. 102), or as said by

Judge Lacombe in Palmer v. Wilcox Mfg. Co., 141 Fed.,
378, unless it "appears from common knowledge or from
the prior art shown, that there is reasonable ground for
doubt as to its validity."
Cases in this circuit, and, indeed, in other circuits too,
are numerous wherein preliminary injunctions have been
granted on patents theretofore unadjudicated; and, in
many instances, where the patents have been issued but
a very short time, as from a few months to five or six
years.

We now call attention to a number of these

cases:
In Palmer v. Wilco,r, sup1-a, Judge Lacombe said:
"The patent is only two and a half years old, and
has not been adjudicated. That circumstance alone,
however, is not enough to overcome the presumption
of validity arising from the issue by the Patent Of
fice. It must also appear that, from common knowl
edge, or by reason of some display of the prior art,
there is a reasonable ground for doubting the exis
tence of patentable novelty. Fu,lle1' v. Gilmore (C. C.)
121 Fed., 129; Lambert v. Vibrator Co. (C. C.) 138
Feel. 82. * * * But upon the showing of the art
here presented, Newton's device is entirely novel; it
is certainly useful, and so far as appears exhibits
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patentable invention. The cighl claim fully and
clearly covers this 'modified form' of bolt anchor.''
The injunction was granted.
In Lambert Co. v. Marvel Co., 138 Fed., 82, Judge La
combe again said:
"The patent is of very recent date [6 months] and
has not heretofore been adjudicated. That circum
stance, however, is not sufficient ground for refu sing
preliminary injunction. unless there is some substan
tial question as to validity. Fuller ·u. Gilmore, 121 Feel.,
129. The evidence fails to disclose ally anticipating pat
C7lt, or anything in the prior art which would at all
qualify the language of the first claim. * * *
Some of the devices complained of ha,,e points of
difference from the device of the patent. Possibly
the changes are improvements, but the combination
of the fir t claim is found in all of them. It is not
necessary to discuss the other claims." The injunc
was granted.
And again, showing uniformity of his rulings,

Juclge

Lacombe, in Fuller v. Gilmore, 121 Feel., 129, said:
"Defendant calls attention to the circumstance
that the patent has never been acljuclicatecl, as suf
ficient ground for refusing preliminary injunction.
The practice" [waiting for the adjudication l "re
ferred to is followed in thi circuit, but only in cases
where there is some question as to validity of the
patent. * * * But where the patent appears to
be novel, useful, and ingenious. and there is no evi
dence at all asailing its validity, presumption arisin g
from issue of letters patent will be sufficient to war
rant injunctive relief. The same rule should apply
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where the sole cyiclence as to prior art is wholly
unper. uasive.
"It seem manifest from the patent itself that the
device of complainant must produce a highly reali 
tic simulation of a raging fire. The avidity with
~which it has been seized upon by defendant and by
other, confirms this inference. * * * For year:-;
it ha undoubtedly been a desideratum to find appli
ances which would impress an audience with a belief
that they were looking at a real fire, and at the same
time, be wholly without risk of causing a conflagra
tion. Other appliance have been tried for years,
ome more effecti\·e than others, but ne\·er before, so
far as the record ~haws. has the illusion of leaping
flames been effected by a combination of colored
streamers, an air blast and appropriately applied il
lumination. * * * All these appliances are very
far remo\·ed from that of the patent in suit. and the
circumstance that during the years since they were
introduced they indicated to no one the complain
ant's method of securing an effecti\'e and safe sim
ulation of fire, while during- the same period rcprc
~cntations of a conflagration were being constantly
produced on the stage. is mo. t persuasive as to the
patentable invention involved in complainant's sim
ple, effective and ingenious appliance." [The patent
was just three years old.]
In T¥esti11ghouse Co. v. Christensen Co., 113

Feel. 594,

Judge Lacombe again granted a preliminary injunction
on the unadjuclicated patent of Boyden, although the pat
tent had been before the Supreme Court in another suit
and was held to be for a structure which did not infringe
complainant's in such suit.

That was given the effect

of showing that Boyden was an independent and meri
torious inventor. Juclge Lacombe sa'id : 
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''Nothing in the afficlaviL or prior patents shown
here calls for any qualification of this proposition''
[that Boyden's invention was meritorious ancl nov
el.] The injunction was granted.
In Trant & Hinc Co.

7).

~Vatcrbury

Co .. 6-1 Feel.,

-±n.

Judge Townsend granted a preliminary injunction on an
unacljudicated patent which \vas not quite two years old.
He said:
"There has been no aclju .lication establishing the
validity of the patent. but acquiescence is claimed."
[Then follows a statement of facts showing that dur
ing the first fourteen months of the two year of the
patent one licensee controlled the article, and that
only during the ten months preceding the motion
for the injunction had the article been furnished to
the general trade: then the decision resumes.l ''The
affidavits of the witnesses for defendant do not seri
ously question the validity of the patent." [Such. in
effect, are the affidayits herein.l "These facts sup
port the presumption of validity raised by the grant
of the patent sufficiently to warrant a temporary in
juncion. * * * The affidavit of Dwight S. Smith,
the general superintendent of the defendant corpora
tion, as to certain exhibits claimed to anticipate or
limit the scope of the patent in , nit, is not sufficient
ly definite to constitute a defence." [Pages 493, 49-±.l
Injunction granted.
In CoYSCY v. Brattleboro OveYall Co., 5!) Feel., 781, Judge
Wheeler granted a preliminary injunction on an unacl
judicatecl patent. the principal defence being an affidavit
by a third person stating merely that he showed the
plaintiff how to make the improvement upon which the
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patent was based. Dut it was held that this affidavit did
not show "such prior knowledge or use as will defeat a
patent, and hence it does not raise such a doubt as to de
feat the motion for a preliminary injunction."
In Cary ll1fg. Co. ·u. De Havc11, 58 Fed., 786, Judge
\Vheeler granted another preliminary injunction, this
time on a patent that was but four years and a half old.
Much prior art '"·as offered by the defendant on the mo
tion.

The court distinguished between the patented in

vention and the shovving made by such art, and then
said:
''The defendant insists, however, that a prelimi
nary injunction slwulcl not be granted until the plain
tiff's patent has been established by an adjudication.
But this is not absolutely necessary; the right should
be clear, but it may be made to appear so otherwise
than by a judgment or decree. This invention is
not great. hut the right to it, such as it is, and the
infringement, seem to be clear. An injunction will
not deprive the defendant of anything else." Mo
tion granted.
The above unbroken line of cases in this circuit grant
ing preliminary injunctions on unacljudicated patents
establishes complainants' proposition that where the pat
ent is clearly novel and useful it is immaterial, these fac
tors being reasonably clear, whether there has been an
adjudication or not.

vVhenever the result of the evi

dence leaves the prima facie validity of the patent, based
on its grant, unsuccessfully assailed, the right to the in

'

I
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junction is complete on general principles, as stated in

Bl01mt ·v. Societe, and is complete under these specific,
uniform rulings of this circuit.

Such a situation leaves

only infringement to be shown with reasonable clearness.
The rule of this circuit as to unadjudicated patents has
been abundantly followed in other circuits, as manifested
by the following cases:

Robinson v. Lederer Co .. 138 Fed., 140, wherein Judge
Brown, in the Rhode Island District. granted a prelim
inary injunction where the patent had been unadjudi
cated and was supported only by "general acquiescence."

(P. 142.)

McDowell

7'.

Kurtz, 77 Feel., 206. by the Court of Ap

peals for the Third Circuit, in which the action of the
lo\\'er conrt granting a preliminary injunction was sus
tained.

The patent was six years old and the facts

showed that the defendant, through certain negotiations
·with complainant "had full opportunity to examine com
plainant's methods, inspect his machinery and learn the
growing character of his business." The negotiations for
the transfer of the patent business failed, the defendants
infringed and an injunction was granted.

This is much

like the position of Mr. Herring and Mr. Curtiss, else
where referred to in this brief. Herring having seen com
plainants' machine and learned of its peculiarities and
mode of operation. and Curtiss having had information
as to how to build complainants' machine through his
connection with the Aerial Experiment Association, all
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result." (P. 239.)

The injunction wa granted as prayed
~I

in the bill.
In Thompson

'L'.

Two Rivers, 63 F. 120. by Judge Sea

man, a case having much in common with the one at bar,
where he granted a preliminary injunction on three un
adjudicated patents, Judge Seaman said:
"I do not find any denial of complainant's showing
that the patents were not of great utility; that he
alleged new art and apparatus were received and
recognized by the world at large, and by electricians
and scientists as novel and important, and the pro
cess immediately entered into wide use and revolu
tionized the rnethods of w~lding, * * * that the
defendants entered upon infringement after this gen
eral acquiescence and recognition, and after obtain
ing full information from complainant of the process
and apparatus, and after refusal to accept a licen~e
upon terms accorded to other licensees." (P. 121.)
All this is much like the present case, as the court
will in tantly recognize.

Again said Judge Seaman:

"There has been no adjudication of the validity
of these patents, and, so far as appears, no opportun
ity has arisen heretofore for contesting their validity .
Has there been public acquiescence in the claims
here asserted, of sufficient definiteness and duration
to affor.cl presumption of validity The inquiry must
depend in each case upon all the circumstances
shown. Here clearly was an assertion of a new art
and apparatus for welding. Its discovery was wide
ly published and accepted by the scientific world, in
Europe and America, and by the public generally,
as novel and important. It was speedily put into
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operation by the complainanl, and its machines. and
right for their use, were at once . ought by manu
facturers and metal workers. ··· * *
"reat research and ingenuity appear in this de
fence, but I am constrained to the opinion that
neither proposition is maintained" (the invention
previously known, or disclosed in prior publications
or patents) "to the degree required for preventing
an injunction, and that their determination must be
postponed to a final hearing. They present the tory
frequently interposed against valuable patents. of
laboratory experiments, of announcements and of
patent which may have come to the ,·ery verge of
discovery; but the demonstrations are not clear, and
the important fact stands in their way that they do
not appear to have accomplished the electric weld
which is shown by Thompson. * * * I am not
satisfied, for the purposes of this motion, that he
was anticipated by this Despritz, Joule Plante, Cruto,
or any of the patents shown, or by any experiments
of Daft, or bohnson. In this view complainant is
entitled to an injunction pendente lite." (Pp. 121,
122.)
"The above ca e has not been modified, overruled
or appealed. Its likeness to the pre . ent case makes
it a strong precedent.

Pasteur

'V.

Funk, 52 F. 146, by Judge Blodgett, who

granted the injunction on an unadjudicated patent, hold
ing infringement on the ground of equivalents, where
the patentee said:
named substances."

"I do not limit my elf to the above
He added that no bond would be

required of the complainant, as defendants had been
"guilty of bad faith toward the complainants."

Husse'y v . Deering, 20 F. 795, by Judge Acheson, who
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granted a preliminary injunction on two patents, unadju
dicated, one four years old and the other a little over a
month old.

Speaking of the prior art, he says:

"A patient study of the prior patents has brought
me to the conclusion that neither of his inventions
was anticipated by any of them. And while he was
by no means a pioneer in this field of invention, he
is fairly entitled to claim the merit of overcoming
a long-felt difficulty by operative devices securing
the desired results."
And speaking of the later patent he said:

"As we

have already seen, this invention is both new and useful.
Therefore, the want of public acquiescence cannot avail
infringing parties." (Pp. 796, 797.)
Se sions v. Gonld, -±9 Jl. 855, by Judge Lacombe, who

granted a preliminary injunction on two unadjudicated
patents.

He found that infringement was satisfactorily

shown, and that the pre umption of validity created by
the issuance of the patent, reinforced by long public ac
quiescence, was sufficient, although the patent was nar
row, and although it appears pos ible that on final hear
ing it might be found without patentability; and then
enjoined the defendant.
National v. N.Y. Co., 46 F. 114, by Judge Lacombe, on

the unadjudicatecl Mergenthaler Linotype invention. The
defendants contended that their machines were superior,
a decided improvement, and commended themselves
more readily to the public, which the court ruled was
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immaterial if complainant's contention was true, and
said:
"That the 1\lergenthaler linotype is covered by a
foundation patent; that it embodies a combination
wholly new in the printing art, which marks the first
great step taken in advance for over ±00 years, and
which, though susceptible, as all new foundation
patents are, of subsequent improvement, yet has
demonstrated its ability, practically and efficiently,
to perform the work which it was de igned to do.
If, upon the case now presented, it appears that Mer
genthaler is a pioneer inventor, he is to be secured
the fruits of what he invented and covered by his
patent, even as against a subsequent inventor, who,
though he may have greatly improved it, still uses
the original inyention, which lies at the foundation
of the arL See cases cited in notes to Sec. 894 Rob.
on Pat."
Again Judge Lacombe said:
"That such a change in the art is almost revolu
tionary seems to be practically conceded; the defen
dants insisting, however, that the merit of the inven
tion, which effected it, must be shared so largely
with others, earlier in the field, that Mergenthaler
can, at most, claim but an extremely small part of
it for himself. Upon the papers, however, it appears
that :'IT ergenthaler was the first man who united a
single machine the in trumcntalities, which, by
means of the operation of finger-keys, assembled,
etc. * * * Some such combination was required
to solve a problem with which inventors in the field
of the printers' art had struggled for years, and there
is not found in any of the earlier patents and meth
ods which have been put in evidence by the defen
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dant~ anything- \Yhich fairly anticipates it. Some of
the acJyantagcs secured by the l\lcrgenthalcr ma
chine had exi ted separately before, but. all of them
could not, and clid not, exi. t until some one made the
combination which lies at the foundation of that ma
chine. TVhen that 'Zl'GS once made the 'iHl_l' H•as open for

a IIC7U departure in the printers' art. ··· * * The
patent 7.l'lzich co7.•crs it may, therefore, be fairly considered
a foundation patent, and its claims should be broadly con
strued. H'lu.·n tints construed, ill{rillgclllent sccllls plain.
Though there are differences in the form and struc
ture of intermediate mechanism t en cling to simp! ic
ity and perhaps improyement, and in the form of
the casting mechanism. still each of these mecha
ni~ms, as it is embocliecl in defendants' machine, per
forms the same function as the corresponding mech 
anism in the ~fergenthaler machine, in sub tantially
the same way, and they are combined to produce the
same result. * * *
''The question remains whether the prillla facie pre
sumption of the patent has been sufficiently fortified
by proof of asquiesccncc, t!terc being no prior adju
dication in its fayor. The patent bears date May 1 ~.
UlH:J.
ince that time over a million dollars ha,·c
been invested in the purchase of factories, the erec
tion of plants, and the development of machinery in
all its mechanical details. -:'v[acbines embodying the
invention have been manufactured and set to work,
principally in offices of various newspapers of large
circulation. * * *
'·In 188!1, ancl again in 1890, a machine of Mer
genthaler's attracted the notice of Franklin Institute,
which is claimed to be a scientific society of high
standing, and which awarded two medals in recog
nition of its ingenuity."
Here again is a strong likeness to the case at bar.

' I
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Judge Lacombe concluded:
"Complainant gave defendant warning, by writ
ten to the defendant, that any attempt to manufac
ture and sell machines such as that of the defendants,
would be resisted in the court, and prom ptly up on
the exhibition of such machines for sale here this
suit was begun. There is sufficient to fortify the
presumption of the patent, e. pecially as there seems
so little real question about its Yalidity or the in
fringement of the claim."
lVhitc v. Surdam, 41 F. 7DO, by Judge \\Theeler, 'who

granted a preliminary injunction on an unadjudicatecl
patent where there had been acquiescence even by the
defendant at one time.
Ilat Co.

'i.'.

Davis, 32 F. 401, by Judge Coxe. The pat

ent had not been adjudicated and affidavits alleging an
ticipation were offered in defence, but discredited.
Steam Gauge v. Ham, 28 F. 618, also by Judge Coxe;

patent was five years old, had not been adjudicated and
defendant's president had formerly been president of
complainant.
Foster v. Crossin, 23 F. 400, by Judge Carpenter, who

granted the preliminary injunction on two unadjudicated
design patents, ten months old. The defendants objected
that the patents were recent and had not been su tained,
and that in such case the court should not look further,
and cied many cases, which J uclge Carpenter thus com
mented on:
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"There are case in which the judges have guided
their discretion by this rule. * * * In all these
cases it is to be noted, however, that there were
other grounds for denying the motion besides that
on which the defendants here rely; and I think very
few cases will be found in which an injunction has
been refused solely on the ground here urged.''
Then, in speaking of the patent alone not Geing enough.
and that an adjudication is perhaps the most sati sfactory
basis, he adds:-
"But I am not prepared to say that the presump
tion can ari se in no other way. * * * I clo not
think the present current of decision tencL to the
establishment of a pointed rul e uch as here claimed
by the respondents. N. Y. Crape Sugar Co. 7.'. Anl('r
ican Grape Sugar Co., 10 F. )):33: Strall! Gauge (c:r !,all
tern Co. v. J1fi!lrr, 8 F. ;31 1. I proceed, therefore, to
consider whether the complainant has , on this mo
tion. shown such a case as raises a clear presumption
that he will he entitled to a decree on final hearing.
Infringement is sufficie ntly proved, and, ind ed, is
not denied; hut the respondents strenuously contend
that the patents are void for want of patentable nov
elty."
Then, after speaking of affidavits setting up prior uses.
and other evidence that complainant was not the first in
ventor, he says that numerous affidavits in rebuttal by
parties in that line of business showed that complainant's
<kvice was the first of that description known to the
trade.

He satisfied him elf that complainant was the

first inventor and granted the injunction.
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Thus it is abundantly sh wn by a long line of con
curring opinion of the courts that where the defendant

i unable to fairly assail the validity of the patent, and
where infringement

is

reasonably

and

atisfactorilv

shown, prior adjudication is not necessary or required.
Thus also the recognition of the re\'olutionary character
of im·entions by technical societies is given \veight .
• ncl above all, where the invention is of a pioneer char
acter. creating a new art. and the patent is basic, there
i~

no case where a preliminary injunction was asked for

that was not granted.

INFRINGEMENT.
Further Explanation of Complainants' Invention.
Tn addition to what has been tated in the Introduc
tory regarding the Wright patent, we shall first treat it
somewhat further under this head of infringement and
then next treat defendants' machine.
The invention being abstru se and its rationale being
involved in some of the intricacies of physics, there is
need, a complainants' expert, Mr. See, correctly states
(and much of what is now to be stated is extracted from
his very excellent exposition of the patent), that certain
principles of physics be understood, in a general way.
before there can be a full understanding of the invention
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and patent. The marginal sketches will aid in this mat

F;_::g..L.

ter and gradually lead up to the invention itself.
Let the marginal drawing, Fig. 1, repre ent the edge
Yiew of a level plane in the air, an aeroplane; being
heavier-than-air it will fall to the earth.

In falling the

air resists it to a degree depending on the surface pre
sented by the plane.

If this level aeroplane be driven

to the left, by any power, it will still fall from its own
gravity, as before, but will reach the earth some distance
beyond where it would have fallen had it not been in
horizontal motion.

In other words, it will fall while ad

vancing and advance while falling.
See the marginal cut, Fig. 2.

Here the same aero

plane is being driven to the left (arrow A), line B rep
resenting the path of movement, assumed as horizontal.
The aeroplane, by reason of its gravity, tends to fall. as
before, but this the plane, instead of being level, is in
clined forwardly. If not driven forward it would fall by
gravity the same as when level, but being inclined and
driven forward, the air below offers resistance to it for
ward motion, which must be overcome by the driving
power. So the plane tends to slide up diagonally on this
re isting air: gravity tends to draw the plane toward the
earth, this diagonal sliding action tends to move the
plane further from the earth, and the upward tendency
will be dependent on the angle and on the speed of the
horizontal advance.

Under certain conditions of speed,

the plane will rise; if the rising tendency was equal to
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the falling tendency, then the inclined plane would move
in a horizontal path; and if the rising tendency was less
than the falling tendency, the plane would gradually fall.
Therefore, a ubstantially horizontal path of flight may
be maintained by proper adjustment of speed and angle,
ignoring for the pre ent questions of winds.

Angle of Incidence.
The angle of incidence is the angle at which the plane
moves against the air and is indicated by the angle

c

in Fig. '2. In Fig. 2 the angle of incidence is positive be
cause it has a tendency to lift the plane.

If the plane

were declined forwardly, the sliding effect would he
clmvmvarcl and would bring the plane to the earth much
quicker than if it simply fell by gravity.

In such case

the angle of incidence would be negative, because having
a clepressing tendency.
1Tence it is seen that an advancing aeroplane may he
directed upward by increasing the positive angle or the
speed of advance, or both; also that by lessening these
factors sufficiently. the upward tendency may be less
than the downward tendency and the plane will de~cend
as it advances, while if the angle of incidence be changed
from positive to negative, the plane will go downward
by the action of gravity, plus the negative sliding effect.
The pictures thus far show only the near side edge of
the advancing plane. which has been assumed to be trans
versely level. or with the two side edges, not the front
and rear edges, at equal height; but in flying machines
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there are many influences tending to careen or tip the
plane sidewise, and if this is not controlled and corrected,
it v.-ill result in disaster if the careening or tipping goes
too far.

If one side extremity of an aeroplane in flight drops to
a serious extent, the plane must be restored to a normal
or equilibrium by elevating the lower side or depres5'in0'
the high side, or by doing both. This matter lies at the
foundation of successfully flying through the air b): a
machine, and machine-flying became for the first time a
practical art v,rhen Wright Bros. developed this inven
tion, whereby this losing of lateral balance or equilibrium
by the careening tendencies of aeroplanes wa prevented
ancl controlled.
See marginal cut, Fig. 3.
~ect,.

Let D represent a supple

mentary plane, wing, tip or marginal portion. call it what
one may, mounted for adjustment and at the near side
of the main plane, and assume that there is another just
like it at the far side. If these two supplementary planes
or marginal portions were adjusted to the same angle as
the main plane, as indicated in full lines in the picture,
and were secured at such angle, they would have no
moving effect on the action of the main plane, except to
add to the aeroplane surface.

The angle of incidence of

each is positive and the same in degree as that of the
main plane.

Assume, now, in Fig. 3. that the near side

of the main aeropalne drops; in such case the supple
mentary plane or portion D at that dropping side may
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he tipped or adjusted downward, as indicated by the
dotted lines at E. This adjustment will put the supple
mentary plane or margin at a greate r positive angle of
incidence than that of the main plane.

A superior up

ward sliding effect is, therefore, given to this side of the
general structure and this tends to elevate and restore
the side that has thus been dropping.

In so adjusting

the supplementary plane or margin on the dropping side,
nothing has been clone to the supplementary plane or
margm on the further side of the machine.

But if the

distant supplementary plane or margin be adjusted up
to the angle indicated at F, its angle of incidence ·will
have been changed from positive to negative, and as it
slides forward against the air, its tendency will he to de
press the far side of the machine. Therefore, by adjust
ing both of the supplementary planes or margins simul
taneously, but in opposite direction s, the careening main
plane will be brought back to equ ilibrium or lateral bal
ance.

When the lateral careening has thus been cor

rected, the supplementary planes or margins may be re
adjusted to original position.

If in readjusting them, after they have been employed
to restore lateral balance, they be put back to the angle
shown in full lines in Fig. 3, as before, they will become
mere additions, in effect, to the general aeroplane, and
will assist, to the extent of their limited aeroplane ~ sur
face , in sustaining the machine.
It should here be stated, regarding the several mar
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ginal sketches, that they are intended to be illustrative
only ancl that exaggerated angles have been employed
for more ready comprehension.
\Vright Bros. having provided an aeroplane, a mam
aeroplane, to move forward at an angle of incidence vary

ing with the speed of advance, the weight carried, etc.,
they provided, at each side of the main aeroplane, a sup
plementary aeroplane, tip or marginal portion, which
could be adjusted at varying angles of incidence, posi
tive or negative, relative to each other and to the normal
plane of the main aeroplane.

If the right hand side of

the main aeroplane dropped or careened, the supple
mentary plane or marginal portion at that side would
be adjusted to an increased positive angle of incidence,
so as to again elevate that side, or the supplementary
plane or marginal portion on the opposite side would be
adjusted to a negatiYe angle of incidence, so as to de
press that side, or both would be clone, that is to say, the
low side would be lifted and the high side depressed. In
short, if the main aeroplane careens or tips out of lateral
balance, it is to be restored to equilibrium by adjusting
the angles of incidence of the supplementary planes or
marginal portions at each side of the main plane.
Looking again at Fig. 3, let it be understood that the
main plane, in being advanced to the left in substantially
the path B, offers a resistance to advance movement, clue
to the inclined lower face of the main plane. With both
supplementary planes in the position indicated at D, they
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will offer additional resi tance, but as they are both set
at the same angle of incidence, the resistance offered by
them is equal at each side to the main plane.

\Vhen,

however, the two supplementary planes are adjusted at
equal angles from position D, taking up positions E and
F respectively, it will be seen that with reference to line
B, from which the angle of incidence must be determined,
E is at one positive angle of incidence, and F is at a neg
ative angle of incidence less in degree, F then offering
the lesser resistance to the adYance movement through
the air.

The result would be that the side of the ma

chine having the supplementary plane or margin F would
advance more easily and with greater rapidity than the
side having the supplementary plane or margin E. This
would bring about an undesired turning of the machine,
from its intended course, about a vertical axis.
then, in the

Now

vV right patent, this tendency of tl;e machine

to so turn on a vertical axis, when the supplementary
planes or margins are adjusted to effect a correction of
careening or lateral tipping, i compensated for by ad
justing a vertical rear rudder, which brings into action
the compensating counter-turning force, as explained
more fully later on.
The machine of the Wright patent is also provided
with a horizontal front rudder.

Ropes, etc., are pro

vided for manipulating the rudders and the supplement
ary planes or marginal portions, but the specification ex
pressly declares that many of the details illustrated are
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matters of preference and may be changed. These ropes
are details not in volved in claims 7, 14 and 15, on which
this motion is based.

Again, the driving power referred

to in the specification is not illustrated, the invention
being the machine and not the motor; and is not in
volved in the claim , so need not be discussed.
In the marginal sketch , Fig. 3, for purposes of easy
understanding, the supplementary planes or margimtl
portions are shown above the ma in plane and about mid
\Nay

of the fore and aft width of the main plane. In the

particular construction illu8trated in the patent, there are
two main planes and an adjustab le supplementary plane
or marginal portion at each end of each main plane. all
arranged for simultaneous and harmonious adjustment
in accordance \\'ith the principles here explained.

The Particular Construction Illustrated in the Patent.
d

It may be well, at this point, to go somew hat into the

~

particular construction selected by the patentees for il
..F"'»Lt

lustrati on in the patent as o11e embod iment of the inven
......
..._,

22
/

tion. See the marginal sketch Fig. 4-. In this sketch we
are looking directly clO\vn on the Wright Bros'. machine

_L

:;~

in flight, it being understood that the machine is travel
a

.6

ing to the left and tha the main planes have their front
edges somewhat elevated to produce a positive' angle of
incidence, a, b, c, d, being the supplementary or adjust
able marginal portions of the aeroplanes.

22 indicates

the rear verti cal pivoted rudder, and 34 the horizontal
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front rudder.

The aeroplane in this particular construc

tion is formed of cloth on a light wooden frame work,
somewhat flexible. Assume the machine to be advancing
in good order to the left, and that, by reason of air
changes in direction or velocity, the left end of the aero
plane at the near side of the machine starts to drop.
This, if not controlled, may cause the machine to turn
turtle laterally or capsize and fall.

By manipulating the

appliance provided for the purpose, the corner a is ele
vated and the corner b depressed. This gives to the left
portion of the aeroplane a superior or larger positive
angle of incidence. The result is a superior lifting force
applied at the left side of the machine, which, of itself,
would tend more or less to lift the left side and correct
careening.

But, simultaneously, the corner cl is de

pressed and the corner .c elevated, thus giving to the
right hand portion of the machine a positive angle of
incidence less than the left hand portion of the plane,
and, if this arjustment be carried far enough, giving to
the right hand portion of the machine a negative angle
of incidence, in either of which cases the right hand side
of the machine will have a lessened lifting force , and that
side of the machine will tend to go downward. The ris
ing of the lower side and the depression of the higher
side of the machine will · thus restore lateral balance or
equilibrium, as the patent expresses it.

The effect, in

bringing about this correction , is that the side portions
of the aerolpane are flexed from the normal, precisely as
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though the adju table portions wung on pivots.
And further, as these two side portions, or, in effect,
supplementary planes of the main plane are adju ted
simultaneously to equal angles from the normal or then
inclination of the main aeroplane, it follows, from the
explanation given above in connection with Fig. 3 of the
marginal sketches, that, in the example thus

tated

above, the two adjusted marginal portions will have dif
ferent angles of incidence to the line of flight or advance,
the line B in the illustration, and hence will offer differ
ent degrees of resistance at the respective sides of the
machine.
Hence it follows that the right hand side, in the ex
ample given, of the machine, having less resistance than
the left hand sicle, will tend to move forward with great
er rapidity, and to turn the machine on a vertical axis
and out of it cour e; and also to rise faster, because of
greater speed, than the left hand side with it
angle, but also greater resistance.

greater

It is now that the

vertical rear rudder 22 will be swung further to the right,
so as to present to the wind that side of the rudder which
is toward the side of the machine which now has the
least resistance-the right hand side in the present ex
ample.
To exemplify the vital importance of the co-operation
of the vertical rear rudder with the adjustable lateral
planes or portions of the aeroplanes, let it be assumed
for the instant, that such rudder is absent.

Referring to
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Fig. 4, the case was assumed of the left or near side of
the machine dropping, where careening or loss of lateral
balance was to be remedied by increasing the angle of
incidence of this low side, so as to elevate this side, and
simultaneously depressing or, perhaps, negativing the
angle of incidence of the high side, so as to depress that
side. But, as has been explained, this brings about a com
parative lessening of the forward resistance at the right
hand side, with the result that he machine, in tead of
moving directly forward, starts to turn on the vertical
axis.

This turning motion gi\'es to the right hand

ide

a higher relative speed and tends to greatly and hurtfully
increase the lifting tendency of the right hand side, even
though the angle of incidence is inferior.

If this condi

tion goes on unchecked, the machine will lose its lateral
balance entirely and is likely to tip edgewise and fall.
All this is very fully and clearly explained in the patent
on page 4, at line 30.
Now then, understand this matter:

It will at once be

seen that if the rear rudder be deflected so as to present
to the wind that side of it nearest the side of the ma
chine having at such time the least resistance and, con
sequently, the inherent tendency to the higher velocity,
the wind pressure on the rudder will exert a counter
acting force at the rear of the machine and counter bal
ance the tendency of the machine to turn on the vertical
ax1s.

This counteracting force is very ingeniously ap

plied in a manner to not materially increase the head re
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sistance of the machine, for it will be understood that as
the rear rudder is turned as stated, and its stated side
pre ented to the wind pressure, this pres ure strikes the
rudder urface at a slight angle of incidence, reacts by
a law of nature, and produces a force against the rudder
not directly rearward, which would retard the machine,
but at right angles to the rudder, which would be ob
liquely across the rear of the machine, so that it is a
side force on the rudder, which does not interfere ma
terially with the general advance of the machine, but
only presses in one direction, to the left, as much as is
required to keep the machine from

winging around by

the tendency of the right ·ide, with it less angle of ln
ciclence, to move forward faster than the left side.
See marginal ketch, Fig. 5, which shows the machine
of the patent, viewed sidewise, as in flight toward the
left.

1 indicates the upper plane; 2 the lower plane; 8

posts for connecting the two planes; 34 the rear hori
t-ontal front rudder;

~2

the vertical pivoted rear rudder;

and B the path of flight, which path may be for the pre 
ent assumed as horizontal. To simplify matters all con
fusing connections, etc., are omitted from the sketch, the
prime factors only of the machine being retained.
Assume that all conditions and forward speed are such
that, with the angle of incidence indicated in this sketch,
the machine will advance substantially along the path B.

· If it be desired to direct the machine upward, the hor
izontal rudder 34 will be adjusted to a sufficient positive

,\

I
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angle of incidence to cause the machine to oar upward.

If, on the other hand, it be desired to direct the machine
sub tantially straight ahead or downward, the horizontal
rudder is adjusted to a sufficiently small angle of inci
dence to not head the machine upward, or to a negative
angle of incidence to cause the machine to soar down
ward.
Again, a wind moving forward with the machine
would increase the relative speed of the machine to the
earth.

But when the machine meets with a head wind,

the advance of the machine relative to the earth is de
creased.

In the former condition the speed relativel y to

the earth is greater than in the latter condition-in one
it is moving with the air, in the other against the
air.
1oreover, when a flying machine starts from the earth,
it

IS

given a steep angle of incidence, in order that it

may ascend quickly; if horizontal flight i wanted, the
angle of incidence is changed and constantly varied to
meet the conditions met with; and when a descent is to
be made, the angle of incidence is reduced, or perhaps
even changed to a negative angle.

These constantly

changing angles of incidence are inseparable from its use
and are purposely brought about by the manipulation
of the forward horizontal rudder.

It is, therefore, . een

that in. the movement of the flying machine through the
air there can be no such thing as a maintained normal
angle of incidence of the plane or planes which sustain

1 -',
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the machine.

But there arc also other numerous causes

which automatically, without the will or control of the
operator, constantly change the general angle of inci
dence of the supporting planes.

On this point the

l\Iessrs. \V right, who are undoubtedly the best informed
men on the subject, say:
''The angle of incidence of the main plane varies
with every variation in the direction or force of the
wind, with every variation in the power of the motor.
with every variation of the path of the machine from
a uniform line and with every yariation of the load.
Both the fact and the reasons for it arc \vell known
and may be stated as follows: The Hying machine
is sustained by the reactions resulting irom mm·ing
aeroplanes almost edgewise through the air at small
angles of incidence. The lifting force thus created
vari s with the speed ancl also with the angle of in
cidence. Since in a flying machine the lift is equal
to the total weight of the machine, it is evident that
if th speed is increased, a smaller angle of incidence
will furnish the required lift, while if the speed i~
decreased a larger angle will be required. It is fur
ther evident that when two men are carried, the
angle will be greater than when one is carried, and
that when the fuel tank i full the angle will be
greater than when empty; and will constantly vary
as the fuel is being exhausted. Moreover, when the
power of the motor increases or decreases, the peed
increases or decreases and causes the angle of inci
dence to increa e or decrease. * .,. · · Moreover,
even with constant power, the speed varies accord
ing to whether the machine is ascending or descend
ing and the angle of incidence correspondingly in
creases or decreases. * * *

I
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"All persons having long experience in the use of
flying machines, we assert that during a flight of one
hour the angle of incidence will be either greater or
less than any angle which may be named as normal,
during more than fifty-nine minutes, and that it will
be exactly at the specified angle less than one min
ute. We have found in our experience that the
angle of incidence varies in fiight throghout a range
of ten degrees or more, and is particularly great
w hen the wind is turbulent." (Wright Bros'. affida
vit, pp. 26-28.)

1\fr. See testifies to the same effect and supports his
testimony with cogent reason s. (Paragraph

;3;3 to 35,

his affidavit.)
In the marginal sketches the planes have been shown
as fiat.

Now see Fig. 6.

Geometrically speaking, as

complainants' expert testifies , a plane has to be flat, but
aeronautically speaking, they may be flat or curved.

In

lhi sketch at X is shown a fiat plane and at Y a curved
plane.

The angle of incidence of the flat plane i obvi

ous, but in the case of the curved plane, the angle is seen
to vary for the different points along the curved surface.
In aeronautical literature the angle of incidence of a
curved plane, sometimes called an aerocurve, is treated
a

applying to the chord of the curve-the clotted line

C at Y in the sketch.

It is, therefore, to be und erstood

that in the aeronautical art aeroplanes may be fiat, or
substantially so, or decidedly curved and be mechanical
equivalents of each other in every sense of the patent in
suit.

~------~
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Defendants' Machine.
ee the marginal cut, Fig. 7.

27

(;

It ha two aeroplane ,

1 and ·2, connected by posts 8, as in the construction ex
~ mplified

in the \\' right patent.

It

planes are curved

and the machine is sustained by rea on of the angle of
incidence and the advancing of the plane through the air.

It has a front horizontal rudder ;} 1 and means ·w ithin
reach of the operator for changing the angle of incidence
of that rudder.

lt has a pivoted vertical rear rudder

:Z~

and means w ithi n reach of the operator permitting him
to adjust the rudder to one side or the other, so that the
rudder may be caused to present to the wind such -ide
as is near est the side of the a~roplane offering the least
resistance to the atm os phere and ha\ ing the less angle
of in cid ence.

At each side of the aeroplane it has angu

larly aclj ustahle plane-portions or vvings or tips or rud
ders a, b, at the left, and c, d, al the right. They are hor
izontally pivoted to the posts, about half way betwe

11

the upper and lower planes, ancl can be adjusted angu 
larly to different angles of incidence, negative or posi
tive, and hence to different angles relative to the normal
plane of the body of the aeroplane ancl to each other.
They are interconnected by a rope (. ee large insert draw
ing) , so that as one of the portions a, b, at one side is
moved to a greater positive angle, the other portion c, d,
at the opposite ide of the aeroplane i moved to a differ
ent or negative angle.

In so adjusting these marginal

. .,

'

.
I

(

\

j

I
I

I~
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portions or Lip~, each assumes the same degree of angle
as the other to the supporting posts, but as these po ts
incline in flight. clue to the angle of incidence of the main
planes, the result is that one marginal portion or tip
presents a greater angle of incidence to the line of

pre~

sure, B, than the other, thus producing unequal anglr:-,
of incidence and consequent unequal resistances at the
opposite sides of the machine.

See also the marginal

sketch Fig. R, which, like the marginal sketch Fig. -1 oi
complainants' machine, is a view looking directly down
on defendants' machine.

Here 1 is the top aeroplane, .-.

d. the right hand marginal portion or tip and a, b. the left
hand marginal portion or tip: 22 the rear vertical pivoted
rudder and ;3 I the horizontal front rudder.
'This matter of angles will be more fully explained
later when the testimony of the

Tessrs. Wright and the

diagram they introduce are referred to.

We insert op

posite this pag·c enlarged drawings of defendants' ma
chine, described substantially as follows in the joint affi
da\'it of the \Vrights : 

Defendants' Machine More in Detail.
(See the opposite drawings.)
"It is composed, essentially. of the superposed
aeropanes A and B, which comprise the main sup
porting surfaces. and of adjustable lateral margins
C and C1 . These adjustable margins constitute , in
effect, portions of the aeroplanes. The essential
function is to maintain the lateral balance or equi
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librium of the machine while in flight and to control
the right and left direction or course of the machine.
These two functions they perform in co-operation
with the rear vertical rudder or vane D. These
margins C, (1, also aid in supporting the machine
at such times as their adjusted portions permit the
air pressure to react on their under sides, in the same
manner as such pressure reacts on the under side of
the main supporting surfaces A and B. These main
surfaces are interconnected by standards E running
in series along the fore and aft edges of these aero
planes. In addition to the rear vertical rudder D,
defendants' machine has a forward horizontal rud
der F. The further construction and mode of ope
ration of these rudders we will particularize.
"Referring again to the adjustable margins or mar
ginal tips C, C1 , we would inform the court that they
are interconnected by a cord or cable, composed of
sections 1, 2, 3. Section 1 is connected to the lower
side of the marginal tip C and extends thence to a
yoke or cradle G which embraces the back of the
operator, between the shoulders and elbows, and is
supported by an arm H, pivoted at I to a suitable
part of the machine to permit the yoke or cradle to
be moved by the operator to one side or the other,
so as to draw on the cable section 1 or 2, according
to the direction in which he shifts this yoke. Sec
tion 2 of the cable is likewise attached to this cradle
or yoke and thence extends to the under side of the
marginal tip C1 where it is attached. Sections 1 and
2 also pass under suitable pulley guides J. Section
3 of the cable is attached at its ends to the respective
marginal tips C and C1 , as sown at K, and extends
thence over pulleys guides L and across the front of
the machine near the upper aeropane. The marginal
tips C and C1 are mounted on hinges or pivots M
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at their forward edges, which pivots or hinges are
secured each to an upright E.
"Thus it will be seen that if the operator shifts
the cradle or yoke G to the left, as ivewed in Fig. 1
of said drawings, he will draw upon section 1 of the
cable, pull the marginal tip C downward at the rear
and present it at an angle to the line of flight, known
as angle of incidence. This will also draw upon sec
tion i3 of the cable and cause it to lift the other mar
ginal tip, C1 • so as to present it at an angle to the
line of flight, known as an angle of incidence.
"A contrary movement or one to the right of the
: okc or cradle G will reverse the adjustments of
these marginal tips and lift the marginal tip C to
present it to another and different angle of incidence,
whie at the same time the marginal tip C1 will be
drawn downward and likewL e presented to another
and different angle of incidence.
"Tlnts these marginal tips arc under the imme
diate control of the operator and are adjustable to
\-arious and different angles of incidence, to differ
ent angles relatively to each other and to different
angles relatively to the main bocly of the aeroplane .
That these marginal tips may be all the more in the
nature of continuations of the main curved support
ing surfaces or aeroplanes A, they are made of
curyccl form, with the concave side beneath. \\Then
eyer they stand in such a position as leaves their
forward edges abo~"e theii· rear edges, they receive
wincl pressures on their under sides, and by the
same la\v of reaction which causes the wind pres
sures to produce a lift on the main supporting sur
faces, they, too, so act. And as before explained,
when these curved marginal tips are adjusted at
equal angles of incidence, the convex surface pre
sented by the one will not receive the same hori
zontal resistance due to the wind psessure as will
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the concave surface presented by the other. So this
concave-convex formation of these marginal tips pro
duce unequal horizontal resistance at the opposite
sides of the machine.
"But the principal factor in creating this unequal
horizontal resistance is the fact, as before explained,
in treating the digram drawing, that these margins
constantly maintain different angles of incidence to
the line of flight, clue to the constantly varying angle
of incidence of the main supporting surfaces or aero
planes A, to the line of flight. We have before ex
plained the causes of these constantly recurring
changes in the angle of incidence. Thu it will be
seen that in defendants' machine, when one side
tends to depart from horizontal balance, as by drop
ping too low or rising too high, the operator imme
diately brings the machine back to normal equilib
rium by throwing the margin'al tip clown·ward at the
side of the machine which is dropped too low, so as
to create an increased lifting effect, and by raising
the marginal tip upward at the side of the machine
v\·hich is too high, so as to create a depre. sing effect.
In this way the lateral equilibrium is regained. But
the marginal tip with the greater angle of incidence,
while having a greater lifting effect, will al o pro
duce increased drift, or retardation of the speed, of
that side of the machine, and too, the side with the
smaller angle of incidence will likewise decrease
drift or lessen resistance, which will cause said side
to run ahead of the other. So the act of regaining
lateral equilibrium tends to divert the machine out
of course or to one side or the other. And the accel
erated speed of the side with the smaller angle of
incidence also tends to increase the lift of that side,
and which, if not checked, would prevent maintain
ing the lateral equilibrium. It is here that the co
operation of the rear vertical rudder comes into im

,I
I

I
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portant action. This action consi ts in turning it,
at this time, . o that it will . wing to the ide of the
machine who e tip has the smaller angle of incidence
and thus will check the accelerated flight of that
side and hold the machine to its true forward course,
without lateral divergence, while the act of recov
ering lateral balance is in progre s through the in
creased lift at the side where the tip has the greater
angle of incidence. That t.he operator in defendants'
machine can perform these nperations, he keeps him
self constantly connected with the operating means
by which these marginal tips ancl this rear vertical
rudder are actuated. For actuating this rear vertical
rudder he utilized a hand wheel E. with which is
connected the cable C that extends to the rudder.
So when he shifts the yoke or cradle G with his
body, he likewise adjusts the rudder with the wheel
to the extent required. \Ve state to the court that
such is the operation of defendant ' machine, the <lis
ingenuous statements as to the rudder made in de
fendants' affidavits not stating the real facts in regard
to the uses of this rudder. 1\rr. Curtiss even says
he can leave off the rear vertical rudder, but we state
to t.he court that he has made no flio-ht, and could
make none. without the presence and use of this rud
der, as we here describe the same.
"The remaining feature of defendants' machine,
involved herein, is the forward horizontal rudder F,
compo eel of upper and lower surfaces carried by
frame P, pivoted at 0. at the forward extremities of
truts Q, extending forwardly from the machine. A
connecting bar R extends from hand-wheel 0 to t.his
forward rudder, so that by moving the hand-wheel,
without revolving it, to and from the operator, the
angle of the upper and lower surfaces of the hori
zontal rudder can be aclju ted to different angles of
incidence, so as to cause the machine to tend upward
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or downward and thus control it horizontal course.
This forward rudder co-operates with th adjustable
tips C, C1 in controlling the up and clown direction,
while and at the time the horizontal balance is being
controlled; and also co-operates with the marginal
tips should they be in a neutral position, and thus
both tend to act as supporting surfaces. aiding in
lifting, while the forward rudder is also causing the
machine to trend upward." (Pp. 33-38 \Vright Bros'.
affidavit.)

Claims 7, 14 and 15.
It now sufficiently appears that the mechanism, mode
of operation and result of defendants' machine corre
spond exactly with the mechanism, mode of operation
and result disclosed in complainants' patent.
Claim 7 reads:
"(7) In a flying machine, the combination, with
an aeroplane, and means for simultaneously moving
the lateral portion . thereof into different angular
relations to the normal plane of the body of the
aeroplane and to each other, so as to present to the
atmosphere different angels of incidence, of a verti
cal rudder, and means whereby said rudder is caused
to present to the wind that side thereof nearest the
side of the aeroplane having the smaller angle of in
cidence and offering the least resistance to the at
mosphere, substantially as described."
Looking at defendants' machine, it has the aeroplane;
it has means, ropes 1, 2. 3, for simultaneously moving
the lateral portions, C, C1, into different angular relations
to ihe aeroplane and to each other, and these different
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angular positions pre ent to the atmosphere different
angles of incidence; it has the vertical rudder at D and
means, the ropes 0 and cradle or yoke G, by which the
rudder is caused to present that side thereof nearest the
side of the aeroplane having the smaller angle of inci
dence and offering the least resistance.
Nothing would seem to be clearer than this; and re
member all the time that this is a pioneer invention and
a generic patent entitled to a broad and liberal construc
tion.
Claim 14 reads as follows :
"(14) A flying machine compnsmg superposed
connected aeroplanes, means for moving the oppo
site lateral portions of said aeroplanes to different
angles to the normal planes thereof, a vertical rud
der, means for moving said vertical rudder toward
that side of the machine pre enting the smaller angle
of incidence and the least resistance to the atmos
phere, and a horizontal rudder provided with means
for presenting its upper or under surface to the re
sistance of the atmosphere, substantially as de
scribed."
This claim is substantially the same as claim 7, except
that the horizontal rudder is added as an element. That
the horizontal rudder is present in defendants' machine
with means, the bar R, connected indirectly with the
hand-wheel S, for presenting its upper or under surface
to the resistance of the atmosphere, is perfectly manifest
by a mere glance at the above inserted drawing, The
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remainder of claim 14 is infringed for the same reason
as stated with reference to claim 7.
Claim 15 reads:

"(15) A flying machine compnstng superposed
connected aeroplanes, means for moving the oppo
site lateral portions of said aeroplanes to different
angles to the normal planes thereof, a vertical rud
der, means for moving said vertical rudder towarrl
that side of the machine presenting the smaller angle
of incidence and the least resistance to the atmos
phere, and a horizontal rudder provided with means
for presenting its upper or under surface to the re
sistance of the atmosphere, said vertical rudder be
ing located at the rear of the machine and said hori
zontal rudder at the frot:t of the machine, substan
tially as described."
The only difference between claims 14 and 15 is that
the latter states specifically the location of the two rud
ders, one at the rear and the other at the front.

That

such L the position of defendants' rudders i also with
out possible dispute.

The remainder of claim 15 is als11

infringed for the same reasons as urged respecting
claim 7.

Defendants' Position.
Defendants do not deny that they use every part or ele

ment named in these claims. They make no such denial.
That much they admit. But they try mainly to differen
tiate their machine from the Wright patent and these
claims by assuming that their machine in flight maintains
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one ccrtai11 angle of incidence, in which assumed position
they say their marginal tips are at equal angles above
and below the air pressure line. Their whole contention
is based on this theoretical assumption, an assumption
utterly without foundation in fact; impossible in flight,
and contradicted moment by moment as defendants' ma
chine flies, as is abundantly established by all the known
facts and by the inexorable conditions experienced in
actual flight, as stated by both of the

vV rights, by Prof.

Zahm, an authority on such matters, by Lieut. Lahm, the
aeronautical expert of the United States Army, who has
flown and managed the

vV right flying machine many

times; and finally , by Mr. See, who, upon principles of
physics, refuses such assumption by the defendants.
The defendant Curtiss knows better; the defendant
Herring ought to know better; and defendants' counsel
who acted as expert knows nothing about the matter,
and simply testified on what he evidently had been told.
Moreover, defendants tacitly concede that

if

their as

sumption of sameness of angle of incidence is incorrect,
then that they do infringe.
fringement

if

They make no denial of in

the angle of incidence of the machine

changes, because the very act of that angle changing
causes the posts which carry the tips to change more or
less from the vertical.

In doing so they carry the mar

ginal portions or tips with them.

Thus if the posts slant

back from vertical, more or less, the one to which the
downwardly inclined tip is connected will thus lower
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the rear edge of

tha~

tip,

incr ~ . ase

il slant and its angle

of incidence; while the post to which is attached the up
wardly inclined tip will lower its rear edge and thus
lessen its angle of incidence. So that the rear slanting of
the posts increases the angle of one tip and decreases
that of the other, giving one a greater angle of incidence
than the other, and this changes the relative resistance
of the two tips; and these posts constantly change their
position to the vertical, slanting more or less as the angle
of incidence of the machine generally changes in the man
ner and for the reasons now to be shown from the testi
mony of these several witnesses.
Incidentally, defendants contend that their lateral por
tions, tips or "balancing rudd'ers," as they are pleased to
call them, are not portions of the "aeroplane." They de
scribe the function of these lateral portions to be that of
controlling and recovering lateral eqiulibrium or balance,
and so they admit that they do the same thing as is done
by complainants' lateral portions. That defendants' con
struction is the same as, or the equivalent of, complain
ants', especially as the functions are admitted to be the
same, we shall show, after disposing of the matter of the
unequal angles of incidence of the marginal portions or
tips. Thus vVright Bros'. testify:
"In the affidavit of Mr. Curtiss, three points are
relied upon to refute the charge of infringement of
the plaintiffs' patent: (1) That the adjustable lateral
portions are not portions of the 'aeroplane.' (2)
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Thai these lateral 1ortion are not adjusted to 'dif
ferent' angle of incidence. (;3) That their re is
tance to forward motion is always exactly the same
regardless of their adjustment, and therefore no ne
cessity arises for counterbalancing differences in
their resistance by the use of an adjustable vertical
rudder.
"In support of these claims he presents a blue
print profe sing to show the defendants', so-called,
balancing rudders, better than the photographs show
them. But Ir. Curtiss is disingenuous in that he
represent these balancing rudders as planes, where
as in fact they are segments of cylinders having the
convex side upward and the concave side downward.
and are arche 1 in the same direction as the main
planes of the aeroplane. The curvature, however, is
not quite so deep. \Ve have confirmed this fact by
personal examination of the defendants' machine .
This curvature not only discloses the intention of
the defendant that these balancing rudders should
normally receive the impact of the air on their under
sides and thus be supporting urfaces, but it also
disposes of his claim that the horizontal resistance
of the right balancing plane is exactly the same as
the left plane, when one is inclined upward and the
other downward. As persons who have made hun
dreds of tests regarding the effect of the wind on
curved surfaces, we assert that even if the two bal
ancing surfaces are presented to the wind at equal
angles of incidence, one above and the other below
the neutral position, the convex surface presented by
one will not rece ive the same horizontal resistance
as the concave surface presented by the other, and
the aeroplane will tend to turn about a vertical axis.
"But there is another misrepresentation or false
assumption of yet greater importance than that re
garding the shape of the side tips, or balancing rucl
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ders. The whole of Mr. Curtis ' affidavit is based
upon a theoretical assumption which does not exist
in practice. Mr. Curtiss assumes that the so-called
normal position of the balancing rudders, from
which they are adjusted equal distances in opposite
directions up and down, is always in line with the
direction of the machine through the air, and there
fore in line with the relative wind. This is a false
assumption. The attachment of the side rudders
and their operating cords, is to the post B, and
therefore the so-called normal position of the rud
ders varies in unison with changes in the normal po
sition of the post B. vVhen the post B is at right
angles to the direction of the relative wind, the nor
mal position of the side planes will be in line with
the wind as represented by Mr. Curtiss. But when
the position of the post B is inclined backward, the
line XL representing the normal position will move
in unison. The rear edges of the side rudders will
be lowered and both rudders will be presented to
the wind at positive angles of incidence. The so
called normal position will no longer be neutral as
represented by Mr. Curtiss, and when the rudders
are adjusted to equal distances from the normal po
sition, they will not be presented to the wind at
equal angles of incidence as will be more fully dem
onstrated hereafter. The angle of incidence will be
equal only when the post B is in its original posi
tion; but the post B does not maintain a fixed po
sition. The post B is rigidly connected with the
main planes and therefore varies its position in uni
son with every change in the angle of incidence of
the main planes.
"The angle of incidence of the main planes varies
with every variation in the direction or force of the
wind, with every variation in the power of the motor,
with every variation of the path of the machine from
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a uniform line and with every variation in the load.
Both the fact and the rea ons for it are well known
and may be tated as follows: The flying machine
is sustained by the r eactions resulting from moving
aeroplanes almost edgewise through the air at small
angles of incidence. The lifting force thus created
.varies with the speed and also with the angle of in
cidence. Since in a flying machine the lift is equal
to the total weight of the machine, it i evident that
if the speed i increased, a smaller angle of incidence
will furnish the required lift, while if the speed is
decreased a larger angle will be required. It is fur
ther evident that when two men are carried the an
gle will be greater than when one is carried and that
when the fuel tank is full the angle will be greater
than when empty; and will constantly vary as the
fuel is being exhausted. Moreover, when the power
of the motor increases or decrease , the speed in
creases or decrea es and causes the angle of inci
dence to decrea e or in crease.
"The defendants' machine specially provides a
means of throttling the the motor and defendants
claim as a point of superiority that it flie fa_st or
slow at the will o£ th e operator. In a signed article
in 'Country Life in America' for November, 1909,
1\Ir. Curtis , on page 30, ays: ' fter the fir t turn
of the rectangular course, I began to pitch very se
verely: in fact, I slowed the motor everal times to
ease the strain an the machine.'
Ioreover, even
with constant power. the speed varies according to
whether the machin is ascending or descending and
the angle of incidence correspondingly increa es or
decreases. In the same article, page 31, Mr. Curtiss
says: 'One trick was to mount suddenly to a higher
level before reaching a turn, so that the quick de
.scent to the orignal level after turning would make
up for the loss of speed involved.'
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"As persons having long experience in the use of
flying machin s, we as ert that during a flight of
one hour the angle of incidence will be either greater
or less than any angle which may be named as nor
mal, during more than fifty-nine minutes, and that
it will be exactly at the specified angle less than one
minute. We have found in our experience that the
angle of incidence varies in flight throughout a range
of ten degrees or more, and is particularly great
when the wind is turbulent. It is a matter of as
tonishment to us that Mr. Curtiss should by infer
ence represent to the court that the line XL con
stantly coincides with the wind direction. We can
account for it only by assuming that the argument
was prepared by an attorney unfamiliar with the
laws of flight and not by Mr. Curtiss himself.
"In order to show the court the true angular re
lations of the adjustable tii)s of defendants' machine
to the wind, we present a corrected sketch marked
'Complainants' Diagram of Operation of Defendants'
Machine.'" (See opposite insert.) "Fig. 1 is the po
sition shmyn by defendants' sketch, with one tip,
XC, inclined downward 10 degrees from the normal
position XL, and the other tip XC 1 inclined upward
10 degrees from the same line. Fig. 2 represents the
machine with the motor throttled a little, in which
case the main aeroplanes must be inclined a little
more in order to provide support for the machine
at the lower speed. The post B will then be inclined
backward four degrees and the neutral position XL
will be rotated in the same direction four degrees
from the horizontal, and the side rudders XC 1 and
XC will likewise be rotated four degrees from the
positions shown in Fig. 1. In fact, the entire rna
chine will be rotated together four degrees from the
original position. The angle of incidence of XC 1 ,
which was originally ten degrees, will now be 10
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minus 4, or ix clcgrec. , while the angle of incidence
of XC will be 10 plus 4, or fourteen degree .
1
though both rudder are auju ted to equal angles
from the normal po ition XL, there i a difference
of eight degrees in their angles of incidence. Under
this condition the claim of Mr. Curtiss that the
angles of incidence must always be equal when the
rudders are adjusted equal eli tance from the nor
mal position XL is manife tly untrue.
"Fig. 3 represents a case where the speed of the
machine is still slower and the angle of incidence
greater by eight degrees than in Fig. 1, and four de
grees greater than in Fig. 2. This results in an
angle of incidence on XC of 10 plus 8, or 18 degrees;
while the angle XC 1 is 10 minus 8, or 2 degrees.
Thus one tip will have nine times as great an angle
of incidence a the other. instead of having equal
angles a ~1r. Curtiss would let the court believe.
''Defendants in their affidavit iO'nore the fact that
the whole machine constantly changes its angle of
incidence and hence their claim that the angles of
incidence of the tips at the opposite sides of the ma
chine are always equal, the ame as illustrated in
the drawing marked 'Curti
ketch,' is misleading
and of no consequence. Thus the claim made by de
fendants in their affidavits that the angles of their
balancing tips maintain a constant relation to the
direction of the wind, is founded upon a mis-state
ment as to the actual operation of the machine in
flight. It is not even pretended by defendants that
under this condition of flight-namely, the constant
variation of the angle of incidence of the whole ma
chine-there is no variation in the angle of incidence
of the balancing tips. \Ve call the court's attention
to the fact that they avoid this altogether, and sim
ply assume a single arbitrarily chosen position, im
ply that the machine always maintains that position,
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ancl then claim that, thcrefore, there is no difference
in the angle of incidence of the balancing tips."
(Wright Bro '. affidavit, pp. 24-30.)

Uses of Defendants' Rear Vertical Rudder.
Defendants' affidavits are very diplomatic about the
use of this rudder.

Curtiss, the only one who knows,

merely says there is no nece ity for swinging this rud
der, when the balancing marginal portions or so-called
rudders are sw ung, because there is no unequal re i5
tance offered by the e rudders.
candid statement that

This is not a square,

uch rudder is not o used.

Its

pre ence on the machine, and the rope and wheel to ad
just it as he adjust

the lateral margins or tips by his

body, acting through the yoke and ropes, are sufficient,
in the absence of a direct denial, especially when coupled
with the testimony of the Wrights, to prove that his
rudder is u e<l , o as to swing one side thereof toward
the side of the machine having the smaller angle of inci
dence. 1\Ir. Curti s hazards the bragging statement that
he could remove the rudder, but it is noticeable that he
does not, and it i testified by the ·w rights that he never
flew without it; and all the known phenomena are proof
to a demonstration that he could not control the machine
without the co-operation of this rudder with the mar
ginal tips or portions, which are constantly being ad
ju ted to different angles of incidence.

To deny this

proposition would be like denying twice one are· two.
But Curtiss does not deny it; he merely evasively says

1

1
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· there is no necessity to so swing the vertical rudder; but
even then he bases this mild tatement upon the assnmP·

tum that the marginal portions or tips maintain the same
angle of incidence.

On the matter of this rudder the

Wrights testify as follows:
"We further state that as to the use of the rear
vertical rudder. Mr. Curtiss in hi affidavit merely
says, 'there is no necessity or reason for swinging
the vertical rear rudder D when the balancing rud
ders are swung, because (as both balancing rudders
C, C1 are of the same size and area and present to
the atmosphere the same a11 gle of incidence) the re
sistance to the forward motion of the machine is the
same for each rudder.' But this does not state that
the rear vertical rudder is not adjusted sometimes.
Moreover, the qualified statement that he does make
is based upon the same erroneous assumption
that the angle of incidence of the side tips or o
called rudders C. Cl remains constant. Vile have
just pointed out the error of that assumption.
"Again, Mr. Curtiss in his affi<lavit states that 'in
stead of there being any necessity (as there is in the
Wright patent in suit) for turning the rear vertical
rudder in order to keep a traight course ahead. the
rear vertical rudder of defendants' machine may be
entirely dispensed with.'
"In this statement there is, first. a virtual admis
sion that the rear vertical angle is a necessity ·when
the angles of incidence of the tips are itnequal, as in
the patent in suit: which is al o an admission that
such a rudder would be a necessity in defendants'
machine if the an~des of incidence of the tips are un
equal, and this we have shown to be the fact in ftight
by the diagram before referred to: and, second , it is
a claim that defendants may dispense with the ver

111
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tical rudder, but thi s we testify t o the court is not
pos ible if the machine is to be maintained in ope
rative condition; and further, that defendant has ai
ways used. to our knowledge. such vertical rudder.
" We further testify that the vertical rudder in de
fendant s' machine, as stated in our former affidavit.
is turned in practice, while the machine is in flight,
so as to present one surface thereof toward that side
of defendants' machine having the tip with the less
angl e of incidence, for the same purpose and in the
same manner as in the patent in suit. \f\Te testify to
the court that it would not be possible for defendans'
machine to be used in flight if stripped of this verti
cal rudder. and if he same were not used in conjunc
tion with the wing tips in the manner just stated."
(Pp. 30-31 Wright Bros'. affidavit.)
On the smaller point that defendants' so-called bal
ancing rudders. which are the lateral margins or tips, do
not aid in supportin g the machine, as Curtiss claims, two
witnesses in the persons of the Messrs. VI/ right testify
to the contrary ancl demonstrate the correctness of their
statements by a simple diagram, already inserted above.
The Wrights testify:
"Mr. Curtiss in his affidavit also states (p. 2), in
speaking of the side tips or balancing rudders(, Cl,
that:
" '\i\Then the machine is in normal flight both of
these balancing rudders are horizontal, as indicated
by the clotted line XL in Figs. 1 and 3 of the accom
panying blue print. This is their normal position
and they do not then support the machine, but lie
idle.'
"But this is not correct. See Fig. 2 of 'Complain
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ants' Diagram of Operation of Defendants' Machine.'
It will there be noted that if the tip C, C1 be re
stored to the 'normal' position, both will have a pos
itive angle of incidence of four degrees and will be
supporting surface , and not mere neutral balancing
rudders as claimed by defendants in their quibbling
argument that they are not 'portions of the aero
plane,' within the meaning of the patent. The same
is true of even a greater extent in Fig. 3. This is be
cause of the angles of incidence the machine as a
whole assumes to the line of flight while in actual
use, as distinguished from the a umed so-called
'normal' position Mr. Curtiss relies upon to support
his statement above quoted.
"In conclusion, we repeat. that Mr. Curtiss has in
correctly represented the adjustable tips as planes,
when in fact they are arched from front to rear, and
has by inference represented the angle of incidence
of the main planes of the aeroplanes as a fixed quan
tity of known amount when in fact it is a variable
quantity of inaccurately known amount, and a per
sons skilled in the art we assert that the defendants'
machine has portion of the aeroplane acljustable to
different angles of incidence and a yertical tail which
is caused to present to the wind that side which is
toward the wing having the smaller angle of inci
dence." (Wright Bros' . affidavit pp. 31-32.)
The foregoing would seem sufficient to dispose of the
disingenuous shifts which it will now be seen character
ize the action of the defendants on the

t1

es of their ma

chine as they evasively state to the court the operation
while under the stress of trying to escape infringement.
It is noticeable that none of the numerous people who
have flown on the Curtiss machine have made any such
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makes-not even by an affidavit o

diplomatic and non-committal as i his.

On the e ev

eral questions as to the varying angle of incidence of the
machine as a whole, the different angles of incidence of
the marginal portions or tips, one compared with the
other, and the consequent different resistances, and the
use of the rear vertical rudder to co-operate therewith
in the manner described in the patent, and on the minor
points of the marginal portions or tips incidentally act
ing, at times. to aid in supporting the machine, the dis
interested and reputable Prof. Zahm and Lieut. Lahm
testify as follows :
Prof. Zahm says:
"I am * * * a resident of \Vashington in the
District of Columbia; I received my education at
Cornell University and Johns Hopkins University
and for many years acted as lecturer on scientific
subjects at the Catholic University of America and
later .a t the U. S. Bureau ·of Standards. I am at
present engaged in scientific studies and the author
ship of books on scientific subjects. I have made
a special study of aerodynamics. I state to the court
that the angle of incidence of flying machine is not
always constant, but varies from moment to moment.
When the speeds are slow, the angle of incidence is
greater than when the speed is fast , and it also varies
when the direction of the wind is not exactly hori
zontal. I have made special investigations with in
struments designed to show the variations in the
horizontal direction of the wind and have found that
the wind varies from the horizontal by as much as
twenty degrees at frequent intervals. The angles
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of incidence of the rlying machine is also greater
when the load is heavy, as for instance when two
men are carried, than when the load is light. The
angle of incidence, therefore, is not a constant quan
tity in practical flight. I have read the affidavit of
Glenn H. Curtiss in this case and also the sketch
submitted by him and state to the court that this
sketch shows a particular condition which may exist
at intervals in practical flight, but that in general
the angle of incidence of the whole machine wouH
tend to vary and bring about other conditions. I
have also read the affidavit * * *" (Wrights)
"in rebuttal and examined his sketch and state that
as the angle of incidence of the whole machine in
creases, the angle of incidence of the balancing rud
ders C and C1 will vary as shown in Figs. 2 and
3 of 1\Ir. Wright' ketch. The angle of incidence of
the balancing rudders will, therefore, not always be
equal , as stated by :Mr. Curtiss. Moreover, if the
balancing planes are restored to the neutral position
XL, both rudders will become supporting surfaces
in the cases shown in Figs. 2 and 3 of Mr. Wright's
sketch.
"From my studies I am familiar with the laws re
lating to action of the air on aeroplane surfaces anJ
state to the court that when surfaces of equal area
and shape are presented to the wind at different
angles of incidence, the surface having the greater
angle will offer a greater horizontal resistance thp.n
the other. I further state that if two surfaces, one
convex and the other concave, are presented at equal
angles of incidence, their resistances will not be
equal."
Prof. Lahm says:
"I am an officer in the army of the United States
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and for two years past have been assigned to er
vice in the Signal Corps and the pecial department
thereof devoted to aeronautics. I have made a spec
ial study of the science and practice of aerial naviga
tion and have frequently operated spherical balloons,
dirigible balloons and also flying machines of the
aeroplane type. In 1906 I won for America the first
annual International long distance balloon compe
tition. I have studied flying machines since 1907,
both in France and in America, and I state to the
court that the angle of incidence of such machines
is not constant, but variable. When the speed is
slow, the angle of incidence is greater than when the
speed is fast. I have frequently noted this fact when
watching the flights of others.
"One time when I was flying with Mr. Wilbur
Wright, I operated the balancing and steering mech
anisms while l\fr. \Vright adjusted the ignition of
the motor so as to increase or decrease its power.
The speed of the flyer increased and decreased as the
power of the motor increased or decreased. As the
speed decreased, I found it necessary to raise the
front of the machine more and more to thus give the
whole machine a greater angle of incidence in order
to keep from descending. The angle of the inci
dence never remains exactly constant in real prac
tice.
"I have read the affidavit of Glenn H. Curtiss in
this case and also the affidavit * * *" (Wrights)
"in rebuttal and state from my knowledge of the
theory and the practice of flying that the sketch of
Mr. Curtiss shows a special condition which exists
but momentarily in practical flight, while the swetch
of Mr. Wright shows correctly the variations in the
angle of incidence of the balancing rudders C, C1 as
the angle of incidence of the whole machine changes.
The normal condition of both the main machine and
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the balancing rudders i one of continual change in
the angle of incidence. * * *
"It is my opinion that in flight the balancing
planes C and C1 of the Curtiss machine will not pre
serve equal angles of incidence, and that the end of
the machine having its balancing plane at the great
er angle of incidence will fall behind the other, un
less the diperence in their resistances is balanced by
means of the vertical tail.
"I further state that when I have ben on the
ground I have often tried to detect movements of
adjustable wing tips and of the rear rudder with
out being able to distinguish any movement, ancl
when I have been on the mascine with Mr. \Vright
I have noticed that scarcely a second passes without
an adjustment, and when I have flown alone I have
found these adjustments constantly necessary.
"I consider the testimony of a witness standing
on the ground of no value in establishing the fact
that no movements of certain adjustable parts are
made in flight, because owing to the speed and dis
tance of the machine and the smallness of move
ments they are not detectable by the eye. Only the
result can be noted.
"I further state that the pressure on the convex
side of a surface is different from that on the con
cave side when the angles of incidence are equal."
And we ask the court to also examine the very plain
and conclusive affidavit of Mr. See on the above ques
tions. (Paragraphs 50-77.)

He is fully corroborated by

these other witnesses, but from a different point of view.
His findings are stated in a happy and convincing
manner.
Thus we submit that it is abundantly established that
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in defendant ' machine the angle of incidence of the gen
eral machine constantly changes; that in consequence
the position of the posts constantly varies relatively to
a vertical, which results in relatively differentiating the
comparative angles of incidence of the laterally opposite
marginal portions or tips, with resultant different hori
zontal resi tances, which latter must of necessity be com
pensated for and corrected by the adjustable rear ver
tical rudder, else lateral balance or equilibrium could not
be controlled or recovered and defendants' machine
would fall.

As it does not fall, it is manifest that these

are the reasons. All this is tantamount to a demonstra
tion, is more than an illustration, that all three of the
claims in question, 'i', 14 and 15, are infringed.
This leaves only a word or two to dispose of defen
dants' very weak contention that their marginal portions
or tips are not. portions of the main aeroplanes. But that
they are portions of the main aeroplanes, for all practi
cal purposes, is manifestly obviou from what has been
said.

It ha

been shown that when either of them i.:;

at a positive angle, it has a supporting function, the same
as do complainants' marginal portions.

It has been

shown in the joint affidavit of the Wrights, by the pro
duction of the pamphlets called "Aeronautics," that
when Curtiss first began to infringe, he placed his mar
ginal portions or tips in line with the ends of the aero
planes. (See pp. 12 and 13 June number and cover of
August number of "Aeronautics" and p. 17 Wright Bros'.
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affidavit.)

That was before the notice of infringement

of July 20, 1908, was given him. Then he eems to have
taken fright and, impliedl y recognizing the validity of
the patent and his infringement, he sought a further
evasion by placing these marginal portions or tip a little
lower down, as now shown by this record. Being unable
to make any other colorable change, they now ask the
court to so narrowly construe this pioneer patent, the
first of its kind, that their attempted eva ion will be
available, so that they may appropriate the soul and sub
stance of Wrights' invention by deviating slightly from
the one example of construction pictured in the patent.
All adjudicated rules of construction applicable to basic
patents forbid such a course.

These marginal portions

or tips of defendants' machine are nothing, more or less,
than parts of the main aeroplane et lower than the upper
and higher than the lower main plane. They are at the
lateral extremeties of the machine just a in complain
ants' patent.

They extend out beyond the more rigid

part of the main aeroplanes, just as in complainants' pat
ent, and defendants confess that they are utilized in
maintaining or recovering lateral balance. To emphasize
their literal equivalency to complainants' exemplified con
struction, Mr. See has treated the matter under the head
of equivalents in paragraphs 41 to 43 of his affidavit.
He has further illustrated their equivalency in a clear
sketch at p. 58 of his affidavit, where the court is respect
fully invited to read paragraphs 78 to 83.
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Modifications Comtemplated by the Patent.
As bearing upon the interpretation of the scope of the
\i\Tright patent, attention is called to the repeated state
ments it contain that the patentees do not wish to be
understood as limiting their invention to the particular
exemplifications set forth in the patent conformably to
the statute, which requires that one embodiment of the
invention be clearly shown and fully described. And Mr.
See calls attention to this matter as something he ob
served in studying the patent. (See paragraph 40 of his
affidavit.)
For instance, the patent states that the machine may
be operated "either by the application of mechanical
power or by the utilization of the force of gravity." (P.
1, line 13.)

Fig. 1 is described as showing "an apparatus

embodying our invention in one form." (P. 1, line 13.)
All the drawings are said to show "an apparatus embody
ing our invention in one form. " (Line 65, p. 1.)

Mr.

See further says:
"they first describe the 'preferred mode of con
structing aeroplanes' (page 1, line 90); 'When two
aeroplanes are employed, as in the construction il
lustrated' (page 2, line 19) clearly suggests more or
less than two; as to the construction of the aero
planes it is said that 'we have shown one form of
connection which may be used' (page 2, line 28);
regarding the rope for operating the adjustable side
portions of the planes it is stated 'It will be under
stood, however, that the rope 15 may be manipulated
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in any suitable manner.' Pao-e 2, line 75; regarding
the pecific construction of the aclju table lateral por
tions of the aeroplane it is said that 'We prefer this
construction' and 'We wish it to be understood,
however, that our invention is not limited to the
particular construction.' (Page 3, line 30 and line
38) ; and although we prefer to so construct the appa
ratus that the movements of the lateral margins on
the opposite sides of the machine are equal in ex
tent and opposite in direction, yet our invention is
not limited to a construction producing this result,'
(page 3, line 6-1) ; and, after describing a bi-plane.
'Of course the same effect will be produced in the
same way in the case of a machine employing only
a single aeroplane.' (Page 3, line 113); regarding
the specific construction of the rear rudder 'we do
not limit ourselves to the particular description of
rudder set forth, the essential being that the rudder
shall be vertical and be so moved as to present its
resisting surface on that side of the machine which
offers the least resistance to the atmosphere,' (page
4., line 54) ; 'aeroplane' is rather broadly described
(page 5, line 51) ; and, regarding adjusting the lat
eral portions of the aeroplane by flexibly twisting
the main plane 'we prefer the con truction illus
trated' (page 5, line 69), but 'our invention is not
limited to this form of construction,' (page5, line
74) ; and 'We do not wish to be understood as limit
ing ourselves strictly to the precise details of con
struction hereinbefore described and hown in the
accompanying drawings, as it is obvious that these
details may be modified without departing from the
principles of our invention.' (Page 5, line 63.)" (See
affidavit pp. 25, 26.)
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Law as to Construing Generic Patents.
A generic patent is one for a pioneer invention.

A

pioneer invention, as the term implies, means the first
invention in a particular field or art, with the inherent
implication that the invention carries into practical ef
fect the thing proposed.

The Supreme Court of the

United States, from the earliest days of patent suits, has
been scrupulously careful to broadly interpret all such
patents that a benefactor who explores in untrodc;len
fields and brings into being a wholly new appliance to
add to the stock of human knowledge and carry out the
purpose declared in the federal constitution-the prog
ress of science and the useful arts-shall be justly re
warded.

And pursuant to this policy, it has sustained

the patents covering all of the really great inventions
which have reached that court.

It sustained the Morse

Telegraph patent; the McCormickv Reaper patent; the
Bell Telephone patent; the Goodyear India Rubber Pro
cess patent.
Pursuant to its policy of sustaining such patents and
liberally construing them, it has laid down these rules
of interpretation:-

Winans v. Denmead, 15 How. 330, in which it was
said:
"specifications are to be construed liberally, in ac
cordance with the design of the constitution and the
patent laws of the United States, to promote the
progress of the useful arts, and allow inventors to

,I
I

I,
I

l
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retain to their own use, not any thing which is mat
ter of common right, but what they themselves have
created. Grant v. Raynwnd, 6 Pet. 218; Ames v. How
ard, 1 Sumn. 482, 455; Blanchard v. Sprague, 3 ibid.
535, 539; Davoll v. Brown, 1 Wood & Minot, 53, 57;
Parker v. Haworth, 4 M'Lean's R. 372; LeRoy v. Tat
ham, 14 How. 181, and opinion of Parke, Baron,
there uoted; Neilson v. Harford, Vveb. P. r. 341; Rus
sell v. Cowley, ibid. 470; Corning et al. v. Burden,
(decided at the present term), 15 How. 252. * * *
"It is generally true, when a patentee describes a
machine, and then claims it as described, that he is
understood to intend to claim , and does by law ac
tually cover, not only the precise forms he described,
but all other forms which embody his invention; it
being a familiar rule that, to copy the principle or
mode of operation described, is an infringement, al
though such copy should be totally unlike the orig
inal in form or proportions."
"Where form and substance are inseparable, it is
enough to look at the form only. Where they are
separable, where the whole substance of the inven
tion may be copied in a different form, it is the duty
of courts and juries to look through the form for
the substance of the invention-for that which en
titled the inventor to his patent, and which the pat
ent was designed to secure; where that is found,
there is an infringement; and it is not a defence,
that it is embodied in a form not described, and in
terms claimed by the patentee."
"And, therefore, the patentee, having described
his invention and shown its principles, and claimed
it in that form which most likely embodies it, is, in
contemplation of law, deemed to claim every form
in which his invention may be copied, unless he
manifests an intention to disclaim some of those
forms."

. I
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.Morley v. Lancaster, 129 U. S. 2G3, 1n which it was
said:
"Morley, having ~een the first person who succeeded
in producing an automatic machine for sewing but
tons of the kind in que tion upon fabric , is entitled
to a liberal con ·truction of the claims of his patent.
"Where an invention is one of a primary charac
ter, and the mechanical functions performed by the
machine are, a a whole, entirely new, all subse
quent machines which employ substantially the
same means to accomplish the same result are in
fringements, although the subsequent mahcines may
contain improvements in the separate mechanisms
which go to make up the machine."
In Rubber Co. ·u. Goodj•car, 76 U . S. 788, it is said:
"A patent should be construed in a liberal spirit,
to sustain the just rights of the inventor. This prin
ciple is not to be carried so far as to exclude what
is in it, or to interpolate anything which it does not
contain. Dut liberality rather than trictness should
pre\'ail where the fate of the patent i involved, ancl
the que tion to be decided is whether the inventor
hall hold or lose the fruits of his genius and his
labors."
In Sessions

7.'.

Romadke, 145 U. S. 29, the court said:

(re pecting a metallic trunk fa tener)
"In view of the fact that the inventor was a pio
neer in his art and invented a principle which has
gone into almost universal use in this country, we
think he is entitled to a liberal construction of his
claim and that the infringing device, containing as
it does all the elements of his combination, should
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be held as an infringement, though there are super
ficial dissimilaritie in their construction." (P. 45.)
In Miller v. Eagle, 151 U. S. 186, the court announced
with great clearness the rule a to the range of equiva
lents. It said:
"If the invention is broad and primary in its char
acter, the range of equivalents will be correspond
ingly broad, under the liberal construction which
the courts give to such inventions."

This wa
~Vestinghousc

cited and followed in the second circuit m
v. New York, 6:3 F. 962.

In speaking of

lvfiller v. Eagle, the court said:
"The rule which permits, and indeed c01npels"
(italics ours) "courts to give a wide range to the
equivalents which a broacl or pioneer patent can in
clude, i thus expre sed in Miller v. Eagle lfg. Co."
Then follows the quotation of the rule we made above.

McCormick v . Aultman, 69 F. 371, court of appeal for
the sixth circuit, Taft, Lurton and Severens, judges,
cites and relies upon the leading supreme court cases
supporting a broad construction for pioneer patents, and
lays down this rule:
"\Vhere an invention is of a primary character and
the mechanical functions performed by the machine
as a whole are entirely new, all ub equent machines
which employ substantially the same means to ac
complish the same result are infringements, although
the subsequent machine may contain improvements
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in the eparate mechanism
the machine."

which go to make up

Tested by the e primary rules, it is clear that the
\Vright patent is entitled to a broad and liberal construc
tion, and equally entitled to a wide range of equivalents
and, accordingly, that defendants' machine is not only a
clear infringement, but a conspicuous appropriation of

If it were otherwise, all history testifies

the invention.

that it woulcl not fly, for no machine ever dicl until

\V riaht Bros. made this invention, and then. in a short
while, defendants made this machine and were able to
fly at once. Certain it is that they did not follow the old
art, else their machine woulcl not fly.

And equally cer

tain it is, as inspection verifies, they dicl follow complain
ants' invention.

ncl right here it will be remembered

how both Herring ancl Curtiss got their inner knowledge
of complainants' machine before making this infringing
machine.

A

in the case of Belshazzar of olcl, so here

the handwriting on the wall points to the guilt of these
defendants, to the incredibility of Herring and to the dis
ingenuousne s of Curti

.

Again t

uch as these com

plainant is entitled to the protection guaranteed by law,
public policy ancl goo(l -

~ience,

an cl we submit that

it is meet and proper that this court. having them before
its bar, do now enjoin them.

Remaining Defences.
Against the foregoing there is nothing further ad
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duced by defendants but a publication and an uncorrob
orated affidavit by Mr. Herring, on which he ba es a
pretense of having once himself had something similar
to the \;vright invention; some prior patents, not perti
nent, presented by the affidavit of one of defendants'
counsel, acting in the singular capacity of expert; and
some argumentative references in his affidavit to th e file
·wrapper of the Wright application. These we shall navy
notice.

FILE WRAPPER
In the affidavit of Mr. Newell , opposing counsel, pp.
19-29, he makes a labored effort, by referring to the file
wrapper contents of the Wright pat nt, to impose upon
claim 7, in particular, and, by a like reasoning, upon
claims 14 and 15, what he argues arc limitations.

These

alleged limitations are, first, that the marginal tips or
wing portion

hall be the resu lt of giving a "twist" to

the aeroplanes; and, second, the adjustment of the rear
vertical rudder must be clone "automatically" with the
adjustment of the wing tips to different angles of inci
dence.
In support of this labored eflurt he traces the history
of claim 7 by referring to its preclece ors that were filed
in the Patent Office in the proce s of reaching an agree
ment with the Examiner for the allowance of the case.
In doing this he has made several errors, some minor and
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one or more material.

These will appear as we proceed.

But right here it should be noted that he concludes that
claim I of the patent i narrower than any of its prede
cessors.

'vVe shall show that such is not the fact; and

that claim 7 is no narrower than any of its predecessors;
so that, instead of claim 7 being narrowed to now in ef
fect limit the protection to the "twisting" of the aero
planes, and to the "automatically" adjusting of the rear
vertical rudder when adjusting the marginal tips, it is in
fact as broad a claim as any for which it was sub tituted
in efforts to meet the criticisms of a captious Examiner.
And in his affidavit counsel makes another manifest
error in that he fails to consider the broad statements of
the original specification and those now embodied in the
patent regarding the latitude of construction and opera
tion of the marginal tips and the vertical rudder.

On

these point.s the original specification said, in speaking
of the objects and cope of the invention:
"The objects of our invention are * * * to
provide mea11s for maintaining or restoring the equi
librium of the apparatus, and to provide efficient
means for guiding the machine in both vertical and
horizontal directions." (P. 1 original spec.)
Ag-ain the original specification said:
"We do not confine ourselves to the particular
construction and atta'chmcnt of the rear rudrl.er here
inbefore described, nor to this particular construc
tion of surface or wings, but may employ this combi
nation in the use of any movable vertical rudd.er ope-

iI

r

I
l l
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rated in conjwl'ction" (not automatically, it will be
noted) "with any wings capable of being presented
to the wind at re pectivcly differing angles at their
opposite tips for the purpose of restoring the lateral
balance of a flying machine and in guiding the ma
chine to right or left." (Pp. 6, ' original spec.)
And similarly in the specification as it finally eventu
ated in the patent, wherein it is said:
"We prefer this construction and mode of opera
tion for the reason that it gives a gradually-increas
ing angle to the body of each aeroplane from the
central longitudinal line thereof outward to the mar
gin , thus giving a continuous surface on each icle
of the machine, which has a gradually-increasing or
decreasing angle of incidence from the center of the
machine to either side. We wish it to be under
stood, however, that our invention is not limited to this
partiwlar 'constructimi, since ally construction v,rhercby
the angular relations of the lateral margins of the
aeroplanes may be varied in opposite directions with
respect to the normal planes of said aeroplanes
comes within the scope of our invention." (P. 3, col.
1, lines 30-46.)
c

Then, in speaking of the rear vertical rudder, a similar
broad statement is made.

It says:

"We wish it to be understood, however, that we
do not limit ourselves to the particular description
of rudder set forth, the essential being that the rud
der shall be vertical and shall be o moved as to pre
sent its resisting surface to that side of the machine
which offer the least resistance to the atmosphere,
so as to counteract the tendency of the machine to
turn around a vertical axis when the two sides there
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of offer different re istances to the air." (P. 4, col. 1,
lines 53-63.)
To further illustrate the matter to the court, we quote
original claim 6, amended claims 6, and claim 7 as in the
patent.
Original claim 6 :
"6. In a flying machine, the combination of
wing " (or aeroplanes) "having their right and left
tips capable of being adjusted so as to be pre ented
to the wind at respectively differing angles, with a
vertical adjustable rear rudder operating in conjunc
tion therewith in the manner and for the purpose
specified."
Observe that here there was no limitation of "twi ting''
the winas or aeroplanes, and no limitation of operating
the rudder "simultaneously" therewith, but only in con
junction therewith.
Amended claim G, of amendment dated July 11, 1904,
filed July 13th:
"6. In a flying machine, the combination, with
one or more aeroplanes, and means for simultaneous
ly moving the lateral edges of said aeroplane or
aeroplanes into different angular relations to the nor
mal plane or planes thereof, of a vertical rudder, and
means whereby said rudder presents to the wind
that side thereof nearest the end of the aeroplane
having the smaiier angle of incidence, substantially
as described."
The affidavit (p. 2) ac.w1its that this last claim 6 "was
substantially the same as original claim 6," and then adds
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a claimed exception , aying: "except that it add ed the
specific statement that the rudder 'pre ents to the wind
that side thereof nearest the end of the aeroplane having
th e smaller angle of incidence.' "

But the original spec

ification so described the rudder, saying there was pre
sented "to the wind that side of the yertical rudder which
is tov,:ard the tip haYing the small er angle of incidence"
(p. 6, near the top) ; so there was, in fact, no difference
in the scope of these claims, but onl y a difference in the
form s of expression resorted to in an effort to make the
matter plain to the Examiner, whose almost wilful non
understanding of the invention is manifest from the file
wrapp er, and to which \\ e shall presentl y refer.

Claim

6 (amendment of January 10, 1905, filed January 13th)
read:
" 6. In a flying machine, the combination, with
an aeroplane, and means for simultaneously moving
the lateral portions thereof into different angular re
lation to the normal plane of the aeroplane and to
each other, of a vertical rudder, and means whereby
said rudder i caused to pre ent to the wind that side
thereof nearest the end of the aeroplane haYing the
smaller angle of incidence and offering the least re
sistance to the atmosphere, substantially as . de
scribed."
It will be noted that this claim is really broader than
the original sixth claim ; that called for "wings," which
would be aeroplanes in the plural, while this last sixth
claim caled for"an aeroplane," ar.u so would cover a mono
plane or biplane or other multiple ryJane machine.

And
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this Ia t sixth claim is also somewhat broader than the
immediately previous sixth claim.

The latter called for

lateral "edges" of the aeroplane or aeroplanes, while this
la t sixth claim calls for lateral "portions," which is a
broader term than "edges."
Conn el in his affidavit argues that the words "is
caused," appearing in the last ixth clain1. are limitations
not appearing in the previou ~ jxth claim, hut we per
ceive nothing in this quibble.

In the next previous sixth

claim it i said "and means whereby said rudder presents
to the wind," etc.

In this last sixth claim it is said "and

means whereby said rudder is caused to present to the
wind."

Obviously the words "is can eel'' add no new ele

ment or qualification, but are a mere convenience of ex
pre sian.
The only other criticism in said affidavit i that the last
, ixth claim has the phrase "and offering the least re is
Lance to the atmo. phere."' which did not appear in the
previous sixth claim.

But in the amendment presenting

this last claim it was explained that this phrase was
added to the claim to prevent a misunderstanding. (P. 4,
amendment January 13, 1905 .)
This brings us to claim 7 of the patent, presented in
the amendment of Augu t 15, 1905, filed

ugu t 17th,

which claim reads:
"7. In a flying machine, the combination, with an
aeroplane, and means for simultaneously moving
the lateral portions thereof into different angular
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relations to the normal plane of the body of
the aeroplane and t each other, o as to present to
the atmosphere different angles of incidence, of a
vertical rudder, and means whereby said rudder is
caused to pre ent to the wind that side th.ereof near
est the side of the aeroplane ha, ing the smaller angle
of incidence and offering the least resistance to the
atmosphere, substantially as described."
This claim of the patent is not narrower m

cope or

meaning'than its immediate predecessor ju tquotedabove.
In this seventh claim the words "of the body" were added
as explanatory that the angular relations of the lateral
portions were adjusted to the plane "of the body" of the
aeroplane, instead of merely saying that they were ad
justed to the. plane of the aeroplane.

The meaning in

this respect is the same; and no new element is added.
Then, as further explanatory, these words were in
serted in claim 7, though not m the preceding claim 6,
namely, "so as to pre ent to the atmosphere different
angles of incidence."

This harmonized the first branch

of the claim, before the rudder is mentioned, with the
latter branch of the claim where it is stated that the rud
der is presented to the "end of the aeroplane having the
smaller angle of incidence."

The preceding sixth claim

:.:ontained this latter statement and, therefore, the inser
tion of the similar statement as to the "different angle
of incidence," in the first part of claim 7, did not have
the effect of limiting the scope or meaning of claim 7 as
compared with this next preceding claim 6,
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The word "end" was used in

uch claim 6 and the

word "side" was substituted in this claim 7 as more ac
curate.
The note of explanation accompanying the filing of
claim 7 said :
"The language of the specification and claims is
now the same, the claims being substantially the
same as tho e last submitted, with such modifica
tions of language as were deemed necessary to make
them clear, and with the addition of one or two
claims furth er developing the same subject-matter
which was agreed upon as patentable." (Amendment
of August 17, 1905, last page.)
Thus the court ' ill see that all these claims have had
the same scope and meaning, the changes being merely
in the direction of explanation and clearness.

There is,

therefore , nothing in the contention that by a process of
amendment claim

~~ ,

ancl consequently claims 14 and 15,

of the patent are 1imited to "twisting" the aeroplanes
when effecting different angles of incidence and limited
to "automatically" adjusting the rudder when the tips
are adjusted.

The original claim 6 merely stated that

the rudder was adju sted "in conjunction" with the tips,
and no requirement of so adjusting the rudder appears
in either of the amended sixth claims or in the seventh
claim; or in the fourteenth or fifteenth claims.

Then

note, too, the broad statements in the original specifica
tion and the patent specification as to the patentees not
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being· limited to the particular construction and operation
of the marginal tips and rudder.
In the counsel's affidavit it is further contended that
the cancellation from the specification, as filed in the
amendment of August 17, 1905, of the statement that
. epa rate sections of the aeroplanes might be used to form
the adju table marginal portion s, will now allow defen
dants to escape infringement. His affidavit tacitly admits
that if this descriptive matter had not been canceled it
would have specifically covered defendants' construction.
But there are several simple answers to this contention.
Even without such statement in the specification suffic
ient broad statements remain , such as those just quoted
above, to show that the patent i not limited to making
the adjustable margins in one piece with the aeroplanes.
Again, in canceling the statement referred to, this special
explanation was made, namely, that "the modification
referred to on pages 9 and 10 is clearly within the
cope of applicants' invention," but it "has been can
celed in view of the necessity of illu trating the same if
any specifi'c reference thereto is retained in the specifica
tion."
This matter was canceled purely to avoid the delay in,
and necessity of, making further drawings to illustrate
this particular modified form, but in doing so the court

will note that said declaration was made, and filed in the
Patent Office (last page amendment December 6, 1905),
that the matter covered by the lines canceled was "clear
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ly within the scope of applicants' invention."

Again, the

claims in the case at the time this extra paragraph was
canceled remained wtchanged to the end, and are the

SQII1t..e

now as they were before the erasure. No change was made
in the claims after that time.

Moreover, the official let

ters in this case show that the Examiner was wilfully or
otherwise obtu e in understanding and treating the in
vention.

He repeatedly states that he did not "under

stand" it, and his actions were accordingly unintelligent
and of no value in the sense of now attaching importance
to any unreasonable requirement or adverse ruling or
criticism.

For instance, in the first official letter, April

23, 1903, he says:

"The Examiner is unable to under

stand the alleged result," etc.; that "so far as he is able
to judge" a certain claim involved nothing over the ref
erences "except a matter of taste;" again, "It is a mere
matter of taste whether the rudder is hung on hinged
arms or otherwise ;" again, that a certain claim is re
jected "in so far as understood," and finally, that "the
claims are furthermore all rejected as based upon a de
vice that is inoperative or incapable of performing the
intended function.

The Examiner is unable to under

stand how the machine is supposed to operate."

Here

was a case of hopeless obtuseness or willful stupidity,
running through months of persecution- a man not
understanding a great invention and yet criticising
it; a man claiming that the machine was "incapable
of performing its intended function," and this same in
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vention when brought before the public a little later, at
tracting the attention of the popular and scientific world
and receiving special recognition by the Congress of the
United States and many learned bodies, as hown by the
complainants' proof herein.
In E'caubert v. Appleton, 67 F. 917, the court of appeals
for the second circuit held admissable the oral testimony
of two officials of the Patent Office to prove that the pat
ent in question was i sued either fraudulently or through
the gro s negligence of the Examiner.

vVe cite the file

wrapper contents to show the gross indifference of the
Examiner or his incapacity to under tand and appreciate
the invention, for which reason his rulings can not now
with just ice be given any credible weight.
]'he caution and warning given the courts concerning
what may be found in Patent Office file wrappers by Mr.
Justice

~ hiras,

in his dissenting opinion in f¥estin glwuse

v. Boyden, 170 U. S. 537, is apposite.

He said:

"The courts should be low to permit this con
struction of a patent, actually granted and delivered,
to be affected or controlled by alleged interlocutions
between the officers in the Patent Office and the
claimant. \iVhen we consider that often the em
ployees in the Patent Office are illexperieJiced persons
and the mass of business is o vast, it can readily be
seen how dangerous it would be to modify or inval
idate a patent clear and definite in its terms, by re
sorting to such uncertain sources of information."
Again, in Heap v. Green, 91 F. 792, the court of appeals
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for the first circuit meets the present ituation exactly.
In that ca e defendant insisted upon limiting the patent
to one means of transmitting motion because there had
been stricken from the specification a description of other
means.

The court said:

"The defendants below rely upon the following
expres ion in complainant's specification as origi
nally drawn. and which was stricken out, and does
not appear in the patent as i sued:
"'In tead of the belts, x xl, any other suitable
means of transmitting motion may be employed
such, for example, as toothed gearing or chains or
friction pulleys.'
"It i plain, however, that whatever were the views
of the Patent Office, this wa mere surplusage and its
meaning wa of no effect. Winans · v. Denmead, 15
How . :~:30, ~-1'2, 343. This case was applied by thi3
court in Rc£'ce Buttonhole llfacltine Co. v. Globe Button
hole Machinc Co., 61 F. 958, 964; and in the latter ca e
there was a full con ideration of the effect of amend
ments to sp cifications pending in the Patent Office,
which explains sufficiently that this one was of no
importance. The particular to which we have re
ferred relate only to the doctrine of equivalent .
Thi doctrine is so effective that under ordinary cir
cum tances it supersedes the usual rule of interpre
tation, 'expre. sio unis est exclusio alterius,' as was
shown in Reece v. Globe, ubi supra."
In Hubbell v. U. S., 179 U. S. 77, the supreme court
said:
"It is quite true, where the differences between
the claim made and as allowed consist of mere
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changes of expression, having substantially the same
m aning uch changes, made to meet the views of
the Examiner, ought not to be permitted to defeat
a meritorious claim."
So we submit that notwith tanding counsel's labored
affidavit, plus a captious Examiner's failure, at least until
the case had almost reached allowance, to understand the
invention, there is nothing in the file wrapper tending to
impose any such limitations a

claimed, and nothing to

detract from the great fact in thi case that the \V right
patent is for a pioneer invention and justly entitled to the
broadest interpretation.

PRIOR ART.
Counsel for defendants, acting as expert in hi. affida
vit, concedes that there is no actual expert in aeronautics
whom he could call. (P. 1.)

This concession means that

there i no real Aying machine prior art.

If there had

been there would be experts, because the development
of the art would have produced them.
Nor do defendants deny in their showing the validity
of complainants' patent.
In concluding his affidavit (p. 48), counsel merely con
tends that if the claims of this patent are "construed
broadly enough to include defendants' device, the com
binations claimed are disclosed in the prior art," but
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while thu

begging the question, he doe, not point the

court or complainant to any definite anticipation.

And

not satisfied with that statement, he adds, or it would "re
quire nothing beyond that'' (the art) "except such im
material changes a

would have involved only mechan

ical skill with one familiar with the flying machine art.''
But this can mean little or nothing, seeing that he open
his affidavit with the statement, under oath, t.h at there
are no persons skilled in this art.
Thus he does not really deny the validity of the pat
ent; does not point to an anticipation which the court
can put its finger on, and in the last stages seeks cover
under the claim of what "changes'' one skilled in thi art
could make, while before declaring that there is no one
having any such qualification.

But the court will take

judicial notice of the indisputable fact, and the defen
dant ,, proof herein does not show it to be otherwi e, that
the world waited ages for some one to "change" some
art or change something ancl make a flying machine.
This waiting was in vain until the Wrights produced the
invention of their patent. As was said in the great Bell
Telephone case, speaking of the neare t prior approach
to the Bell telephone, "a hundred years of Reis would
not produce a Bell telephone."
experimenter

So here, thousands of

during centuries of time in many lands

could not produce a Wright flying machine.
The so-called prior art produced consists of numerous
U. S. and foreign patents, a number of which were cited
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by the Patent Office when the Wright application was
being pro ecuted.

The case was allowed, however, in

view of them, so they cannot be presumed to have con
tained the \Vright invention. That they were then cited
at all is only accounted for by what is shown in this brief
near the close of our remarks under the head of "File
Wrapper." And it is noticeable that defendants in their
only affidavit referring to prior patents (that of their
counsel) merely refer to these patents with the claim
that one shows one thing and one another, and another
something else, nowhere claiming that any or all of these
patents show a heavier-than-air flying machine, con
trolable by the operator; or such a machine with lateral
marginal portions or tips adjustable to different angles
of incidence, and a pivoted vertical rear rudder co-operat
ing therewith to compensate for the inequality of head
resistance produced by the different angles of incidence
of the e marginal portions or tip , whereby the great
function of maintaining and controlling lateral balance
is accomplished; nor such an organization with the
added feature of the forward adjustable horizontal rud
der, all organized in harmoniou

relation with one or

more aeropanes constituting the essential supporting ur
faces for

StL

taining the machine by the reaction of the

air pressure.
And, indeed, the slightest regard for accuracy and
plain fact forbids that any man should say these patents
so offered in evidence disclose such a machine.

If they
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had done so, it would not be necessary to argue the ques
tion, or to look for experts to claim that they disclose
such an organization, because this court and the rest of
the world would have heard of them, since in that case
there would heretofore have been flying machines.
For the convenience of the court, however, these pat
ents have be.en explained by the

vV rights in their re

buttal affidavit and by Mr. See. (\N" right rebuttal affi
davit, p. 44; see affidavit, p. 63.)
A few apt quotations from adjudicated cases will serve
to confirm in the judicial mind the soundness of the at
titude we here take as to the alleged prior art.
In Cimiotti v. A mcrican, 115 F. 498, the court of appeals
for the second circuit, speaking of an alleged anticipa
tion said:
"I'or nearly twenty years it remained nothing but
an ambiguous description of incomprehensible draw
ings. It merges from oblivion solely to meet the
exigencies of this litigation. The inquiry i perti
nent, why was it that this machine was permitted
to remain unused? Since the success of the device
of the patent in suit every effort has been made by
infringers to evade it by introducing specious
changes of form, and yet, if we are to accept the con
tention of appellant, there is an operative machine
in existence doing the work as well as the machine
of the patent in suit and free to anyone who desires
to use it. Is not the presumption almost conclusive
that it was not used because it was not useable?"

l
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Again, in Far111ers ·v. Spruks, 127 F. 691, the court of ap
peals for the fourth circuit said:
"Considering this patent as an alleged limiting or
anticipating document, what would a person skilled
in the art of barrel making produce from inspecting
the drawings of the patent and following it? For
nearly thirty years it had been on the public record
without producing any effect on the art or trade of
barrel making. It cannot be said that a patent for
a device which fails to accompli h the desired end is
an anticipation of one which successfully accom
plishes it."
In Daylight v. American, 142 F. 454, the court of ap
peals for the third

circuit~

in referring to so-called prior

art, said:
"Under ordinary circum tances, a patent which
caused no advance in the art should have small ef
fect upon a succe sful patent of 20 years later."
In Potts v. Creager, 97 F. 78, the court of appeals for
the sixth circuit said, in speaking of a prior patent urged
as anticipatory, that:
"It is not shown to have produced disintegrations
of the clay and i one of those wrecks and faiurles
of inventive geniu that are constantly found lining
the path of the successful inventor who takes the
last step which wins."
In Canda ·v. Michigan, 124 F. 486, the court of appeals
for the sixth circuit remarked with great force:
"Inventors are not precluded by the embryonic
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and hapeles ideas found in former patents, any
more than they are by such undeveloped matter ex
isting elsewhere."
\\' e ask this court to re-read and consider this last per
tinent deliverance, for it describes exactly the status of
the prior patents offered by defenclants-"embryonic and
shapeles

icleas''-"found in former patents"-"nndevel

oped matter."
Defendants at bar are offering no proof, and could of
fer none, that the "undeveloped matter" found in these
old patents ever performed flight or could navigate the
air.
On this point the court of appeal

for the second cir

cuit, in Kirchbcrgcr v. American, 128 F. 599, said:
"The Buller patent does not anticipate the patent
in suit because: (1) The de{e11dants lw'l'e failed to sllo·w
tllat it is eatable of succcssf1tl operation, or that the ob
jection thereto were such as could be obviated with
out the exercise of the faculty of invention," etc.
We have said that some of these cited patents were
also cited by the Patent Office examiner.

These were

the Greenough, Holmes, Butusov, Jongewaard and Bos
well.

With reference to such patent

the courts have

held that the allowance of the patent in suit over them
is evidence of novelty and patentability.
In Warren v. Case·y, 93 F. 963, the court of appeals for
the third circuit said:
"That a prior patent cited as a reference against
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the claim of the patent in uit, while the application
was pending before the Commis ioncr, followed by
allowance of the claim, is evidence of novelty and
patentable difference."
Several English patents are referred to by the defen
dants. In Westinghouse v. Great Northern, 88 F. 258, 263,
the court of appeals for the second circuit said:
"The prophetical suggestion in English patents o{
what can be clone, when no one has ever tested by
actual and hard experience and under the stress of
competition the truth of these suggestions, or the
practcial difficulties in the way of their accomplish
ment, or even whether the suggestions are feasible,
do not carry conviction of the truth of these frequent
and vague statements * * * and the result
which was then reached is not shaken by merely a
single sentence in the Engli h patent."
But among the citations by defendant

i

a copy o{

the abandoned patent application of one Mattullath.
There are two objections to this document. The fir t is
that it is not competent evidence, and cannot be received
to anticipate this Wright patent or any other. The sec
ond is it does not disclose the subject-matter of the
\!\.'right patent, but sets forth a wholly different and im
practical affair, as shown by the testimony of the Wrights
(rebuttal affidavit, p. 51), and Mr. See (affidavit, p. 70). •
It may be noted that at the top of the first page of
Mattullath's specification, if it were evidence, is a decla
ration against defendants, for it says that it is a fact that
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"no succe sful flying machine of this character has ever
been con tructed."
First, that an abandoned application is not competent
evidence to anticipate a patent was long ago settled by
the Supreme Court of the U. S.

In the Cornplanter Pat

ent, 23 Wall. 181, 211, it is laid down that an invention
described in an application filed in the Patent Office is
not of itself a bar to a subsequent patent therefor t? an
other. A mere application for a patent is not mentioned
in the statute as such a bar. (Act of 1836 and Sec.
4886 R. S.)
A description of an invention, contained in an appli
cation, which was rejected, cannot be given the effect
which the act of Congress gives to a publication, because
it lacks the e sential quality of a publication in that it is
not de igned for general circulation, nor made accessible
to the public generally.

N. Y. Fire Extinguisher Co. v.

Philadelphia Fire Extin guisher Co., 18 F. Cas. 394, No.
10,:337, Judge McKennan.

This case wa cited in Locomotive Engine Safety Truck

Co. v . PcJIJl. R. Co., case No. 8453 Fed. Cas.; L)'11lan v.
Laylor, ca e No. 8632 Fed Cas.; Westinghouse v. Chartiers,
43 F. 588.

Lyman

'V.

Laylor, supra, was declared by Judge Blatch

ford, afterwards Mr. Justice Blatchford. He held that a
written description of a machine, although illustrated by
drawings, which has not been given to the public, does
not constitute an invention, within the meaning of the
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patent laws,

o a

to defeat a subsequent patent to an

independent inventor, even though it be deposited in the
Patent Office, as part of an application for a patent.
(P. 1163.) In this case, decided in th-is circv£it, the learned
Judge went fully into the question and distinctly decided
that no such application for a patent could be entertained
as an anticipation.
In vVestingh<Juse v. Chartiers, supra, Judge Acheson like
wise ruled and said:
"That a rejected or withdrawn application is not
a prior publication, within the meaning of the stat
ute, nor of itself a bar to a patent to an independent
inventor, is settled."
Then he cites the cases above cited and follows the rul
ing of Judge Blatchford.
In Miller v. Walker, 138 F. 919, 922, Judge Archbald
said:
"Undoubtedly a rejected application is no bar to·
a subsequent patent to another for the same device.
C<Jrnplanter Patent, 23 Wall. 181."
Walker on Patents, Sec. 58, lays down the rule thus:
"Novelty is not negatived by any prior abandoned
application for a patent. Abandoned applications
for patents are not by the Statutes made bars to pat
ents to later applicants. They furnish no evidence
that any specimen of the things they describe was
ever made or used anywhere. Being only pen and
ink repre entations of what may have existed only
in the conceptions of the men who put them on
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paper, they do not prove that the things which they
depict were ever knovvn in any country. Nor can
they be clas eel among printed publication. , for they
are u ually in writing and are not published other
wi ' e than by being placed on file in the Patent
Office."
The Patent Office it elf recognizes this law by special
rule, which provides that:
"Forfeited and abandoned applications will not be
cited as references." (Rule 177 of Patent Office
Rules of Practice.)

\i\Te. therefore, submit that this Mattullah document
has no legal significance. It is incompetent for any pur
pose or to affect complainants' patent.

The Statutes do

not include and the decisions do not recognize it.
Defendants obtained a copy of this application from
the Patent Office by first getting a certificate from J udgc
Holt to the effect that if it contains so and so it would
''apparently" be material.

vVe pointed out at that time

to Judge Holt that his document wa

incompetent, to

which he replied that, if so, it would don? harm and that
its admi ibility could be determined by this court. \Ve
insisted that the application should have been made to
this court, so far as this case is concerned, hut Judge
Holt did not think it material for purpose of this certif
icate. To . ave all questions we took an exception, which
appears at the foot of the certificate:

"Exception taken

by complainants' counsel, H. A. Toulmin.

G. C. H."
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Thu . the certificate i not a finding by Judge Holt, but,
as he said,

only like directing the is uance of a

subpoena.
But even if admissible, it doe

not show a machine

that would fly. It appears from the face of the specifica
tion that the practicability of the machine wa unknown
to the inventor; and that it had never been built. Thus
it speaks of enough being known to demonstrate the
"pos ibility" of dynamic flight; that "I belic'vc I" have
overcome the mechanical difficulties heretofore in the
way; that his improvements are "intended," etc. (P. 1.)
The under urface of the aeroplane ''is to be" constructed,
etc. (p. ±) ; "I belieye I can fly upon an angle," etc. ; "I
believe I will be able to build the structure within the
limit." etc.; and '\vith well matured plans the probabilit)'
of a succe sful solution of the problem in accordance
with my invention can be ascertained beforehand."

(P. 5.)
Thus it appears that his specification rested in specu
lation and that the outcome had no other

upport than

"I believe," "probability," ''I intend," etc.

The applica

tion was not prosecuted to success, but was abandoned
and left in the . ecret archives of the Patent Office, for
gotten or unknown, until defendants procured this copy,
which in their extremity they now seek to u e against
the settled rules of law .
In the affidavit of defendants' counsel he also raises
numerous minor questions, such as that the \Vright rear
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rudder i mo eel simultaneously with the lat ral

margin~.

instead of merely in co-operation therewith; that the
·w right machine is a glider, instead of a Ayer; that the
\\!right machine i not teered by the rear rudder, etc.,
all of which i
Wrights.

full~

an werecl in the joint affidavit of the

Pp. 41-44.

Defendants attempt to treat the patent a though lim
it cl to a literally ftat plane. in a geometrical ~ en ~ e. But
the claims speak of the aeroplane generally. ancl the spec
ification, line 51 to 62, page 3. broadly define

the aero

plane as the ~upporting-surface and specifically mentions
that "these surfaces may receive more or le.

c1tr7.mt11rc

from the resistance of the air, a. indicated in Fig. 3."
So the patent does not deal \'Vith the form of the upport
ing-surface, and defendants' contention i without merit.

HERRING'S AFFIDAVIT.
It i

not clear from thi

affidavit ju t what class of

defence it is pre. entecl to

upport-whether as a prior

pubication. taken in connection with the accompanyino
copy of the "American Engineer;" a prior use gener
ally; or a claim of priority of invention by Herring.
But in either case this affidavit and publication can
not prevail as a defence against the validity of the
·wright patent.

First, a

to the affidavit, because it is

insufficient as evidence to maintain either of the defences
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named, even if unrebutted. Second, as to the publication,
because what it purports to show is insufficiently shown
to meet the requirements of law.

Third, because the re

buttal affidavit of the VI/ rights makes it plain that so far
as the publication can be deciphered, it does not disclose
what the Herring affidavit claims for it.

Fourth, be

cause the credibility of l\1r. Herring as a witness is
broadly impeached by the rebuttal affidavit of Wibur
and Orville \Vright, and by the writings of Herring him
self, which now rise up and confront him.

All of these

show that his affidavit is in part a fabrication, and in
part a present attempt to now revive an abandoned ex
perimental failure, and to convert such failure into a cor
respondence with the teachings of the Wright patent,
whereas such experimental machine never, in fact, con
tained any mechanism in the remotest degree resembling
that which embodie this great invention, while what it
may have attempted to present, whatever it was, is not
reliably and sufficiently proved and disclosed.
As a prior publication, the pictures and brief printed
description of this alleged Herring

machin~,.

in the

1

"American Engineer," are too vague and uncertain in
respect to what the actual construction was to be fol
low cl and applied.

Too much is left to conjecture. The

pictures show no construction; only an outline, in shad
ows and lights, with no mechanism which can be seen
and understood.

For instance, where is there shown a

pivoted vertical rear rudder?

Where is it placed? How

I
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is it operated?

Where is there shown adjustable mar

ginal portions of an aeroplane?

Where are any means

of mounting such parts shown? Where any mechanism
for operating them?

Where any illustrated suggestion

as to how and why operate them, if present? And the
description is no better than the obscure pictures. Only
three features of possible construction are mentioned
the alleged "small vertical rudder;" the "horizontal rud
der;" and the "movable auxiliary surfaces," to "maintain
an approximately constant angle of advance."

vVhere

these "surfaces" are located, how operated, by what means
and in what manner and under what circumstances, are
all undescribed.

And the only function attributed to the

''surfaces" is one not in anywise involved in the Wright
patent, or in any issue in this case, for to attempt to
maintain the "angle of advance" merely means to try and

I

control the inclination of the machine, fore and aft, to
a horizontal line, as would be the case if one sought to
control the rise and fall of a ship's bow, so as to hold
the keel approximately at some one angle to a level.
But such an object is not a matter under consideration
in this cause. And as to the alleged "small vertical rud
der," and "horizontal rudder," again no function or pur
pose or result is described in the printed article accom
panying the pictures.

No one reading this mere refer

ence to the rudders would be enlightened at all as to how
to make them, why to make them, where to locate them,
or how to operate them.

Nor does it appear, or is it said,
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that th e vertical rudder was a pivoted rudder, and, by rea
son of being pivoted, it bore certain relations to other
parts-in the vVright patent a certain relation to the
adjustable margins or tips of the aeroplane.

Moreover,

as pointed out in the affidavit of the Wrights, the term
"vertical rudder," as used in this publication and under
stood in this art at that time, meant a fixed vane, and not
the diametrically opposite thing known as a pivoted rud
der.

And defendants recognize the insufficiency of this

meager publication by supplementing it with affidavits
and reference letters explaining its supposed intended
meaning.

But it is to be noted that these affidavits are

drawn in the new light of what is required by the ex
egencies of this case, and of what has been, for the first
time in all history, made known by the

vV right patent.

So, for whatever class of defence this publication and
this Herring affidavit are now presented, they must be
rejected by the court under the rules of law which wise
ly prevail on this subject.

These rules are founded in a

sound public policy which has for its purpose to prevent
the defeat of justice by designing litigants who attempt,
as is now attempted by the defendant Herring, to re
write and put into old worthless publications, and old
abandoned and forgotten experiments, the later success
ful inventions of others; and this, too, in the present case
of Herring, after having personally seen the Wright ma
chine when he visited their testing camp several years
ago, as has been explained.

All this is quite inde
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pendent of the other legal infirmities of the Herring
affiidavit, namely, that it is wholly uncorroborated, and
is discredited by the rebuttal affidavit of Wilbur and Or
ville vVright.

We shall refer presently more in detail

to this rebuttal proof, but fir t ask the attention of the
court to the following pertinent decided cases:

Law as to Alleged Prior Publications.
In Seymour v. McCormi'ck, 19 How. 96, this rule is laid
down:
"The reading, on the trial, of the description of an
invention, from a publication, to show priority of in
vention, is e,·idence of nothing else but the descrip
tion of the thing in controversy, and is not evi
dence of the successful operation of the machine,
though it states that it was uccessful."
"Therefore, the statement in such a work that a
machine has been partially successful in 1828 and
1829, with the statement of a witness that it was
used successfully in 1853, is not evidence from which
the jury can infer that it was u eel successfully in
the intermediate time, because there is no legal evi
dence that it was successful in 1828 or 1829."'
This excludes as evidence the statements of alleged
success or results contained in the "A111erican Engineer."
The only alleged results stated were overcoming " the
fluttering of the fabric" (not involved herein); ability to
"maintain an approximately constant angle of advance"
(not involved herein); ability to "preserve my balance
without the extreme muscular efforts which were neces
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sary with the two first machines" (also not involve 1
herein).

All these claims as to operation are inad

missible as evidence and are excluded by this high
authority.
This last quoted statement is the one 1:r. Herring in
his affidavit seeks to now say meant that the lateral bal
ance of the machine was maintained by the so-called
movable auxiliary surfaces.

This now claimed meaning

or interpretation is, therefore, without support, because
based upon a statement of alleged operation in the publi
cation excluded by law.

Besides, as already pointed out,

the present interpretation of the former statement in the
article is a clear perversion of what originally was in
tended in the article.

And besides being a perversion,

the interpretation itself is also incompetent in law to

r
.

.

constitute evidence of priority, because it is uncorrobo
rated.

The rules of law applicable to this latter propo

sition will appear when we cite the cases concerning the.
Curti s affidavit.
In Badische v. Kalle, 104 F . 802, the circuit court of ap
peals for the second circuit, Judges \A/ all ace, Lacombe
and Shipman, Judge Lacombe writing for the court, laid
clown this rule:
"A prior publication, referred to as an anticipation,
must be given effect in accordance with what it ac
tually communicates to the public and expert testi
mony cannot be received for the purpose of showing
that statements therein made were erroneous or to
give it the effect it would have if reconstructed so as
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to disclose matters that. it micrht or should have
stated, but which it in fact did not."
(Citing Loc7.v v. Gcrman-Amcri'can, 164 F. 855.)

.-'

In Cohn v. U. S., 93 U. S. 366, 370, the court laid clown
the rule as to the sufficiency of a prior publication in
order to anticipate a subsequent patent, saying:
"It must be admitted that, unless the earlier
printed and published description does not exhibit
the later patented invention in such a full and intel
ilgible mann er as to enable persons skilled in the art
to which the invention is related to comprehend it
without assistance from the patent, or to make it or
repeat the process claimed. it is illsuffi:cicnt to invali
date the patent.'' (All italics ours.)
Clearly no one could build the marvelous \li,Tright fly
ing machine, a marvel in accomplished results, yet sim
plicity itself in con struction, from the

haclowy pictures

and wanting description in the journal cited.
In Badischc v. Kallc, supra, the court also laid down
this rule, following Atlanti'c Co . v. Parher, 16 Blatch . 295,
Feel. Cas. No. 625, namely, "that the description must be
such as to show that the article described in the patent
can be certainly arrived at by following the description
without the as istance of local knowledge ." (P. 806.)
In Sej'17umr v. Osborne, 11 Wall. 516, the supreme court
again stated the rule with exact precision, saying :
"Patented inventions cannot be superseded by the
mere introduction of a foreign publication of the
kind, though of prior elate, unless the description

/

I
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and dra·wings contain and exhibit a substantial rep
resentation of the patented improvement, in such
full, clear and exa'ct terms as to enable any person
skilled in the art or science to which it pertains to
make, construct, and practice the invention to the
same pro'ctical exte1d as they would be enabled to do
if the information was derived from a prior patent.
Mere vague and gCJZeral rcpresentatiolls will not sup
port uch a defence. as the knowledge supposed to
be derived from the publications must be sufficient
to enable those skilled in the art or science to under
stand the nature and operation of the invention, and
to carry it into practical use. \\'hatever may be the
particular circumstances under which the publica
tion takes place, the account published. to be of any
effect to support such a defence, must be an account
of a complete al!d operative invention, capable of being
put into practical operation." (P. 555.)
That case was followed and quoted by the court of
appeals for the second circuit in Ca11leron v. Saratoga, 159

., .

F. 453, where the court aid:
"Of all these publications, so far as they contain
suggestions which Mouras did not indicate, they are
'mere vague and general representations not suffic
ient to enable those skilled in the art or science to
understand the nature and operation of the inven
tion and to carry it into practical use.'"
Tested by these fixed rules of law, laid down by the
highest court in the United States and the highest in this
circuit: the publication in question is mere blank paper.
If that publication had contained the Wright invention,
or its philosophy or principles, Herring and others would
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have been flying fifteen years ago, when the article was
published.
Again, that it is not competent to go out of the publi
cation and try and supplement it where it is wanting, the
court of appeals for the second circuit, in Badische v .

KaUe, supra, further said :
"The 'description in a publication' of the statute is
to be found within the four corners of such printed
publication."
Measured by th ese settled rules of law the publication
in question ; is utterly without significance:. It may,
therefore, be dismissed without further notice by counsel
and court.

LAW AS TO PRIOR USES.
The leading case by the supreme court is Coffin v. Og

den, 18 Wall. 120, where the court said, on the defence
of a prior use to show that the patentee was not the first
inventor, that:
"The invention or discovery relied upon as a de
fence must have been complete, and capable of pro
du'cing the result sought to be accomplished; and must
be shown by the defendant. The burden of proof rests
1tpon him, and every reasonable doubt should be resolved
agaillst hin'L. If the thing was embryonic or inchoate;
if it rested in speculation or experiment; if the process
pursued for its development had failed to reach the
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point of 'C01lSU11lmation, it cannot avail to defeat a patent
founded upon a discovery or invention which was
completed, while in the other case there was only
progress, however near that progress may have ap
proximated to the end in view. The law requires
not conjecture, but certainty. If the question relate
to a machine, the conception must have been clothed
in substantial forms which demonstrate at once its
practical efficiency and utility." (P. 124.)
"Unsuccessful and abandoned experiments do not
affect the validity of a subsequent patent." Deering
v. Winona, 155 U. S. 286.
In Cantrell v. Walli'ck, 117 U. S. 689, the defence of prior
use was set up and two witnesses examined in support
of it and several to the contrary.

In rejecting the de

fence as insufficiently made out, the court laid clown the
rule in these terms:
"The burden of proof is upon the defendants to
establish this defence, for the grant of letters patent
is prima fctde evidence that the patentee is the first
inventor of the device described in the letters and of
its novelty. Smith v . Goodyear, 93 U. S. 486; Lehn
benter v. Holthaus, 105 U .S. 94. Not only is the bur
den of proof to make good this defence upon the
party setting it up, but it has been held that 'every
· reasonable doubt should be resolved against him.'
· Coffin v. Ogden, 18 Wall. 120; Washbunt v . Gould, 3
Story 122."
In Amcri'can v. Fiber, known as the Wood-Paper Patent
Case, 90 U. S. 566, 23 Wall. 566, the rule in question was
recognized and thus stated:
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''It i fre ly admitted that the 1 atent of an origi
nator of a complete and succe sful itwention cannot
be avoided by proof of any number of incomplete
and imperfect experiments made by others at an
earlier date. This i true, though the experimenters
may have had the idea of the invention and may
have made partially succe sful efforts to embody it
in a practical form. And although this doctrine has
been more frequently asserted when patents for ma
chines have been under consideration, we see no
reason why it houlcl not be applied in cases arising
under patents for chemical products." (P. 39-:1:.)
The rule in question is further illuminated by a
number of circuit court cases, some of which we now
cite:
In Ransom v. New York, Fed. Cas. No. 11,573, Vol. 20,
p. 286. the court said:
If a per on. havinR some vague idea of the appli
cation of the principle, makes numerons trial and
experiments, if those trial and experiments do not
result in such a knowledge, on his part. a enables
him to put in successful practice the idea of which
he has such vague notion, he does not become an
inventor in the sense of the patent law. Such a per
. on has never em bodied the principle so as to make
it available for practical use; and the party who em
bodie the principle, and makes it available for prac
tical u e, is the party who is entitled to the patent,
and to protection.

In concluding this brief survey of the authorities on
this subject the court is asked to note the substantial
parallel between Drawbaugh's pretentious in the great
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Bell Telephone case and Herring's pretentions m thi
case. The telephone was an invention which a tonishecl
the world . The Wright flying machine invention here
involYed has likewi e astonished the world. Drawbaugh
visited the Philadelphia Centennial in 1876 and saw, and
obtained information concerning, the Bell telephone,
then just brouaht out before the public. Herring vi ited
the test camp of the \i\ rights at Kitty Havvk, North Car
olina, in 1902 and saw the machine of thi \\ right patent
while there for a number of weeks. Drawbaugh made no
claim to the telephone until after the invention of Mr.
Bell had reached commercial success, and then Draw
baugh acted, not in the as ertion of a right he was con
scious of posses ing, but by the inspiration of promoters
who formed a company to exploit his belated claims.
Herring has heretofore made no claim to the Vhiaht
invention, but, to the contrary, has acknowledged it to
be a eli covcry differing from anything he had ever con
templated.

See his article in ''Gas," referred to in the

\\rright Brothers' affidavit. Not until after this motion
was filed did he make such a claim of inventorship. And
now tli'at he does come forward it i in association with
others who are infringing the patent.

But his claim is

based wholly and only upon one alleged experimental
machine, long since abandoned and destroyed; and his
affidavit stands alone, unsupported and uncorroborated.
nobody coming forward to sustain him; and, what is
more, he is contradicted by the journal he himself intro
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duces, for the accompanying pictures clo not show, and
the description does not set forth, what his affidavit
states; and besides, he is completely routed by the rebuttal
affidavit.

So Herring here, like Drawbaugh in the Tel

ephone case, has acted contrary to all known rules of
human conduct, and has not, even at this late date, pre
sented any specimen of the thing itself which he pretends
to have had.

Drawbaugh was supported by two hun

dred witnesses; many of whom were credible men.
Yet Herring is unsupported by anybody.

But Judge

\Vallace. in the circuit court, and the supreme court as
well, found that Drawbaugh himself lacked credibility,
and that his late position was in too strong contrast with
his former conduct to admit of accepting him as a gen
uine claimant and an honest witness, and hence he was
rejected, and all he said and testified to was accordingly
rejected, and with his fall his two hundred witnesses fell
also. So in this case, by a similar line of conduct, but with
an infinitely weaker showing, indeed, no showing at all
compared with Drawbaugh's showing, Herring for like
reasons must fall alone.

American Bell Tel. Co. v. Peo

ples, 22 F. 309; Telephone Cases, 126 U. S. 1.
The inherent dangers in oral proofs in this class of
cases, and Herring's affidavit is purely oral, are explained
in the Barbed Wire Patent, 143 U. S. 275, Deering v. Har

vester Works, 155 U. S. 286, Brooks v. Sacks, 81 F. 403,
court of appeals for the first circuit.
That the evidence of prior use by a single witness,
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once in the employ of the defendant, as Herring is now,
is not sufficient. Mast, Foos & Co. v. Dempster, 82 F. 327,
court of appeals for the eighth circuit.
Herring Rebutted.
Wright Bros. show conclusively that much in Her
ring's affidavit is either untrue or so highly colored by
Herring as to misstate the real facts. Thus they say:
"The affidavit of 1\1r. Herring seems to be the one
principally relied upon by the defendants in their
attempt to establish a prior knowledge of the sub
ject-matter of the plaintiffs' invention.
"\'Ale have personally known Mr. Herring since
the year 1902, in which year he spent several weeks
in complainants' experimental camp at Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina. as an employee of Mr. 0. Chanute,
who was a guest at the camp, and we are well ac
quainted with his mental and moral characteristics.
"'\A.le shall take up the alleged 1894 gliding ma
chine of Mr. Herring and show the court that the
printed pictures and description of the machine do
not in themselves disclose to the public the features
and combinations which form the basis of the patent
in issue. Next we shall show that the invention,
whatever it really may have been, which Mr. Her
rii1g now pretends to have been a feature of this
1894- experimental machine, was removed from the
machine in question and never replaced, and that it
was not incorporated in any subsequent experiment
al machines which he constructed in the nine years
between the year 1894 and 1903 when the applica
tion for the patent in issue was filed, and that he
never applied for a patent thereon, although he
knew as early as 1902 that plaintiffs claimed as their
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own original invention wings adjustable to different
angles with an adjustahle vertical tail , a claim which
he did not dispute. And finally we will show the
court that there are grave reasons for doubt as to
the credibility of several of the statements now
made by Mr. Herring regarding the construction
and operation of his machine."
Then. after quoting the entire description contained
in the "American Engineer,'' the \i\T rights explain what
the article really. and only, referred to, saying:
"The only stated purpose of the movable auxiliary
surfaces is in the words 'by means of the mO\·able
auxiliary surfaces have been able to maintain an ap
proximately constant angle of advaJl'ce.' The stated
alleged result. then. was to partially regulate the
fore and aft angle of the machine. instead of con
trolling lateral halance. No mention whatever is
made of regulating the lateral inclination or balance
of the machin e. Io explanation is made of how the
surfaces are movable, whether in a fore and aft di
rection, or up and down, or about a vertical axis,
a transverse axis, or a longitudinal axis. There is
no intimation that the inclination or angle of inci
dence of the surfaces could be varied either together
in one direction, or independently in opposite direc
tions. The published illustrations do not show their
method of attachment or their method or means of
operation. Mr. Herring in his affidavit intimates
that the illustrations reveal that the t~o auxiliary
surfaces were adjustable to different angles of inci
dence. He says (affidavit, p. 5) 'The lower cut and
photograph 2 shows me in flight on this machine
and with the auxiliary surface or rudder "C" at my
own left slightly tilted up to a greater angle than
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the other one "D," which in turn is at slightly less
angle than its normal position.'
"\Ve show the court that this apparent difference
is a mere optical illu ion. By comparing the fixed
main wings of the apparatus, it will be seen that,
in appearance, the left wing is likewise tilted to a
greater angle than the right wing, although their
angles were the same. It is a mere optical illusion.
This is further shown by measuring the distance
from the apex of the triangular frame. to the rear
corners of the auxiliary surfaces. The distance to
the corner 'r' of the surface at the man's left, is
slightly smaller than the distance to the corner 's'
of that at his right. This would not be true if the
one on his left had indeed the greater angle of in..
ciclence as claimed by Mr. Herring. The represen
tation made by Mr. Herring to the court that the
illustration shows 'C' with a greater angle than 'D'
is therefore contrary to fact. Mr. Herring cites the
vvords 'I have been able to preserve my balance
without the extreme muscular efforts which were
necessary with the two first machines,' and now pre
tends that he had reference to the alleged adjustable
surfaces aiding him to maintain lateral balance. But
this pretense is not justified by known facts."
The vVright

then develop these known facts, which

show !hat Herring is disingenuous in now claiming that,
when he wrote years ago about preserving his balance
without such muscular effort, he then meant these adjus
table surfaces acted to reduce his physical exertions in
maintaining lateral balance of the machine. The Wrights
say:
"In these 1894 machines Mr. Herring, in imitation
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of Mr. Lilienthal. attempted to preserve the fore and
aft balance by shifting his body forward and hack
ward to regulate the angle of advance. For this
purpose he supported his weight upon slides or bars
passing under his arm pits and was able to hift his
weight from front to rear through a distance of
three feet. In an article describing subsequent ex
periments with this 180.,1 machine, published in the
'Aeronautical Annual' for 1897, l\Ir. Herring says
(pp. 57, 58) : 
"'A serious defect in the design of the Lilienthal
apparatus is here een, for on it the operator's posi
tion is somewhat strained, and his movement very
limited. owing to the fact that he is obliged to holcl
to a small har with both hands, while his weight is
carried on his elbows. which rest, a little further
back, on a portion of the main frame. (See Plate
IX. Fig.?)
"'These defects suggested themselves to the writ
er when, in the summer of 1804, he built a machine
, imilar in many respects to that of Lilienthal. It
eli fferecl from his in two important particulars: first,
the tlpward movement of the horizontal tail was lim
ited; second. the range through which the operator
could ::;hift his weight was nearly three feet instead of
about eight inches. To obtain this range of movement
the weight of the body, when in flight, rested upon
· two horizontal bars fitting under the arm pits. (See
Plate IX, Fig. 3.)'
"These bars, of course, prevented any lateral
movement of the body. \Ve therefore ask the court
to weigh these facts before accepting the explana
tion that the extreme muscular efforts which he men
tions and which he now claims that he reduced by
the use of these movable auxiliary surfaces were clue to
side movements of his body to regulate lateral bal
ance rather than to fore and aft movements to reg
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ulate the angle of advance. The words of the article
certainly lo not reveal a purpose to regulate lateral
balance by adjusting the surfaces about a horizontal
transverse axis and in opposite din!ctions.''
Then as to the alleged pivoted rudder, now claimed by
Herring to ha\·e been in the 189-1 experimental machine.
and to be hown in the cut in the "American Engineer,"
and in his recenlly taken photographs, from supposed
old negatives, the \Vright Bros'. affidavit ays :
''The only reference to a vertical surface in said
publication is contained in the words 'This machine
is prO\·ided with a small vertical and also a hori
zontal rudder.' It is nowhere stated that the ver
tical rudder was adjustable, or that it bore any tech
nical relation to the movable auxiliary surfaces. We
show the court that in this art it has been customary
for writers to use the term 'rudder' when referring
to fixed surfaces in no wi e adjustable. Lilienthal,
in his American patent ( 5-l4, 16, Aug. 20, 1895),
which covers the machine of which the Herring ex
perimental machines were imitations, in claim 3 des
ignate, the vertical surface as 'a vertical fixed rud
der r.' And that this is the sense in which Mr. Herring
used the word in this article is apparent from the
fact that he so used it in the preceding paragraph
of .this article in describing wherein two former ma
chines had differed from that of Lilienthal. He says,
'Unlike Mr. Lilienthal's machine, I dicl not adopt a
vertical rudder.' In the present Herring affidavit,
page ?. last paragraph, he characterizes the Lilien
thal rudder as 'a vertical rear fixed keel, as distin
gui heel from a movable vertical rudder.' In view of
Mr. Herring's use in the 1894 article of the word
'rudder' to designate a Lilienthal feature which he
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himself admits to have been a fixed vertical keel, it
cannot be maintained that the publication reveals
an adjustable rudder in his own machine. The nat
ural inference would be that in his third machine he
had merely made his imitation a little closer by add
ing the Lilienthal vertical fixed rudder. The illus
trations accompanying the article fail to show any
means for adjusting this 'rudder,' and even fail to
show the rudder itself in a clearly defined form.
"Therefore we how the court that neither the in
dividual features, nor the combination of features,
claimed in the patent in issue was revealed to the
public in the publication introduced by 1\Ir. Her
ring."
Then on the point that if it be as umed that Herring
once employed the so-called vertical pivoted rudder and
adjustable surfaces, the vVright Bros'. affidavit shows a
plain case of abandoned experiment, left without making
the matter available to the public. Says the Wright affi
davit:
"We next show the court that the 1894 affair,
whatever it may have been, was abandoned years
ago and wa never resumed.
"Mr. Herring says (affidavit, pp. 9-10): 'Having
in 1894 found the efficacy of using the side rudders
and knowing that they could be added at any stage
of the problem, I, by reason of my limited resources,
did not add these features to the machines of 1896,
1897 and 1898.'
"Here he admits that he did not use such aux
iliary movable surfaces in the machines built in
subsequent years, but says it was by reason of his
limited resources. We are familiar with the con
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struction of uch apparatus and state to the court
that the cost of adding such surfaces to the subse
quent machines would have been trifling. Further,
we show the court that Mr. Herring subsequently
entered into the employ of Octave Chanute, of Chi
cago. Illinois, and at Mr. Chanute's expense rebuilt
his 1894 machine in the year 1896. Mr. Chanute
ays: ('Aeronautical Annual' 1897, p. 31) 'For this
purpose I secured the service, of l\1r. A. l\1. Her
ring, who had tried some experiments of his own.
He rebuilt for me his Lilienthal apparatus with
which he hac! made some gliding flights in 1894 and
he also built another full sized gliding machine after
a design of my own.' And on page 33 of same book:
'I do not know how much further I shall carry on
these experiments. They 'i..C.'ere Jllade wholly at my own
expense in the hope of gaining scientific knowledge,
and without the expectation of pecuniary profit. I
believe the latter to be still far off, for it seems un
likely that a commercial machine will be perfected
soon.'
"Mr. Cl1anute was a man o( means, but neverthe
less these movable auxiliary surfaces were not re
placed upon the Herring rebuilt 189--1: machine, not
withstanding the pretended wonderful results ob
tained with them in 1894. That this alleged penuri
ous omission was unfortunate is evident from the
catastrophe which ended the career of the machine.
It is described by Mr. Herring himself on page 61
of the same book:
"'During my last flight on a Lilienthal type of ma
chine, while experimenting in a wind of about 18
miles an hour, the machine was struck twice in quick
succession by a gust from the right. The first im
pulse raised that side until the apparatus stood at
an angle of about 40 degrees; the second impulse,
which came between ~ and :y,t of a second later,
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increased the inclination to nearly a vertical one,
so that one wing pointed to the ground and the
other to the zenith. Anticipating a complete over
turning of the machine (as did happen), I let go
my hold and dropped to the sand below, a distance
of not more than 12 or 14 feet, where I landed on
my feet, but on the left wing of the overturned ma
chine, which had drifted under me as I fell. The ac
cident damaged the machine so much that it was not
rebuilt.'
"Mr. Chanute in the same book, top of page 35,
mentions the final disposition of this machine . He
says, 'It wa finall y decidec.l to discard it and it was
accordingly broken up.'
"The poor economy of eliminating the wonderful
lateral ( ?) control of 1894 having been thus demon
strated, it might have been expected that Mr. Cha
nute would have furnished enough money to enable
Mr. Herring to incorporate it in their other experi
mental machines which they built that year. But
none of them contained anything resembling this al
leged method of lateral control, nor was it incorpo
rated in a machine which Mr. Herring built at the ex
pense of Mr. M. C. Arnot in 1897, (Herring photo No.
3) in which an entirely different system for attempting
to regulate the lateral control was embodied It was
only in 1909, seven years after having seen the invention
of the complainants' patent in operation at Kitty Hawk,
and four years after 'complainants' patent was granted,
that the proved efficiency of the alleged auxiliary
surfaces of 1894 determined him to try them again.
As Mr. Herring naively says (affiravit, p. 10): 'It
was the proven effectiveness of the pivoted side sur
e and D of my 1894 glider which determined us in
adopting similar devices on our present (1909) rna
chine.' But in this Mr. Herring ignores or sup
presses the fact that his connection with the Her
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ring-Curtiss ompany dates back less than one year,
and that the defendant Curtis , while a member of
the Aerial Experiment As ociation, had built pre
viou to that time, in the year 1908, two machines
known respectively as '\1\Thite \Nings' and 'June
Bug,' both of which had piyoted side urfaces or tip ,.,
extending beyonu the rigid central main plane .
"Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, president of the
Aerial Experiment Association in an article in 'Aero
nautics' of June, 1908, page 13, in describing a flight
of 'vVhite Wings' says: 'So perfect was the control
of the movable tips that neither of the wings touched
the ground.' Illustrations of '\Yhite \Vings' and
the 'June Bug,' showing the movable triangular bal
ancing rudders or wing tip are hown on pages 12
ancl 13 of the arne issue and on the cover page of the
Augu t number. Copies of 'Aeronautics' for June
and August are hereto attached and made part of this
affidavit. The location of the balancing rndclers of
these machines was changed in the Herring-Curtiss
machine in nit to a position midway between the
upper and lower main planes, after complainants had
called the attention of defendant Curti s to the in
fringement of their patent, in the letter of July 20,
190 , copy of which \Vilbur \i\Tright give in his af
fidavit in chief. This change of position was a mere
attempt to provide basis for a pretense that such
tips are not portions of the aeroplanes, and was prob
ably macTe on advice of an attorney after the refer
ence mentioned by Mr. Curtiss in hi letter of July
24, 1908, also a part of Wrights' affidavit in chief.
"The correspondence of the Aerial Experiment
Association with your complainants prior to the con
struction of these machines has also been referred
to in the affidavit in chief of Wilbur \i\Tright. There
fore, it is amusing to find Mr. Herring making affi
davit that the introduction of this feature into the
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machine which T\J r. Curtiss built in 1909 was the re
ult of the proven effectivene s of the abandoned
Herring 1894 glider."
Thus Herring, after abandoning his 1894 experiment
and experimental machine, did not again use his alleged
pivoted vertical rudder and adjustable surfaces, though
he built, for :\I r. Chanute, experimental machines in 1890,
1897, 1898; and fell clown in one of them, destroying it
and barely escaping seriou

injury, and this, for want of

these very alleged lateral balancing appliances.

It is

incredible that he had these features and yet did not use
them when his needs clemanclecl them.
hold

such

conduct

incompatible

Numerous cases

with,

or

TVi11o11a

Har'l.~estcr

Co.,

sufficient

Dcrri11g v.

reason for rejecting. these belated claims.

Li ;) C. S. :~86; Barbed \Vire Patent,

1-1:3 U. SS. 275, 287.
Herring is also the singl

witness produced to pro,·e

hi s own allegecl early devices: and he is a party in inter
est besides.

The rule of evidence in such cases rejects

the un supported testimony of a si ngle witness.

·u. Langfeld, 131 F. 413, 4'16; and Durpce

'Z'.

853; Brown v. Za11bit:::. 105 I'. 24'2; Cantrell

A !bright

Bawo, 118 F.
'V.

Walliclc, 111'

U. S. 689, which are cited in Albright v. Langfeld.
And Herring never used a pivoted rear vertical rudder
and adjustable marginal surface

until after he had been

permitted by the V\Trights to spend some time at their
Kitty Hawk, N. C., trial camp in 1902, where he first
saw these features in the machine of complainants' pat
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ent then being tested out. (Affidavit. of Vi! right Bros.)
So too his claim that defendants' co-acting infringing
vertical pivoted rear rudder and adjustable lateral sur
faces or tip

had their gene is in his own previous con

ceptions of these devices is flatly refuted by the fact that.
defendant Curtiss had built three machines with these
features in them in 1908, the year before Herring says they
adopted them for the 1909 Herring-Curti s machine.
The court will now note that Herring saw complain
ants' machine in 1902, and joined Curtiss in 1909 in apply
ing to the Herring-Curtiss machine the rear vertical piv
oted rudder and lateral adjustable margin or tips; while
Curtiss, the year before, 1908, had already adopted these
features in con equence of his opportunities to learn of
them through the information as to con tructing a
·w right machine conveyed by the Wrights in their letters
to Lieut. Selfridge while Secretary of the

erial Exper

iment. Association, of which Curti s was then a member
and the experimenter.

This correspondence show that

in such capacity he was virtually a limited licensee for a
given or uncommercial purpo e; and that he did not deny
the validity "of the Wright patent or deny infringement,
but only promised not to make a commercial use of his
machine when notified of infringement.
These are strong equities in favor of complainant and
hostile to any claim of right or originality in these de
fendants.
Again, 9n the question of Herring ever having made
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any claim to these features, until now, the Wright re
buttal affidavit ays :
"Furthermore we show the court that Mr. Herring
at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, in October, 1904, and
saw the invention of the complainants' in operation
knew that the complainants were claiming the inven
tion as being original with them, and we state to the
court that he did not then in any way question the
correctness of the claim; that he did not intimate
any claim to priority of invention for himself; that
he did not refer to his glider of 1894 as having had
a similar system of lateral control. We further show
to the court that although he knew itt was he inten
tion of complainants to apply for a patent upon their
invention, he made no attempt to ecure a patent
for himself as a prior inventor, and although the
complainants' patent dicl not come to final issue until
1806, or four years after "Mr. Herring first saw com
plainants' machine in operation, he instituted no in
terference in the Patent Office."
Under all the authorities, such as American Bell Tel. Co.

v. Peoples Tel. Co., ?2 F. 309; Telephone Cases, 126 U. S. 1,
and on common principles of estoppel and common dic
tates of justice, Herring could not now be heard to set
up a claim of prior invention again t these great in
ventors who have a toni heel the world. And this quite
aside from the fact that whatever he did, he did not per
fect his device, but left it unfinished and suffered it to
become lost.

The obvious truth is, however, that Her

ring never po sessed the features in question. If he had
the world would have heard of them; and they would
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have been actually hown and described in his article in
"American Engineer," and not left to conjecture; and
he, acting by all known rules of human conduct, would
have claimed them in 1902 when he vi ited Kitty Hawk
and found 'N right Bros. using their rear vertical pivoted
rudder and adjustable lateral margins or tips, had he ever
possesed such features himself. And he would also have
used them in the later experimental machines of 1896-7-8.
before spoken of, had a knowedge of them ever been

hi~

before that time. But Herring did not sow, and he can
not now reap!
Even more-when in December, 1903, the fame of the
then flights of the \lV rights in their machine began to
stir the aeronautical world as it was never stirred before,
this same man Herring rushed to his pen and, as editor
of a trade periodical, wrote: "SUCCESSFUL TEST OF
A RE L FLYING MACHINE;" and among other
things pointed out that thi

successful machine differed

from his own expe.riments in the "METHOD OF CON
TROLLING LATERAL EQUILIBRIUM."

Of this

the Wrights ir,t their joint affidavit say:
"When the flights of the machine of complainants'
patent, when driven by a motor, were made in De
cember. 1903, Mr. Herring was editor of a periodi
cal named 'Gas Power,' and in the January, 1!104,
issue, which is introduced and made a part of this
affidavit, Mr. Herring, in an editorial entitled 'Suc
cessful Test of a Real FZ.ying; Machine,' page 36, after
mentioning his own experiments in connection with
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Mr. Chanute and 11r. Arnot, proceed. to compare
his own machine with that of the complainants, and
says, 'The other e entia! difference in the two ma
chines was in the far greater size of the \\ rio·ht ma
chine, the horizontal position of the ope rator, and his
method of controllin r:. lateral equilibrium.' Therefore \\'C
assert that Herring did not claim or prosecute an
invention anticipating that of your complainants'
patent and covering the same subject matter.''
The Wright affidavit then closes its treatment of the
aleged 189-± machine by the following anaylsis of the
Herring claims:
"Finally we call the attention of the court to a fe\\'
points with the request that they be taken into con
sideration when \veighing the uncorroborated HlOfl
assertions of l\I r. Herring regarding the construction
and operation of this 1894 glider. First, we will take
up the alleged adjustable vertical rear rudder. Her
ring Photograph IT sh ws clearly that this 'rudder'
did not occupy the position customary and proper
for a rear rudder. The horizontal tail extend ~ out
to the rear, but the sides of the house is seen both
above and below the tail, clear up to the edge of the
main wings. In photograph II at 'B' the alleged
'rudder' is shown to be probably triagular in shape.
with its forward edge formed by a vertical mast lo
cated a trifle in front of the center of the main wings,
measuring from front to rear. Almost the entire
area of the 'rudder' is near it front edge, owing to
its triangular shape, so that any pressure applied to
it by the wind would be applied to the center of the
machine, and would have none of the effects of a
vertical rudder located at the rear. We not only
show the court that such a 'rudder' would be foolish
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and ineffective a a means of turning the machine
about a vertical axis, but we further show that Mr.
Herring. in the 'Aeronautical Annual' of 1897. an
exhibit in this case, has illustrated a fixed device
corresponding in appearance and location to the
'rudder' B. and has ascribed to it C'lltirely diffacnt
functions from that now, for the fir t time, claimed
in his present affidavit. It is illustrated in Fig. 1,
Plate XII, opposite page 6G, under the superscrip
tion 'Equilibrium Paradox. Its action is describe d
on page 60 as follows: 'It is not, as many believe.
absolutely necessary that the center of weight should
he beneath the ustaining urfac·es: this may be
demonstrated by trying the small paper model
shown in Plate XII,, Fig. 1. ·w hich if not too heaYily
weighted will always fly 'fin' side up. even if dropped
with the weight and fin side undermost.' The object
of the fin. it will be noted, is to keep the machine
right side up and not to guide the machine from
right to left. This alleged keeping the right side up
is the probable object of the snrface B in the ] , !1-l
glider. If the a11cgecl movable auxiliary urface .~
had been intended to control the lateral balance they
hould have been located at the tips of the wings. as
in the present Herring-Curtiss machine, instead of
close to the center, and if the fin B had been in
tended to counteract differences in the horizontal re
sistances of auxiliary surfaces adjusted to different
angles of inCidence, it should have been placed as
far to the rear as possible, as in the present Herring
Curtiss machine, instead of over the center of the
wings, as in the Equilibrium Paradox .
" 1oreover, we show the court that the Herring
photographs cleraly contradict seveeral statements
of the present Herring affidavit. Mr. Herring says
(affidavit, page 8) : 'The vertical rudder was piv
oted, and cords led from it underneath my elbows,
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so that by moving one elbow or the other I could
turn the rudder to either side desired to steer the
machine to the right or left. ' vVe have examined the
photographs, both with natural eye and with magni
fynig glass, and absolutely deny that it shows cords
pas ing under the elbows of the man. although white
cords. if existing. would have been shown clearly on
the black clothing. The inside of one elbow and the
outside of the other are fully shown in photograph
II. \Ve further deny the probability that a man
re ting on his arm pits and shiftiing hi body back
,,·ard and forward, would attempt to operate or
could operate a vertical rudder with his elbows,
which vvere necessarily being flexed and extended
each time his body was moved backward or forward.
"1\Ir. Herring also says, (affidavit, page 4), re
ferring to the auxiliary surfaces and bars which
passed forward under his arms: 'They are pivoted
at one end to these bars.' The photograph I clearly
shows that the extreme end o fthe surface C, appar
ently a piece of tubing, fall s short of reaching the
har by about two inches. The left cuff of Mr. I rer
ring's coat is seen between them without any inter
ruption of vision. The button on hi s sleeve is seen
just at the end of the tube and proves that the tube
does not extend to the bar. The photograph. there
fore, clearly contradicts at least two of Mr. Her
ring's affirmations regarding the construction of the
machine: that relating to the cords or operating the
rudder, and that relating to the attachment of the
auxiliary su rfaces to the horizontal bars. In view of
the matters cited and Mr. Herring's entire conduct
r egarding the alleged invention in the fifteen years
between 1894 and 1909, we request the sourt to con
sider whether the invention ( ?) on his part bears
the date of the year 1894, or that of the year 1909."
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The further claim by Herring that the machine of the
compainants' patent can be directed in a straight line
only is met by the Vvrights thus:
"The claim of Mr. Herring (affidavit, page 1) that
complainants' machine of the patent was capable of
being directed in a straight line only is not well
founded. We have repeatedly made complete cir
cles with the rear rudder permanently connected
with the wires which warp the panes as described in
the particular form shown in the patent. Circles
were usually made in a direction opposite to that
which should have been taken if the rudder had pos
sessed the functions of an ordinary ship's rudder.
vVe turned to the left with the rudder straight or
even set over slightly to the right. Mr. Herring has
himself seen us in 1902 turn our glider to the right
or left with the mechanism shown in the patent in
suit, and is misleading the court by presenting a
theoretical argument which conflicts with a known
fact."
Finally, Herring's affidavit contains an important ad
mission on the question of infringement as involved in
the operation of defendants' machine. The Wrights con
clude their affidavit by copy_ing and explaining this ad
mission:
"We call attention to the paragraph on page 11, in
which Mr. Herring speaks, as an expert, on the ne
cessity of adjusting a vertical tail whenever the an
gles of incidence of lateral tips are unequal. He
says: 'In my 1894 glider machine I found it neces
sary to use the vertical rudder in preserving a
straight course, when I corrected the side equilib
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rium by using the auxiliary urfaces.' This, though
clearly after-knowledge, confirms . the assertions of
complainants and their witnesses that such co-ope
ration is necessary in defendants' machine whenever
the angles of incidence of the lateral tips become un
equal in flight.
''That part of Mr. Herring's affidavit reatling to
the construction and operation of the Herring-Cur
tiss machine of 1909 will be taken up in response to
the Curtis affidavit, as it does not appear that Mr.
Herring had any personal part in constructing or
operating such machine or machines."
Thus Herring is discredited; his affidavit thoroughly
rebutted; his conduct before his present interests arose,
shown to be incompatible with his new claims now for
the first time advanced; while his exparte testimony as
that of a single witness is incompetent to defeat or affect
this important suit.

CON CLUSION .
It is now submitted, in conclusion, that the facts here
in-the pioneer character of the Wright invention, the
generic status of their patent, the failure of defendants
to successfully assail its entire novelty, their appropria
tion of the invention, their knowledge of it acquired in a
confidential manner before they appropriated it, the need
of this injunction to preserve in statu quo the important
and world-wide recognized rights of these inventors
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and the law cited herein, affording precedent after prec
edent in support of this motion, all go to establi h a clear
right to the relief prayed for.
Respectfully,

H. A. TOULl\HN,
Solicitor and of Counsel for Complainant.
December, 1909.
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